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Virginia Electric

and

Power

Company

("Dominion

Virginia Power"

or the

"Company") respectfully shows as follows:
1.

Dominion Virginia Power is a public service corporation organized under the

laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia furnishing electric service to the public within its
Virginia service territory.

The Company also furnishes electric service to the public in

portions of North Carolina.

Dominion Virginia Power’s electric system, consisting of

facilities for generation, transmission and distribution of electric energy, is interconnected
with the electric systems of neighboring utilities, and is a part of the interconnected network
of electric systems serving the continental United States. By reason of its operation in two
states and its interconnections with other utilities, the Company is engaged in interstate
commerce.

2.

In order to perform its legal duty to fumish adequate and reliable electric

service, Dominion Virginia Power must, from time to time, replace and construct new

transmission facilities in its system. The electric facilities proposed in this application are
necessary so that Dominion Virginia Power can maintain the structural integrity and
reliability of its transmission system and reliable electric service to its customers in the area in
accordance with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC")
Reliability Standards for transmission facilities and the Company’s planning criteria.
3.

Accordingly, the Company proposes to (i) install, entirely along and primarily

within existing right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville
Line #2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing
Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle
County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s
Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively, the "Project"). In coordination with
the Project, the Company plans to uprate sections of the existing 115 kV Lines #2, #70 and
#11 to be located on the structures proposed for the Project and reconductor 230 kV

Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088.
4.

The Project was submitted to PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. ("PJM") by

Dominion Virginia Power in response to a 2014 solicitation for proposals to resolve identified
projected NERC

violations.

PJM’s

Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee

recommended the Project for approval on September 10, 2015, and the Project was approved
by the PJM Board of Managers on October 15, 2015.
5.

The proposed new facilities must be in service by summer (commencing June

1) of 2019 to assure that the Company can continue to provide reliable electric service to the
customers served from the Company’s existing Gordonsville Substation and to address
projected violations of NERC Reliability Standards that could lead to service interruptions or
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potentially damage electrical facilities in the area. The necessity for the proposed Project is
described in more detail in Section I of the Appendix attached to this application.
6.

The proposed 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 will be constructed

entirely along existing right-of-way using new double circuit, single-shaft weathered steel
poles with three twin-bundled 636 ACSR 24/7 phase conductors with a summer transfer
capability of 1047 MVA. For 0.6 mile from Remington Substation, however, the Project will
be installed on the vacant 230 kV lower level of the existing 500/230kV structures supporting
500 kV Meadow Brook-Loudoun Line #535.

The approximate size of the structures, the

materials to be used to construct the Project, and the right-of-way clearing methods, corridor
usage and maintenance procedures are described in Section II of the Appendix. The proposed
facilities will meet or exceed the standards of the National Electrical Safety Code in effect at
the time of construction.
7.

As noted above, the in-service date for the proposed facilities is summer

(commencing June 1) 2019, with an estimated 14-18 months for construction of the Project
and a period of 11 months for engineering, material procurement, right-of-way acquisition
and construction permitting.

The estimated cost of the Project is approximately $104.6

million (2015 dollars), of which approximately $88.7 million is for transmission line
construction including the reconductor of Line #2088 and approximately $15.9 million is for
station work.

8.

The proposed facilities will afford the best means of meeting the continuing

need for reliable service while reasonably minimizing adverse impact on the scenic,
environmental and historic assets of the area. The Project is located entirely along existing
right-of-way; however, 22.2 miles of the existing corridor is 100 feet in width while the

remaining 16.0 miles of the existing corridor is 70 feet in width. The Company will seek to
expand existing or acquire additional easements to establish a 100-foot right-of-way for the
length of the Project where practically feasible.
9.

The Company is presenting a proposed route and two alternative routes for the

Commission’s consideration. Because there is an existing right-of-way between Remington
and Gordonsville Substations that can be used for the Project, the Company did not identify
any alternatives for routing between these two terminal points. However, the Company did
consider an alternative electrical solution that would connect its existing Remington
Substation to a new switching station in the vicinity of the existing Rappahannock Electric
Cooperative’s Pratts Delivery Point in Madison County, Virginia ("Pratts Station").

The

Remington-Pratts electrical alternative (identified as "Option B" in the Environmental
Routing Study) would make use of the existing I 15 kV corridor from Remington Substation
for at least 17 miles then would depart from the existing right-of-way to terminate at Pratts
Station along new right-of-way.

The proposed Remington-Gordonsville transmission line

route and two Remington-Pratts alternative routes are described in Section III of the
Appendix.

10.

Based on consultations with the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality

("DEQ"), the Company in coordination with its consultant Natural Resource Group, LLC has
developed a supplement ("DEQ Supplement") containing information designed to facilitate
review and analysis of the proposed facilities by the DEQ and other relevant agencies. The
DEQ Supplement is attached to this application, as is an Environmental Routing Study.
11.

Dominion Virginia Power’s experience, the advice of consultants and a review

of published studies by experts in the field have disclosed no causal link to harmful health or
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safety effects from electric and magnetic fields generated by the Company’s .existing or
proposed facilities. For further discussion of this topic, see Section IV of the Appendix.
12.

A list of federal, state and local agencies and officials that reasonably may be

expected to have an interest in the proposed construction, and to which a copy of the
application will be sent, is set forth in Section V of the Appendix.
13.

In addition to the information provided in the Appendix, the DEQ Supplement

and the Environmental Routing Study, this application is supported by the prepared direct
testimony of Company witnesses David C. Witt; Robert J. Shevenock II; William C. Bland;
Gregory R. Baka and Jon M. Berkin filed with this application.
[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]

WHEREFORE, Dominion Virginia Power respectfully requests that the Commission:
(a)

direct that notice of this application be given as required by § 56-46.1

of the Code of Virginia;
(b)

approve pursuant to § 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia the construction

of the proposed 230 kV transmission facilities; and
(c)

grant a certificate of public convenience and necessity for the facilities

under the Utility Facilities Act.
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

By:

Ch~nfe/~
Counsel go; Applic~t

Charlotte P. McAfee
Dominion Resources Services, Inc.
120 Tredegar Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 819-2277
charlotte.p, mcafee@dom, com

Kristian M. Dahl
McGuireWoods LLP
Gateway Plaza
800 E. Canal Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 775-4730
kdahl@mcguirewooods, com
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I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Detail the engineering justifications for the proposed project (for example,
provide narrative to support why the project is necessary to upgrade or
replace an existing facility, to significantly increase system reliability, to
connect a new generating station to the Company’s system, etc.). Detail the
later plans for the proposed project, if appropriate.

Response:

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission
system and to comply with mandatory North AmeriCan Electric Reliability
Corporation ("NERC") ReliabilitY Standards by relieving excessive demand on its
existing Gordonsville Substation and addressing projected network violations,
Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Dominion Virginia Power" or the
"Company") proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles1 of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line
#2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its
existing Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville
Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV
facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively,
the "Project").
In coordination with the Project, the Company plans to uprate sections of its 115
kV Line #2, #70, and #11 on the same structures as proposed for the Project; and
reconductor 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088 in Albemarle and Louisa
Counties.
Attachment I.E.I contains a map of the Company’s transmission system in this
area, including the Company’s existing 115 kV Line #70, #2, and #11 within the
corridor that extends from Remington Substation to Gordonsville Substation.
Attachment I.E.2 shows the transmission system with the proposed Project.
The Company proposes to construct a new 230 kV transmission line from its
existing Remington Substation to existing Gordonsville Substation.
The
Company also proposes to upgrade the existing 230 kV buses at both Remington
and Gordonsville Substations to ring bus configurations and add a third 230-115
kV transformer at Gordonsville Substation. Included in this work will be an
uprate of existing 115 kV Line #70, #2, and #11 for the length of right-of-way
they share with the new 230 kV line and a conductor replacement to uprate Line
#2088 over its 0.8-mile length between Gordonsville Substation and Louisa
Combustion Turbine ("CT") Switching Station ("Louisa CT Station").

1 The Environmental Routing Study identifies a route length of 38.1 miles. The 0.1 mile difference results from the
specific site layout at Remington and Gordonsville Substations and is not included in the environmental impact
evaluation.

From Remington Substation, the Company proposes to utilize the vacant 230 kV
lower level of existing 500/230 kV structures supporting 500 kV Meadow BrookLoudoun Line #535 that extend south for 0.6 mile to a point referred to herein as
Remington Junction.2 From Remington Junction, sections of existing Dominion
Virginia Power Lines #70, #2, and #11 will be rebuilt in conjunction with the new
230 kV line along the 37.6 mile section of existing 115 kV right-of-way between
Remington Junction and Gordonsville Substation on 230 kV double circuit steel
poles. Twin-bundled 636 ACSR conductors will be installed for both the new 230
kV line and the rebuilt sections of the 115 kV lines. The summer rating of the
new 230 kV line will be 1047 MVA and the rebuilt 115 kV sections of Lines #70,
#2, and #11 will have a summer rating of 523 MVA. Line #2088 will be
reconductored with twin-bundled 571.7 ACSS/TW conductor and will have a
summer rating of 1140 MVA.3
In addition, the Company proposes to construct 230 kV bus improvements at
Remington and Gordonsville Substations. At Remington Substation, all within
the fence, this will include the installation of a 230 kV four-breaker ring bus
arranged in a breaker-and-a-half configuration and high side breaker for the
existing 230-115 kV transformer as shown on Attachment I1.C.2. Similarly, the
Company also proposes to rebuild the 230 kV station bus at Gordonsville
Substation and install five circuit breakers to create an overall six-breaker
breaker-and-a-half ring bus as shown in Attachment II.C.4. As also shown in
Attachment II.C.4, a seventh circuit breaker will be installed in the ring bus to
address possible breaker failure within the ring, which would take two 230-115
kV transformers offiine due to the back-to-back configuration within the ring bus.
A third 230-I 15 kV.transformer will be installed at Gordonsville Substation. This
transformer is needed to prevent the overload of one of the two existing
Gordonsville 230-115 kV transformers should there be the N-1-1 loss of the other
existing transformer and the Project’s proposed 230 kV line between Remington
and Gordonsville Substations.

The Company is part of the PJM regional transmission organization (RTO)
providing service to a large portion of the eastern United States. PJM is currently
responsible for ensuring the reliability and coordinating the movement of
electricity through all or parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia,
West Virginia and the District of Columbia. This service area has a population of
approximately 60 million and on July 21,2011, set a record high for summer peak
demand of 158,450 MW, of which Dominion Virginia Power’s load portion was
approximately 19,636 MW serving 2.4 million customers. On February 20, 2015,
the Company set a winter and all-time record demand of 21,651 MW. Dominion
2 The locations of all junctions referred to herein are identified in Attachment II.A.2.
3 The reconductor of Gordonsville-Louisa 230 kV Line #2088 is estimated to cost approximately $580,200 and is
included in transmission line cost for the proposed Project. This transmission improvement is needed to address N1-1 contingencies on the 500 kV network in and around North Anna Power Station. There is no ground disturbance
associated with this work, which is not included in the routing analysis for the Project.

Virginia Power’s load zone is the third largest area in PJM behind only American
Electric and Power Company and Commonwealth Edison. Moreover, based on
the 2015 PJM Load Forecast, the Dominion Zone is expected to be one of the
fastest growing zones in PJM with an average of 1.7% over the next 10 years as
compared to the PJM average of approximately 1.0% over the same period.
The Company’s transmission system is responsible for providing transmission
service to the Company’s retail customers and also to Appalachian Power
Company (APCo), Old Dominion Electric Cooperative (ODEC), Northern
Virginia Electric Cooperative, Central Virginia Electrical Cooperative ("CVEC"),
and Virginia Municipal Electric Association (VMEA) for redelivery to their retail
customers in Virginia, as well as to North Carolina Electric Membership
Corporation (NCEMC) and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency
(NCEMPA) for redelivery to their customers in Noah Carolina. The Company
needs to be able to maintain the overall, long-term reliability of its transmission
system, as its customers require more power in the future.
The Project’s estimated total cost is $104.6 million (2015 dollars), which includes
approximately $88.7 million for transmission line construction between
Remington and Gordonsville Substations and reconductor of Line #2088, and
approximately $5.3 million for the station work at Remington Substation and
approximately $10.6 million for the station work at Gordonsville Substation.
This Project is necessary to assure that the Company can continue to provide
reliable electric service to its customers, including REC and CVEC, in the area
including Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and Madison Counties,
consistent with mandatory NERC Reliability Standards for transmission facilities
and PJM and the Company’s Transmission Planning Criteria.4 The Remington
and Gordonsville Substations and interconnected transmission network provide
service to the Company’s transmission system located in the region, and are a
critical component of the electric transmission grid that serves Virginia,
Maryland, West Virginia, the District of Columbia, and beyond.
In 2014, PJM network analysis identified several network violations projected to
occur in 2019 that produced thermal overloading and low voltage violations. The
Company also identified a stress case violation of its Transmission Planning
Criteria for 2018. As a part of its compliance with FERC Order 1000,5 PJM
solicited solutions for these violations from qualified bidders in its Open Window
#2 process which opened October 17, 2014 and closed on December 5, 2014.
The Company and FirstEnergy Corporation ("FirstEnergy") submitted four joint
proposals to address these violations, two of which (including the Project) would
4 The Company’s Transmission Planning Criteria can be found in Exhibit A of the Company’s Facility Connection
Requirements document, which is available online at https:llwww.dom.comllibraryldomcomlpdfslelectrictransmission/facilit¥-connection-requirements.pdf.
5 Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities, Order No.
1000, FERC Stats. & Regs. ~ 31,323 (2011).
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be constructed solely by Dominion Virginia Power. Of the sixteen proposals that
were received, the Project set forth in this application was recommended for PJM
Board approval and inclusion in the Regional Transmission Expansion Plan
("RTEP") for 2015 at PJM’s September 10, 2015 Transmission Expansion
Advisory Committee ("TEAC") meeting. Attachment I.A.1 contains slides from
the TEAC meeting identifying the decision factors. The Project was approved for
inclusion in the RTEP by the PJM Board of Managers on October 15, 2015.
In January 2015 PJM issued its annual Load Forecast with revised projected
loading for the utility zones within its territory. Analysis performed using this
data confirms the 2019 need date for this Project. Earlier analysis based on a
2014 Load Forecast had identified a 2018 need date to address a Dominion
Virginia Power Criteria stress case violation that is now not projected to occur
until 2019 under the updated Load Forecast.
The existing 115 kV lines in the Remington-Gordonsville corridor between
Somerset Substation and Mountain Run Junction contain wood H-frame
construction that dates back to 1959. A survey of the wood poles that make up
these structures has identified several that have degraded to a point they ne6d
replacement. Over time the state of the remaining poles will decline to a level
that an aging infrastructure project will be required to replace them as well. The
construction of this Project will eliminate the need and cost associated with
replacing at least 12.2 miles of line which is estimated to cost approximately
$18.3 million (on a per mile basis) in 2015 dollars.
This Project will accommodate future load growth in the region, including
territories served by Rappahannock Electric Cooperative ("REC") and
FirstEnergy, thereby enabling the Company and these utilities to maintain the
overall long-term reliability of the regional transmission system.
The projected load violations, if not relieved, will impact service reliability to the
citizens of the Commonwealth of Virginia. The Supreme Court of Virginia has
affirmed the Commission’s determination of need for new transmission facilities
based on violations of NERC Reliability Standards identified through the PJM
annual RTEP process. Piedmont Envtl. Council v. Virginia Elec. and Power Co.,
278 Va. 553, 684 S.E. 2d 805 (2009).
The failure to address the identified projected violations for this area could lead to
service interruptions or potentially damage the Company’s, FirstEnergy, REC,
and CVEC’s electrical facilities in this area, negatively impacting electric service
to the region.

Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee
Reliability Analysis Update

September 10, 2015

Reliability Analysis Update

Pratts Area Update

Pratts Evaluation

Key decision factors in the Pratts evaluation
- Performance
- Cost
- Risk (Siting, Feasibility and cost commitment)

Pratts Area Proposal Evaluation - Background
¯

At the June TEAC
- Reaffirmed the previous recommendation to implement the 2014_2-13A

proposal from Gordonsville - Pratts - Remington and assign
construction responsibility to First Energy and Dominion.
- This recommendation was not yet reviewed by the PJM Board
In the previous evaluation process, new ROW was recognized as an
important issue and a significant element of risk "common to all new ROW
proposals."
Further routing analysis indicates thatthe total length of potential new ROW
for the 13A proposal is 15-18 mi.
Virginia SCC Guidelines of Minimum Requirements for Transmission Line
Applications

Siting Cons iderations Virginia SCC Guidelines

Virginia State Corporation (SCC)
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION, DIVISION
OF ENERGY REGULATION
Guidelines of Minimum Requirements for Transmission Line Applications Filed Under
Virginia Code Section 56-46.1 and The Utility Facilities Act
¯ To the extent permitted by the property interest involved rights-of-way should be selected
with the purpose of minimizing, conflict between; the rigl~ts-of-way and present and
prospective uses of the land on which they are to be located. To this end, existin.q ri.qhts-ofway should be .qiven priority as the locations for additions to existin.q transmission facilities,
and the joint use of existing rights-of-way by different kinds of utility services should be
considered.

https:llwww.scc.vir.qinia..qovlpueldocsltrans.pdf

Pratts ROW Summary by Proposal
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Pratts Area Recommendation

The Dominion 13C proposal from Gordonsville - Remington
- Resolves the required reliability criteria violations
- Among the least cost proposals
Has the least risk due to all of the existing ROW and ownership of
existing local stations

Pratts Area Recommendation
Recommendation Construct the
Dominion / FirstEnergy 13C proposal
Construction Designation: Dominion
(the local Transmission Owner)
Build a 230kV Line from Remington
Substation to Gordonsville
Substation utilizing existing ROW.
Install a 3rd 230-115kV transformer
at Gordonsville Substation
Cost Estimate : $103.7 M
Required In-Service Date: 6/1/2018

Pa~e

Remin,

,/

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Describe the present system and detaii how the proposed project will
effectively satisfy present and future demand requiremen[s.
Provide
pertinent load growth data (at least five years of historical and ten years of
projected loads where applicable). Provide all assumptions inherent within
the projected data and why existing right-of-way cannot adequately serve the
needs of the Company if that is the case. Indicate when the existing system is
projected to be inadequate. If the existing system is, or will at some future
time be inadequate in a contingency situation, describe this critical
contingency. Detail what might cause such situation. Where appropriate,
provide historical incidence of similar situations which would be avoided by
the proposed construction.

Response:

Attachment I.E. 1 shows the portion of the Company’s transmission system in the
area of the proposed Project. The existing Remington Substation is located in
Fauquier County at the intersection of three major transmission line corridors
which contain 500 kV, 230 kV and 115 kV transmission lines. Remington
Substation is the terminus of two 230 kV transmission lines, two 115 kV lines and
contains one 230-115 kV transformer.
Gordonsville Substation is located in Albemarle County at the intersection of
three major transmission line corridors which contain 230 kV and 115 kV
transmission lines and is electrically adjacent to the Louisa CT, South Anna, and
North Anna Power Stations. Gordonsville Substation is the terminus of two 230
kV lines, two 115 kV lines, and contains two 230-115 kV transformers.
From Remington Substation, 115 kV Remington-Culpeper Line #70 .heads
southwest to serve the 115 kV transmission system and customer loads at REC’s
Mountain Run and Brandy Delivery Points ("DP"), along with Culpeper
Substation and Culpeper DP.
At Gordonsville Substation, FirstEnergy’s 115 kV Gordonsville-Pratts line heads
north to REC’s Pratts DP. This is a radial line and is the sole transmission source
for REC’s Pratts DP. Line #11 heads northeast from Gordonsville Substation to
Oak Green Switching Station ("Oak Green Station") to serve the 115 kV
transmission system, CVEC’s Doubleday DP, and the Company’s Orange and
Somerset Substations.
At Oak Green Station, Line #2 acts as a 115 kV network tie between Remington
and Gordonsville Substations as it heads northeast from Oak Green to REC’s
Mountain Run DP and also serves REC load at Mitchell DP.
Also at Gordonsville Substation, Line #2135 heads south west to the Company’s
Hollymead Substation to serve the 230 kV transmission system and CVEC’s
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Cash’s Comer DP. From Hollymead Substation, Line #2054 extends the 230 kV
network to Charlottesville Substation and serves REC’s Prof-fit DP.
Line #2088 extends southeast from Gordonsville Substation to Louisa CT Station.
From Louisa CT Station, Line #2074 extends the 230 kV network to South Anna
Power Station. The 230 kV network between Gordonsville Substation and North
Anna is completed by Line #255 which runs east from South Anna and serves
load at Louisa and Louisa Pumping Station.
Mandatory NERC Reliability Standards require that the interconnected
transmission system be analyzed both in the near term (years 1-5) and long term
(years 6 -10) for compliance with NERC Reliability Standards. NERC Reliability
Standards require the identification of critical system conditions and the
assessment of system performance for various events. These events fall into eight
categories, Categories P0 to P7.6 NERC Reliability Standards provide for
different system responses based on the severity of the system test (Category P0 is
the least severe test and Categories P6 and P7 are the most severe). More
specifically, the eight contingency categories are segmented as follows:
¯
¯
¯

Category P0 - No Contingencies
Category P 1 and P2 - Event resulting in the loss of a single element
Category P3 through P7 - Event(s) resulting in the loss of two or more
(multiple) elements.

For Category P0 through P7 events, it is expected that the system will remain
stable and that both thermal and voltage limits will remain within applicable
ratings.
NERC Reliability Standards require that the Planning Authority and Transmission
Planner develop planning criteria to ensure compliance with NERC Reliability
Standards.7 Maintaining future system reliability includes planning to anticipate
the effect on the transmission system of projected increases in demand.
Attachment I.B.1 provides the historical system summer peak loads and the
projected loads in Attachment I.B.2 represent the Company’s forecasted peaks
based on the PJM 2015 Load, Forecast and demonstrate the continued growth that
is expected to occur. The projected average annual growth rate is approximately
1.7%, one of the highest projected growth rates in PJM, as noted above in Section
I.A.
As mentioned in Section I.A, PJM’s 2014 network analysis identified several N1-1 contingencies for 2019 that produced both thermal overloading and low
voltage violations. Specifically, the N-l-1 loss of 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa
6 These categories replace the Categories A-D contingencies and are reflected in the Company’s transmission
planning criteria as a result of NERC-TPL-001-4, which requires that planning criteria conform to the new
categories no later than January 1, 2016.
7 See note 4, supra.
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CT Line #2088 in conjunction with the loss of Hollymead-Charlottesville Line
#2054 produced thermal overload violations in Gordonsville-Oak Green Line #11
and Oak Green-Spotsylvania Line #153. This contingency, also produced low
voltage violations at the Company’s Gordonsville, Somerset, Orange, Oak Green
and Hollymead stations; REC’s Pratts DP; and CVEC’s Doubleday DP.
Similarly, the N- 1-1 loss of Gordonsville-Hollymead Line #2135 coupled with the
loss of Gordonsville-Louisa CT Line #2088 produced low voltage violations at
the Company’s Gordonsville, Somerset, and Orange Substations; REC’s Pratts
DP; and CVEC’s Doubleday DP.
The N-l-1 loss of 230 kV Gordonsville-Hollymead Line #2135 coupled with the
loss of 230 kV South Anna-North Anna Line #255 produced thermal overload
violations on the Company’s 115 kV Gordonsville-Oak Greeri Line #11, 115 kV
Oak Green-Spotsylvania Line #153, 115 kV Oak Green-Mountain Run Line #2,
and 115 kV Remington-Culpeper Line #70, along with low voltage violations at
Company’s Gordonsville, Somerset, Orange, Oak Green, Mitchell, Culpeper,
Louisa CT and South Anna stations; REC’s Pratts, Mitchell, Mountain Run,
Brandy, Unionville, Locust Grove, Paytes, Wilderness, Lake of the Woods, Todds
Tavern and Ni River DPs; the Town of Culpeper’s Culpeper DP; and CVEC’s
Doubleday DP.
The N-l-1 loss of 230-115 kV Transformer #3 at Remington Substation in
conjunction with the loss of either Remington-Remington CT Line #6 or the 230115 kV Transformer #9 at Remington CT Station produced a thermal overload
violation in Oak Green-Mountain Run Line #2.
In January 2015 PJM issued its annual Load Forecast with revised projected
loading for the utility zones within its territory. Analysis was performed on the
amended 2019 loading which showed the same thermal and voltage issues with
the N-l-1 contingencies listed above. Attachment I.B.3 identifies thermal and
voltage violations projected to occur 2019 with revised loading for the base case,
proposed Remington-Gordonsville Project, and Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville
and North Anna-Gordonsville alternatives described in Section I.C. Attachment
I.B.4 identifies thermal and voltage violations for projected 2023 loading for the
contingencies identified in Attachment I.B.3.
As discussed in Section I.A above, it is necessary for the Company to build a new
230 kV transmission line between Remington and Gordonsville Substations no
later than summer (commencing June 1) 2019 to assure that the Company can
continue to provide reliable electric service to the customers served from the
Company’s Gordonsville Substation consistent with mandatory NERC Reliability
Standards for transmission facilities. The completion of all this work will address
the identified projected PJM network violations. The Company’s construction of
the 230 kV line between Remington and Gordonsville Substations will provide
increased reliability and accommodate potential long term growth while providing
for the orderly development of a robust area transmission network.
16

Line # 11 between Oak Green Junction and Somerset Station was built with wood
H-frame construction that dates back to 1959. Recent surveys have identified
several wood poles within this line that have degraded to the point of being nonrestorable and will be replaced in the in the near term. Over time the degradation
of the remaining line poles will necessitate an aging infrastructure project to
replace the balance of poles at an estimated cost calculated of approximately $1.5
million per mile (2015 dollars),s The construction of the Project will eliminate
the need for this expenditure as Line #11 will be co-located with the proposed
Line #2153 on the proposed double circuit structures.

8 This per-mile cost would be applicable to segments of existing Line #11 in the Remington-Gordonsville corridor
that are not replaced as part of the Project. For Alternative Route B-4 described in Sections II and III of this
Appendix, the 12.2-mile segment of the existing 115 kV lines that would not be replaced would cost approximately
$18.3 million.
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Attachment I.B.1 - Historical System Summer Peak Loads (MW).

HistoricalSystem
Summer Peak Loads
System Peak (MW)
%Growth

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

7/22/2011

6/29/2012

7/18/2013

1/30/2014

8/3/2006

8/8/2007

6/10/2008

8/10/2009

7/24/2010

19,375

19,688

19,051

18,137

19,140

20,061

19,249

18,763

19,785

1.62%

-3.24%

-4.80%

5.53%

4.81%

-4.05%

-2.52%

5.45%

Attachment I.B.2 - Projected System Summer Peak Loads (MW)

Projected System
Summer Peak Loads
System Peak (MW)
% Growth

2015
19,999

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

20,551

20,980

21,322

21,666

22,068

22,367

22,734

2.09%

1.63%

1.61%

1.86%

1.35%

1.64%

23,361
1.11%

23,676

2.76%

23,105
1.63%

1.35%
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2019 Thermal Violations
Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description Percent Loading

Une 11
2019

Une 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)
Line 2054 (Hollymead-Charlottesville)

Base

139.2%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AIt

<100%

Base

129.0%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Line 153
N Anna-Gord
Base

Une
Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)
2019

<100%
<100%

N Anna-Gord

Line 153

Une 11

Une 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)
2019

Line 255 (South Anna-North Anna)

2

111.0%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

206.8%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

107.0%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

~1Anna-Gord Ah

<100%

Base

120.9%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Line 153
N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

130.2%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

134.7%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Gordonsville Tx#3

2019

Remington Tx#3
Une 6 (Remington-Remington

Remington Tx#3
2019

N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

106.1%

Proposed

<100%

Une 2
Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

106.1%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Line 2

Remington CT Tx#9

N Anna-Gord

2019

107.2%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)

N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Gordonsville Tx#l

Base

110.3%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Une 153
N Anna-Gord AlL

<100%

Base

107.3%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

Line 11

2019

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)

N Anna-Gord AIt

<100%

Gordonsville Tx#3

Base

110.7%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AlL

<100%

Line 153

N Anna-Gord

20

Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STF-231.0 MVA
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 153 Rating N-226.0 MVAo STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 2 Rating N-176.0 MVA, STE-176.0 MVA,
LD-202.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Transformer #1 Rating N-241.9 MVA, STE255.6 MVA, LD-287.5 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Transformer #3 Rating N-243.9 MVA, STE250.9 MVA, LD-267.2 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 2 Rating N-176.0 MVA, STE-176.0 MVA,
LD-202.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 2 Rating N-176.0MVA, STE-176.0 MVA,
LO-202.0MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

<100%

Base
Line 11

MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

<100%

Base

Gordonsville Tx#l

Line 153 Rating N-226.O MVA, STE-226.O

<100%

Base

N Anna-Gord

Une

108.6%

Rem-Pratts AIt

Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)

LD-266.0MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

<100%

Proposed
11

CommenB
Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA

<100%

Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, 5TE-231.0 MVA
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA0 LD-260.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating
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2019 Thermal Violations

Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description Percent Loading

Line 11

Base

107.2%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts Air

<100%

Gordonsville Tx#1

N Anna-Gord Air

<100%

Gordonsville Tx#3

Base

110.8%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AIt

<100%

2019

Une 1S3

Commen~
Une 11 Rating N-231.0MVA, STE-231.0MVA,
LD-266.0MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating
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2019 Voltage Violations

Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description

Gordonsville

56.3%

Proposed

>90%
>90%
>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed

Somerset

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed

Orange

Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base

Oak Green

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord Air
Base

Hollymead

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base

Pratts DP

2019

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord AIt

Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)

Base

Line 2054 (Hollymead-Charlottesville)

Proposed
Doubleday DP

Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base

Proffit DP

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord Air
Base
Proposed

Mitchell

Rem-Pratts Ait
N Anna-Gord Ait
Base

Culpeper

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord Air
Base
Proposed

Mt Run

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed
Locust Grove

Per Unit Bus Voltage

Base

Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord Air

58.1%
>90%
>90%
>90%
65.7%
>90%
>90%
>90%
84.0%
>90%
>90%
>90%
48.0%
>90%
>90%
>90%
48.7%
>90%
>90%
>90%
61.2%
>90%
>90%
>90%
47.9%
>90%
>90%
>90%
84.9%
>90%
>90%
>90%
89.2%
>90%
>90%
>90%
89.2%
>90%
>90%
>90%
89.4%
>90%
>90%
>90%
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Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description

Gordonsville

Orange

2019

71.0%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

Base

72.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

77.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Ait

>90%

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)

N Anna-Gord Ait

>90%

Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)

Base

89.8%

Proposed

>90%

Oak Green

Pratts DP

Doubleday DP

Orange

Oak Green

2019

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)
Line 255 (South Anna-North Anna)

Mitchell

PrattsDP

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

61.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Ait

>90%

Base

74.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Ait

>90%

Base

85.5%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

Base

88.0%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

88.0%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Ait

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

Base

88.8%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord

Doubleday DP

Gordonsviile

Somerset

Orange

2019

Per Unit Bus Voltage

Base

Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa
Gordonsville Tx#1
Oak Green

Pratts OP

Doubleday DP

>90%

Base

88.9%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Ait

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

Base

71.0%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord AR

>90%

Base

72.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

Base

77,4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Alt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

89.8%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Ait

>90%

Base

61.3%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

74.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%

23
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Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description

Gordonsville

Somerset

71.2%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt

>90%
>90%

Base

72.6%

Proposed

>90%
>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed

Orange

2019

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)

Base

Gordonsville Tx#3
Oak Green

Proposed
Rem-Prat~s AIt
N Anna-Gord Air
Base

Pratts DP

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord
Base

Doubleday DP

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord Air
Base

Base
Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%
>90%
77.4%
>90%
>90%
>90%
89.8%
>90%
>90%
>90%

Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord Air

Somerset

N Anna-Gord
Base
Proposed
Orange

2019

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord Air

Gordonsville Tx#l

Base

Gordonsville Txl¢3

Proposed
Oak Green

Rem-Pratts Att
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base

Pratts DP

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base

Doubleday DP

>90%
77.6%
>90%
>90%
>90%
89.9%
>90%
>90%
>90%
61.5%
>90%
>90%
>90%
74.6%
>90%
>90%
>90%
71.0%
>90%
>90%
>90%
72.4%

Proposed
Gordonsville

Per Unit Bus Voltage

Base

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air
N Anna-Gord AIt

24

61.3%
>90%
>90%
>90%
74.4%
>90%
>90%
>90%
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2023 Thermal Violations

Year

Faciliw Outnged

Monitored Facility

Line 11
Line 2088 (Gordonsville-Louisa CT)

Case Description

Percent Loadlng

Base

139.4%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Prat~ Air

<100%

N Anna-Gord Air

<100%

Base

133,6%

2023
Une 2054 (Hollymead-Charlottesv~lle)

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord Air

<100%

Line 153

2O23

Line 2135 (Gordonsville.Hollymead)
Line 2088 (Gordonsviile-Louise cr)

Line 153

Base

112.7%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Prat!.s Air

<100%

N Anna~ord A|t

<100%

Base

118.1%

Proposed

<100%

Rem-Pratts Air

<100%

N Anna-Gord Air

<100%

Base

359.3%

Proposed
Une 11

Rem-pratts Air

<100~

Comments

Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, 5TE-231,0 MVA
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Ratin8

Line 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA,
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, 5TE-226.O
MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 11 Ratine N-231.O MVA, STE-231.0 MV~
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

N Anna-Gord Air
Base
Une 2

3~.1~

Proposed

Une 153

Gordonsv~lle Tx#3
2023

<10~

Base

633.~

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts AIt

<1~

N Anna-Gord Air

<1~

Base

117.~

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Prat~ Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord Alt

<1~

Base

122~

Proposed

<1~

Rern-Prarts Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord AIt

<1~

Une 2135 (Gordonsville-Holiymead)
Line 255 (South Anna-North Anna)

Line 198

Remington CT Txlfl~

line 6

Remington Tx#3
line 2
Une 6 (Remington-Remington CT)

2023

Remington Tx#3
Une 2
Remington CT Tx#9

Une 11

2023

Une 2088 (Gordonsville-Loulsa CT)
Gordonsvllle Tx#l
Line 153

MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Transformer #1 Rating N-241.9 MVA, 5TE255.6 MVA, LD-287.5 MVA
Percentages based on S’rE Rating

Transformer #3 Rating N-243.9 MVA, STE250.9 MVA, LD-267.2 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Base

272.~
<~

MVA, LD-260.0 MVA

Alternative

<10~

Percentages based on S’rE Rating

Base

214.~

Proposed

<1~

Rem-pratts Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord AI

<1~

Base

1~.~

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts Air

<1~

N Anna-Gord AIt

<1~

Base

114.~

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts Alt

<10~

N PJlna-Gord Alt

<1~

Base

132.6%

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts

2023

Une 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, 5TE-226.0

Proposed

Une 70

Remington Tx#3

Percentages based on ~’E Rating

N Anna-Gord Air

Gordonsville Tx#I

Une 2 Rating N-176.0 MVA, 5TE-176.0 MVA,
LD-202.0 MVA

Rem-Pratts Air

<1~

N Anna-Gord Alt

<10~

Base

120.1%

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Prarts AIt

<1~

N Anna-Gord Alt

<1~

Base

120.1%

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord Alt

<1~

Ba~e

111.2%

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord AI!

<1~

Base

117,3%

Proposed

<1~

Rem-Pratts Alt

<1~

N Anna-Gord All

<1~

Une 198 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE~226.0

Une 70 Rating N-353.0 MVA, STE-353.0 MVA,
LD-406.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Transformer #3 Rating N-242.2 MVA, 5TE250.2 MVA, LD-268.9 MVA
Percentages based on ST£ Rating

Transformer #9 Rating N-268.5 MVA, STE275.7 MVA, LD-292.4 MVA
Percentages based on 5TE Rating

Une 6 Rating N-239.0 MVA, STE-239.0 MVA
LD-275.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 2 Rating N-176.0 MVA, STE-176.0 MVA,
LD-202.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Une 2 Rating N-176.0 MVA, STE-176.0 MVA,
LD-202.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

Line 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA
LDo266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226,0
MVA, LD-260.O MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating
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2023 Thermal Violations

Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facl]l~

Case Description

Percent Loading
111.2%

Une 11
2023

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)

Proposed

<100%

Rein-Pratt3 AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord

Proposed

<100%

Line 153
Rern-Pratts AIt

<100%

N Anna-Gord AIt

<100%

Base

111.2%

Proposed

<100%

Rern-Pratts Air

<100%

’ N Anna-Gord AJt

<100%

Line 11
GordonsviRe Tx#1
2023
Gordonsvllle Tx#3

Base

117.1%

Proposed

<1oo%

Rem-Pratts Air

<1oo%

N Anna-Gord A]t

<100%

Line 153

LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating

<100%
117.0%

Gordonsville Tx#3

Comments
Une 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231,0 MVA,

Une 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA0 STE-226.O
MVA, L0-260.0 MVA
Percentages based on b’rE Ratin8

Line 11 Rating N-231.0 MVA, STE-231.0 MVA,
LD-266.0 MVA
Percentages based on ~TE Rating

Line 153 Rating N-226.0 MVA, STE-226.0
MVA, LD-260.0 MVA
Percentages based on STE Rating
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2023 Voltage Violations

Year

Facility Outaged

Monitored Facility Case Description

Per Unit Bus Voltage

Base

S5.3%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

Gordonsville
N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

57.2%

Proposed

>90%

Somerset

>80%

Rem-Pratts

>90%

N Anna-Gord
Base

65.1%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna.Gord Air

>90%

Base

83.2%

Proposed

>90%

’Rem-Pr~tta ~t

>90%
>90%

Oak Green
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt

>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Hollymead

Base
Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt

>90%

Pretts DP

2023

Une 2088 (Gordonsville-Louise CT)

N Anna.Gocd Air

>90%

Une 2054 (Hollwnead-Charlottesville)

Base

60.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-PFatts AIt
N Anna.Gord AIt

>90%
>90~

DoubledayDP

Proffit OP

Base

46,9%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt

>99%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

84.2%

Proposed

>99%

Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%
>90~

Mitchell
N Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Culpeper

Proposed

>99%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gold AIt

>99%

Base

88.9%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt

>90~

Mt Run
N Anna-Gord Aft

>90%

Base

88.5%

Proposed

>90%

Locust Grove

>90~

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna.Gocd Air

>90%

Base

68.5%
>90%

Proposed
Gordonsville

>90%

Rem-PrattJ
N Anna-Gold AIt

>99%

Base

70.0%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt

>90%

Somerset

Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead}
2023

Une 2088 (Gordonsvflle-Louise CT)

Oak Green

N Anna.Gold AIt

>99%

Base

75.4%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>99%

N Anna-Gord Air

>90%

Base

883%

Proposed

>90%
>90%

Rem-Pratta

PratLs DP

Doubleday DP

N Anna-Gord Air

>99%

Base

58.9%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Prat~ Air

>99%

N Anne.Gocd Nt

>90%

Base

72.2%

Proposed

>90%
>90%
>90~

Rem-Prat~
N Anna.Gold
Base

88.8%

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AJt

>90%
>90%

N Anna-Gord Air

>99%

Mi~hell

2?
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2023 Voltage Violations

Year

Fa~lityOutaged

Monitored Facility Case OescripUonl
Base
Orange

Oak Green

Pet Unit Bus Voltage
14.8%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts pit

>90%

N Anna-Gord pit

>90%

Base

49,8%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gord

>90%
>90%

Base

52,5%

Proposed
Rem-Pratts Nt

>90%
>90%

N Anna-4~ord pit

>90%

Mitchell

Base
Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts AJt
N Anna-Gold AJt

>90%
>90%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts pit

>90%

Pratts DP

Doubleday DP

N Anna-Gord

>90%
16.5%

South Anna

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts pit

>90%

N Anna-Gold AIt

Louise CT

Base

16.3%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts pit
N Anna-Gord

Gordonsville

2O23

Line 2135 (Gordonsvlile-Hollymead)

>90%

Base

11.2%

Proposed

>9~
>~

Rem-Prat~s pit
N Anna-Gold Air

Une 255 (South Anna-North Anna)

Base

10.3%

Proposed
Somerset
Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gold pit
Base

66*5%

Proposed
MtRun

Culpeper

Rem-Pratts pit

>9~

N Anna-Gold Air

>9~

Base

66.4%

Proposed
Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gord Air
Base

83.2%

Proposed
Brandy
Rem-Pratts AIt

>~

N Anna-Gord Air
Base

~.3%

Proposed

>9~

Locust Grove
Rem-Pratts AJt
N Anna-Gotd
Base

>9~
78.4%

Proposed
Lake oftheWood=

Rem-Pratts AIt
N Anna-Gold AIt

>~

Base

78.~

Proposed
Wilderness

Rem-Pratts pit

>9~

N Anna-Gold AIt

>9~

Base

85.~

Proposed
Todds Tavern
Rem-Pratts Pit

>~

N Anna-Gord AIt

>9~
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2023 Voltage Violations

Year

Facility OUtaBed

Monitored Facilit~

C~se Description
Base

Gordonsville

Proposed
Rem-Ptatts Air
Anna-Gord

Somerset

Per Unit Bus VoltaEe
69.0~
>90~
>90%

Base

70.5%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts
Anna-Gord Air

>90~

Base
Proposed
Orange
Rem-Pratts Air
Anna-Gord

>~
>~

Base
Une 2088 (Gordonsvllle-Louisa CT)
2023

Gordonsville Tx#1

Oak Green

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt
Anna-Gord AIt

>~

Base

58,4%

Proposed

>9~

Rem-Pratts AIt

>9~

Pratts DP
Anna-Gord AIt
Base
Proposed
Doubleday DP
Rem-Pratts AJt
Anna~Gord Air
Base

89.2%

Proposed
Mitchell
Rem-PratZs AIt
Anna-Gord AIt

>9~
>9~

Base
Proposed
Gordonsville
Rem-Pratts Air

>~

Anna-Gord Air

Somerset

Base

70.5%

Proposed

>9~

Rem-Pratts Air

>9~

Anna-Gord Air
Base

75.~

Proposed
Orange
Rem-Pratts Air
Anna-Gord Air

>~

Base
Line 2135 (Gordonsville-Hollymead)
2023

Proposed
Oak Green

Gordonsville Tx#3

Rem-Pratts Air
Anna-Gord AIt
Base

>9~
>~
58,4%

Proposed
Prates DP
Rem-Pratts AJt
Anna-Gord Air

>~
>~

Base
Proposed
Doubleday DP
Rem.Pratts
Anna-Gord Air
Base

>9~
89.2%

Proposed
Mitchell
Rem-Pratts AJt
Anna-Gord Air

>~
>~
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2023 Voltage Violations

Year

Fadlity Outaged

Monitored Facility

Gordonsville

Case Description

Per Unit Bus Voltage

Base

69.0~

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord Ah

>90%

Base

70,5%

Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratta Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord AI!

>90%

Base
Proposed
Rem-Pratts Air ’

>90%
>90%

N Anna-Gord Air
Base
Proposed

Gordonsville Tx#1
Oak Green

2023
Gordonsville Tx#3

>90%

Rem-Pratts
N Anna-Gord
Base
Proposed

>90%

Rem-Pratts Air

>90%

N Anna-Gord All

>90%
72.7%

Pratts DP

Base

Doubleday DP

>90%
58,5%

Proposed
Rem-Pratts AIt

>90%

N Anna-Gord All

>9~

Base

89.2%

Proposed
Mitchell
Rem-Pratts AJt
N Anna-Gord

>9~
>~

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Co

Response:

Describe the feasible alternatives, if any, for meeting the identified need
without constructing the proposed project. Explain why these alternatives
were rejected.

An electrical altemative to the Project that was presented to PJM in connection
with the 2014 open window is the Remington-Pratts 230 kV line alternative.9
This electrical altemative, originally submitted in PJM Open Window #2 as
2014_2-13A, involves the construction of a new 38.5 mile 230 kV transmission
line from Dominion Virginia Power’s existing Remington Substation to a new
230 kV Pratts switching station in the vicinity of the existing REC Pratts DP
("Pratts Station"). In February 2015, the PJM TEAC initially recommended
approval of this alternative to resolve the issues addressed by the Project but
ultimately recommended the Project which was approved by the PJM Board.
Detailed routing analysis of this alternative is provided in the Environmental
Routing Study.
For this alternative, the Company would utilize the vacant 230 kV lower level of
existing 500/230 structures originally installed for Line #535 that extend south for
0.6 mile from Remington Substation to Remington Junction. From this point,
sections of existing Dominion Virginia Power Lines #70, #2, and #11 would be
rebuilt in conjunction with the new 230 kV line along the 23.2-mile section of
existing 115 kV right-of-way between Remington Junction and Pratts Junction on
230 kV double circuit steel poles. Between Pratts Junction and Pratts Station, a
new 14.7-mile section of 230 kV line on H-frame structures would be constructed
within a new 120 foot right-of-way. Twin-bundled 636 ACSR conductors would
be installed for both the new 230 kV line and the rebuilt sections of the 115 kV
lines. The summer rating of the new 230 kV line would be 1047 MVA and the
rebuilt 115 kV sections of Lines #70, #2, and #11 for the length of right-of-way
they share with the new 230 kV line would have a summer rating of 523 MVA.
Line #2088 would be reconductored with twin-bundled 571.7 ACSS/TW
conductor and would have a summer rating of 1140 MVA.~°
As with the Company’s proposed Project, this electrical alternative would involve
a modification of the existing 230 kV buses at both Remington and Gordonsville
Substations into ring configurations. Included in this work would be an uprate of
existing 115 kV Line #70, #2, and #11 for the length of right-of-way shared with
the new 230 kV line and a conductor replacement to uprate Line #2088 over its
0.8-mile length between Gordonsville Substation and Louisa CT Station. In
contrast to the proposed Project, this alternative does not involve the installation

9 For purposes of this discussion, the description of this electrical alternative is based on Alternative Route B-4
described in Sections II and III of this Appendix and the Environmental Routing Study.
10 See note 3 regarding the reconductor of Line #2088.
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of a third 230-115 kV transformer at Gordonsville Substation so all Gordonsville
Substation work is contained within the fence.
This alternative would require the acquisition of 14.7 miles of new 120 foot wide
right-of-way from Pratts Junction to Pratts Station. It would also involve the
rebuild of FirstEnergy’s existing 115 kV line for 230 kV operation over the 17mile length between existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County and
Pratts Station in Madison County, crossing Orange County.
The Company’s Remington-Pratts 230 kV line alternative would terminate at the
Pratts Station. The new Pratts Station would require three 230 kV breakers in a
ring bus configuration, with a 230-115 kV transformer to serve existing REC
Pratts DP. 115 kV bus would connect this substation to existing REC’s Pratts DP.
The estimated cost for Dominion Virginia Power’s portion of this alternative was
submitted to PJM in 2014 as $99.7 million dollars, with estimated project costs on
the FirstEnergy system of approximately $49.6 million dollars for a total project
cost of $149.3 million dollars.

While this electrical altemative addresses the identified load violations, will
maintain the overall long-term reliability of the regional transmission system, and
will accommodate future load growth in the region; it also includes approximately
14.7 miles of new right-of-way and was estimated at the time of proposal to PJM
to cost $44.7 million dollars more than the estimated $104.6 million cost for the
Project.
Additionally, this alternative does not address the replacement of the aging
infrastructure of Line #11 between Somerset and Oak Green Junction which
would lead to an additional expenditure of approximately $1.5 million dollars per
mile (2015 dollars) in the future,it
As discussed in Section I.A, PJM solicited solutions for identified Pratts area
network violations from qualified bidders in its Open Window #2 process. The
TEAC meeting slides dated February 12, 2015, containing PJM’s description of
the scope of the 2014 Open Window and 16 initial proposals submitted is
included as Attachment I.C.1. Attachment I.C.2 provides slides from PJM’s June
2015 TEAC meeting that identify its consideration of proposals from ITC Mid
Atlantic, Northeast Transmission Development, and Ameren. Slide #34 of this
presentation (page 13 of Attachment I.C.2) provides PJM’s response to
stakeholder feedback in support of alternatives that were not recommended.

See note 8 supra and accompanying text.
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In addition to the Project and the Remington-Pratts alternative described in this
section, the Company also submitted to PJM a proposal to build a new 230 kV
line along existing right-of-way between Gordonsville Substation and North Anna
(Proposal 2014_2-13D described on slide #37 of Attachment I.C.1). PJM
preliminarily eliminated the North Anna-Gordonsville alternative from further
consideration because it failed to resolve the identified thermal overload
violations for the 2014 open window.12 The estimated cost of this alternative plus
the work necessary to address the remaining violations is approximately $100.7
million dollars. Unlike the proposed Project, this alternative does not address the
replacement of aging infrastructure of Line #11 and #2 between Somerset and
Mitchell DP, and does not accommodate future load growth in the region. The
replacement of this aging infrastructure would lead to an additional expenditure of
approximately $28.8 million in 2015 dollars (approximately $1.5 million dollars
per mile) in the future.13

Additionally and in contrast to the proposed Project, this Gordonsville-North
Anna alternative will not enable the Company to support local load growth and
future economic development in Fauquier, Culpeper, and Orange counties. The
Project’s construction of a new 230 kV line in the same right-of-way as the
existing 115 kV lines between Remington and Gordonsville Substations facilitates
the future conversion of key 115 kV transmission facilities to 230 kV, and ensures
the orderly development of the transmission system in the area.
Attachment I.C.3 provides a table that compares estimated project costs and new
right-of-way requirements.

12 The proposed Project also initially failed to resolve the identified violations in the PJM modeling but was
subsequently reconsidered alter appropriate adjustments were made by PJM to the modeling which showed that the
Project did resolve all identified violations.
13 This per-mile cost would be applicable to segments of existing Lines #11 and #2 in the Remington-Gordonsville
corridor that are not replaced as part of this alternative
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2014 RTEP Proposal Window #2- Analytical Update
Pratts Area Proposals

2014 RTEP Proposal Window #2 Pratts Area Proposals
Scope: Transmission Owner
Criteria, 2019 N- 1 - 1 Thermal,
Voltage Drop, Voltage
Magnitude and NonConverged
- Opened Friday, October 17,
2014
- Pratts area violations
extended to December 5,
2014

4 proposing entities

16 proposals
- 2 Transmission Owner

Upgrades
¯

Cost range of $91.47M to $103.7M

- 14 Greenfield Projects
¯

Cost range of $60.9M to $201.2M

All Pratts Proposals

Pratts Area Proposal Summary
UpgradelGreenfield

Proposing Entity

Proposed
Cost ($M)

2014_2-6B

Greenfield

ITC Mid Atlantic

142.00

2014_2-7D

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

93.10

2014_2-7E

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

60.9*

2014_2-7F

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

109:90

2014_2-7G

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

77.7*

2014_2-7H

Greenfield

2014_2-71

Greenfield

2014_2-7J

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

90.40

2014_2-7K

Greenfield

Northeast Transmission
Development

107.20

Project ID

Northeast Transmission
Development
Northeast Transmission.
Development

68.70
85.50

Major Components
Rebuild the existing Gordonsville to Pratts 115kV line to 230kV and tie in to new 230/115kV
Fairground station near Pratts. Build a new 230kV line fromFairground to Remington CT.
Expand existing Gordonsville and Remington CT substations.
Approximately 51-mile 230 kV Line from Gordonsville to Pratts to Remington with a 230/115
kV substation at Pratts
Rebuild/Reconductor existing 18 mile (approx) line from Gordonsville to Pratts 115 kV line to
230 kV line, an approximatly 33 miles 230 kV line from Pratts to Remindgton, and a 230/115
kV substation at Pratts.
Approximately 51-mile 230 kV Line from Gordonsville to Pratts to Remington, 230/115 kV
substation at Pratts, and a mew 230/115 kV substation on the Pratts-Remington 230 kV Line
("Brook Run").
Rebuild/Reconductor existing approximately 18-mile Gordonsville to Pratts 115 kV Line to
230 kV Line, an approximately 33-mile 230 kV Line from Pratts to Remington, a 230/115 kV
substation at Pratts, and a new 230/115 kV substation on the Pratts-Remington 230 kV Line
("Brook Run")
Approximately 38-mile 230 kV Line from Go~donsville to Remington
Approximately 38-mile 230 kV Line from Gordonsville to Remington with a new 230/115 kV
substation on the Gordonsville-Remington 230 kV Line ("Brook Run").
Approximately 38-mile 230 kV Line from Gordonsville to Remington with a new
approximately 14-mile 115 kV Line from Pratts to a new 115 kV switchyard on the Orange
Tap-Oak Green 115 kV Line ("Rapidan River").
Approximately 38-mile 230 kV Line from Gordonsville to Remington with a new 230/115 kV
substation on the Gordonsville-Remington 230 kV Line ("Brook Run") and a new
approximately 14-mile 115 kV Line from Pratts to a new 115 kV switchyard on the Orange
Tap-Oak Green 115 kV Line ("Rapidan River").

Pratts Area Proposal Summary
Project ID

2014_2-13A

UpgradelGreenfield Proposing Entity

Greenfield

Dominion/First
Energy

Proposed

Major Components

Cost ($M)

1. Remington - Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line: Construct a new 230 kV transmission line from Dominion’s existing Remington substation to
FimtEnergy’s upgraded Oneals Road(Pratts) 230 kV switching station. Included in this work will be an uprate of one existing 115 kV line segment
between Mountain Run and Mitchell for the length of right-of-way it shares with new structures for the new 230 kV line. This work segment is the
responsibility of Dominion.
2. Gordonsville - Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line: Convert the existing FirstEnergy radial Gordonsville to Pratts 115 kV line to 230 kV and
terminate in the new Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV switching station creating a new Gordonsville to Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line.

149.30

This work segment isthe responsibility of FirstEnergy.
3. Oneals Road (Pratts) substation: Upgrade/expand the existing Pratts substation and install a 230 kV ring bus with a 2301115 kV transformer to
connect to the existing Rappahannock Electdc Cooperative (REC) Pratts distribution station. This work segment is the responsibility of FirstEnergy.
4. Remington substation: Upgrade the 230 kV bus to a ring configuration. This work segment is the responsibility of Dominion.
5. Gordonsville substation: Upgrade the 230 kV bus to a breaker-and-a-half configuration. This work segment is the responsibility of Dominion.

1. Remington - Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line: Construct a new 230 kV transmission line from Dominion’s existing Remington substation to ¯
FirstEnergy’s upgraded Oneals Road(Pratts) 230 kV switching station. Included in this work will be an uprate of one existing 115 kV line segment
between Mountain Run and Mitchell for the length of right-of-way it shares with new structures for the new 230 kV line. This work segment is the
responsibility of Dominion.
2. Gordonsville - Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line: Convert the existing FirstEnergy radial Gordonsville to Pratts 115 kV line to 230 kV and
terminate in the new Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV switching station creating a new Gordonsville to Oneals Road (Pratts) 230 kV line.

2014_2-13B

Greenfield

DominionlFirst
Energy

This work segment is the responsibility of FirstEnergy.
3. Oneals Road (Pratts) substation: Upgrade/expand the existing Pratts substation and install a 230 kV dng bus with a 230/115 kV transformer to

201.20

connect to the existing Rappahannock Electric Cooperative (REC) Pratts distribution station. This work segment is the responsibility of FirstEnergy.
4. Remington substation: Upgrade the 230 kV bus to a dng configuration. This work segment is the responsibility of Dominion.
5. Gordonsville substation: Upgrade the 230 kV bus to a breaker-and-a-half configuration. This work segment is the responsibility of Dominion.
Proposal elements 6 and 7 below mitigate the Operational issues on the FirstEnergy transmission system listed in the Table in section A.3 below.
6. Oneals Road (Pratts) - Sperryville 230 kV line: Construct a new 230 kV transmission line from FirstEnergy’s upgraded Oneals Road (Pratts) 230
kV switching station to FirstEnergy’s upgraded Spenyville 138 kV station. This work segment is the responsibility of FirstEnergy.
7. Sperryville substation: Upgrade/expand the existing Sperryville substation and install a 138 kV dng bus with a 2301138 kV transformer. This work
segment is the responsibility of First Energy.

Pratts Area Proposal Summary
Project ID

Proposed

UpgradelGreenfiel
d

Proposing Entity

2014_2-13C

Upgrade

Dominion/First
Energy

103.70

Build a 230kV Line from Remington Substation to Gordonsville Substation utilizing
existing ROW. Install a 3rd 230-115kV Tx at Gordonsville Substation

2014_2-13D

Upgrade

Dominion/First
Energy

91.47

Build a 230kV Line from North Anna Substation to Gordonsville Substation utilizing
existing ROW. Install a 3rd 230-115kV Tx at Gordonsville Substation.

2014_2-14A

Greenfield

Ameren

139.35

Build Gordonsville - Remington CT 230 kV line with two 230/115 kV connections
near existing Pratts and Mountain Run substations

2014_2-14B

Greenfield

Ameren

169.23

Build from a new substation constructed near Crozet Substation (Sub A) Remington CT 230 kV line with two 230/115 kV connections near existing Pratt’s
and Mountain Run substations. Supply Crozet Substation directly from Sub A

198.57

Build from a new substation constructed near Crozet Substation (Sub A) Remington CT 230 kV line with two 230/115 kV connections near existing Pratt’s
and Mountain Run substations. Supply Crozet Substation directly from Sub A +
Build a new 230 kV line between Substation C (located near existing Mountain Run
substation) and Remington CT substation. Install a new 230 KV breaker at
Remington CT substation

2014_2-14C

Greenfield

Ameren

Cost ($M)

Major Components

Pratts Discussion

TEAC Stakeholder Feedback to Pratts Recommendation
PJM received formal feedback from several PJM Stakeholders
ITC
Concerns with overall evaluation method and elimination of ITC
proposal due to a relatively small scope TO Upgrade
Ameren
¯ Concerns that PJM did not consider the additional benefits of the
ATXI proposal
Northeast Transmission Development (NTD)
¯ Suggested new proposal combinations and designated entity
combinations to improve the performance or decrease the cost of
sponsored proposals

Pratts Recommendation

Key decision factors in the Pratts Recommendation
- Performance
- Cost
- Risk (Siting, Feasibility and cost commitment)

Pratts ROW Summary by Proposal

Dominion/First Energy

Gordonsville-PrattsRemington

7.3

3O.2

37.5

Northeast Transmission
Development (NTD)

Gordonsville-Remington

38

0

38

Siting Considerations: Virginia SCC Guidelines

Virginia State Corporation (SCC)
¯

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION,
DIVISION OF ENERGY REGULATION

Guidelines of Minimum Requirements for Transmission Line Applications
Filed Under Virginia Code Section 56-46.1 and The Utility Facilities Act
To the extent permitted by the property interest involved rights-of-way should be
selected with the purpose of minimizing, conflict between; the rights-of-way and
present and prospective uses of the land on which they are to be located. To this end,
existin.q ri.qhts-of-wa¥ should be .qiven priority as the locations for additions to existin.q
transmission facilities, and the joint use of existing rights-of-way by different kinds of
utility services should be considered.

¯

https://www.scc.virginia.gov/pue/docs/trans, pdf

Pratts Area Routing

¯ Route siting
issues are
common to
all new ROW
proposals
¯ The risk
increases
with the
length of new
ROW that is
required

Siting Considerations Routing Impacts
Potential Areas to traverse along

new ROW:

VA Department of Historical
Resources Classifications

-

Virginia Scenic Byways

-

-

ABPP Battlefield Stud’/Areas

-

-

ABPP Core Area
Culpeper County Agricultural/Forestall Districts

-

National Historic Landmark
National Register of Historic Places & Virginia
Landmarks Register
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
Easement
National Register of Historic Places & Virginia
Landmarks Register/Virginia Department of
Historic Resources Easement

Conservation Easement
-

Chesapeake Bay Foundation

-

Civil War Preservation Trust
Fauquier County

-

Virginia Landmarks Register

-

Land Trust of Virginia

-

NRHP Eligible

-

Natural Resources Conservation Service

-

VDHR Historic District

-

Piedmont Environmental Council
The Nature Conservancy

-

Land Ownership
-

Federal

-

-

United States National Park Service
Virginia Outdoors Foundation Easements

-

State Land
County Land

-

Pending VOF Easements

-

City Land

-

Pratts Area Reliability

Stakeholder feedback from Old Dominion Electric
Cooperative and Rappahannock Electric Cooperative
- REC serves the Pratts load
- Dominion and First Energy, the sponsors of the current 13A
solution (Gordonsville- Pratts- Remington)has had several
local open house meetings to promote public outreach
- The 13A solution requires approximately 7 miles of new ROW
- Significant local public opposition to the required 7 miles of new
ROW
Alternatives with more new ROW have a very low probability of
siting success due to feasibility of lower ROW alternatives

N-1 Pratts Load Drop Issue
Situation mentioned in ATXI letter
to PJM
A second 230/115kV transformer
or 230kV line could further
improve reliability by eliminating
this N-1 risk to Pratts area load

Shenandoah

~ul~p~

FirstEnergy response that spare
transformers are available should
the existing one fail
Similar situations common in PJM
and throughout the Eastern
Interconnection

R~

Request by NTD to Consider New Proposal Alternatives

ITC Mid Atlantic

Mitchell- Mt. Run 115kV line

Northeast Transmission
Development (NTD)

DOM Gordonsville 3rd xtr
230/115kV

Dominion/First Energy

None,

Dominion/First Energy

NTD Brook Run 230/115kV
station

Ameren

None

Cost Cap

Cost cap proposed by NTD
NTD did not provide substantive details or T&Cs in its
cost proposal
Cost is only one factor that is considered in the
evaluation of proposals
PJM considered the cost cap as well as the other
evaluation factors, in particular the significance of the
siting issues in its recommendation as discussed on prior
slides

TEAC Stakeholder Feedback to Pratts Recommendation
¯

PJM response to stakeholderleedback:
ITC Concerns
The ITC proposal is nearly identical to the recommended solution but lacks the advantage of utilizing
existing ROW for most of the route and requires additional new ROW. Also, the ITC proposal is
estimated to cost more than the recommended solution, which is reasonable due to the additional
scope of the ITC proposal.

Ameren Concerns
¯

PJM did consider the additional benefit to the Pratts load drop issue, but concludes that the additional
benefit alone is not justification alone to select the Ameren proposal due to the fact that the Ameren
proposal requires additional new ROW and is estimated to cost more than the recommended, solution.
The load drop scenario at Pratts is prevalent throughout the Eastern Interconnection and FirstEnergy
reports that local spares are available.

Northeast Transmission Development (NTD) Alternative Proposal
¯

Suggested new proposal combinations and designated entity combinations to improve the
performance or decrease the cost of original sponsored proposals. The NTD alternative proposal
would require additional ROW and the additional risk associated with the new ROW. In addition, the
cost containment proposed by NTD is ambiguous due to the lack of detailed terms and conditions and
as a result does not provide greater certainty - particularly when you consider the ROW and siting
issues associated with their alternative proposal.

Pratts Area Reliability Overview

Reaffirm the previous recommendation to implement the
2014_2-13A proposal and assign construction responsibility to
First Energy and Dominion.

As a next step, perform cost allocation and request PJM Board
Approval of the project.

Attachment I.C.3

New Right-of-Way (miles)
Estimated Project Cost (millions)
Aging Infrastructure Prospective Costs (millions)
Project and Aging Infrastructure Prospective Costs (millions)

Proposed Remington-Gordonsville

Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville

North Anna-Gordonsville

Project

Alternative (Route B-4)

Alternative

n/a

14.7

n/a

$104.6

$149.3

$100.7

$0

$18.3

$28.8

$167.6

$129.5

$104.6

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Describe any lines or facilities which will be removed, replaced, or taken out
of service upon completion of the proposed project.

Response:

The existing single circuit structures, conductor, and shield wire for Line #70 will
be replaced with double circuit structures between Remington Junction and
Mountain Run Junction. The proposed double circuit structures will support the
proposed conductor and shield wire for Line #70 and the Project’s proposed Line
#2153.
The existing single circuit Structures, conductor, and shield wire for Line #2 will
be replaced with double circuit structures between Mountain Run Junction and
Oak Green Junction. The proposed double circuit structures will support the
proposed conductor and shield wire for Line #2 and the Project’s proposed Line
#2153.
The existing single circuit structures, conductor, and shield wire for Line # 11 will
be replaced with double circuit structures between Oak Green Junction and
Gordonsville Substation. The proposed double circuit structures will support the
proposed conductor and shield wire for Line #11 and the Project’s proposed Line
#2153.
Existing Line #2088 will be uprated by replacing the existing 2-477 ACSR
conductor with 2-571.7 ACSS/TW on the existing structures.
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Attachment I.E.2

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Provide a system map of suitable scale showing the location and voltage of
the Company’s transmission lines, substations, generating facilities, etc.,
which would affect or be affected by the new transmission line and are
relevant to the necessity for the proposed line. Clearly label on this map all
points referenced in the necessity statement.

Response:

See Attachment I.E.1 for a system map of the transmission system facilities
affected by the Project, and Attachment I.E.2 for the transmission system
including the proposed Project facilities. These maps show general locations and
are not intended to show the actual location of facilities.
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Attachment I.E.2

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Provide the desired in-service date of the proposed project and the estimated
construction time.

Response:

The in-service date for the proposed Project is summer (commencing June 1) of
2019.
The estimated construction time for this Project is 14-18 months. A period of 11
months will be needed for engineering, material procurement, and construction
permitting.
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I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
G.

Response:

Provide the estimated cost of the project.
The estimated cost of the Project is $104.6 million. $88.7 million of this is for
transmission line work, including the reconductor of Line #2088; and $15.9
million for station work - $5.3 million at Remington Substation and $10.6 million
at Gordonsville Substation. All costs are based on 2015 dollars.
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I.

NECESSITY FOR TH~ PROPOSED PROJECT
In addition to all other information required by these guidelines,
applications for approval to construct facilities and transmission lines interconnecting a Non Utility Generator (NUG) and a utility shall include the
following information.
The full name of the NUG as it appears in its contract with the utility
and the dates of the initial contract and any amendments;
A description of the arrangements for f’mancing the facilities,
including information on the allocation of costs between the utility
and the NUG:
a.
For Qualifying Facilities (QFs) certificated by Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) order, provide the QF or
docket number, the dates of all certification or recertification orders,
and the citation to FERC Reports, if available;
For serf-certificated QFs, provide a copy of the notice Fded with
the FERC;
In addition to the information required in 3a or 3b, provide the
project number and project name used by the FERC in licensing
hydroelectric projects, also provide the dates of all orders and
citations to FERC Reports, if available; and
If the name provided in 1 above differs from the name provided in 3
above, give a full explanation.

Response:

Not applicable.

I.

NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Describe the new and existing generating sources, distribution circuits or
load centers planned to be served by all new substations, switching stations
and other ground facilities associated with the proposed project.

Response:

There are no new or existing generating facilities associated with the Project, and
there are no new substations, switching stations, or distribution facilities
associated with this Project. For a description of load centers to be served, see
Sections I.A and I.B.

II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
1.

Response:

Provide the length of the proposed corridor and viable alternatives;

The Company considered two routing alignments, Options A and B, for the
Project. Option A would consist of the wreck of the existing 115 kV lines in the
Remington-Gordonsville corridor and construction of double circuit 230/115 kV
structures supporting the existing lines and new 230 kV line. For Option B, four
potential routes were analyzed in detail, all of which include replacing a portion
of the existing Remington-Gordonsville 115 kV lines as contemplated for Option
A and construction of a new greenfield 230. kV route starting from junctions
located along the existing Remington-Gordonsville 115 kV corridor to Pratts
Station. Option A is the proposed route for the Project ("Proposed Route" or
"Option A"). Two of the routes considered under Option B - Alternative Routes
B-1 and B-4 - were identified by the Company as viable alternatives for
submission to the Commission for consideration in support of a complete record
in this case.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The length of the Proposed Route for the Remington- Gordonsville 230 kV Line
is 38.2 miles long,14 which is the same length as the existing corridor between
Remington and Gordonsville Substations.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
The length of Alternative Route B-4 is 38.5 miles and includes a 23.8-mile
section along the existing Remington-Gordonsville corridor and 14.7 miles of
new 230 kV right-of-way extending west to Pratts Station. The 23.8 miles of
existing corridor includes 23.2 miles of single circuit 115 kV transmission lines
that will be rebuilt on double circuit 230/115 kV structures with the proposed 230
kV Line #2153. As noted in Section I.C, this electrical alternative would also
require the rebuild of FirstEnergy’s Gordonsville-Pratts 115 kV line, which is not
proposed by the Company or included in the routing analysis or the
Environmental Routing Study.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
The length of Alternative Route B-1 is 36.2 miles and includes a 17.2-mile
section of existing transmission corridor and 19.0 miles of new right-of-way
extending west to Pratts Station. The 17.2-mile length of existing corridor
includes 16.6 miles of single circuit 115 kV transmission lines that will be rebuilt
on double circuit 230/115 kV structures with the proposed 230 kV Line #2153.

See note 1 supra.

As noted in Section I.C, this electrical alternative would also require the rebuild
of FirstEnergy’s Gordonsville-Pratts 115 kV line, which is not proposed by the
Company or included in the routing analysis or the Environmental Routing Study.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
t

Response:

Provide a map of suitable scale showing the route of the proposed line
and its relation to: the facilities of other public utilities which could
influence the route selection, highways, streets, parks and recreational
areas, scenic and historic areas, schools, convalescent centers,
hospitals, airports and other notable structures close to the proposed
project. Indicate the existing facilities which the line is proposed to
follow, such as existing ROW, railroad tracks, etc.;

See Attachment II.A.2.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
3.

Provide a drawing(s) of the ROW cross section showing typical
transmission line structure placements referenced to the edge of the
right-of-way. This drawing Should include:
ao

ROW width for each cross section drawing;
Lateral distance between the conductors and edge of ROW;
and

Co

Response:

Existing utility faciliti~es on the ROW.

See Attachments II.A.3.a through j.

ATTACHMENT ll.A.3.a.

GORDONSVlLLE - SOMERSET

EXISTING
115KV CIRCUIT
-(I~INE o=,11)

I

EXISTING

EXISTING

RIW

FEET

58 FEET
18~ FEET

EXISTING CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION

Z
0

TYPE OF STRUCTURE=

STEEL H-FRAME

FOUNDATION :

DIRECT BURIED

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT=

69 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM=

42 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE=

22 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH=

464FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE=

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH=

1~0 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE =

2.11 MILES

ATTACHMENT I l.A.3.b.

GORDONSVILLE - SOMERSET .

EXISTING
115KV CIRCUIT
(LINE il)

PROPOSED
230KV CIRCUIT
(LINE "2153)

EXISTING
R/W

EXISTING
R/W

50 FEET

50 FEET

I~0

FEET

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE=

STEEL POLE

FOUNDATION =

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT=

II~3 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM=

34 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE=

4 FEET

APPROX, AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH=

468 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE=

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH=

101B FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE = 2.13 MILES
(t~

ATTACHMENT II.A.3.c.

SOMERSET - OAK GREEN JUNCTION

EXISTING
II5KV CIRCUIT
(LINE =11)

EXISTING
RIW

EXISTING
R/W

FEET

5@ FEET

FEET

EXISTING CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION

(J
hi

z
C~

TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

WOOD H-FRAME

FOUNDATION :

DIRECT BURIED

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

52 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

27 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

|5 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

622 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

I@@ FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE :

1q.@6 MILES

ATTACHMENT ll.A.3.d.

SOMERSET - OAK GREEN JUNCTION

PROPOSED
231~KV CIRCUIT
(LINE "2153)

EXISTING
II5KV CIRCUIT
(LINE 11)

V
VV
VV
40J2’

EXISTING
R/t/

EXISTING
R/~/

50 FEET

50 FEET
1~ FEET

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

STEEL POLE

FOUNDATION :

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

187 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

34 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

4 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

625 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

188 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE :

1’:1.86 MILES
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ATTACHMENT ll.A.3.e.

OAK GREEN JUNCTION - MOUNTAIN RUN JUNCTION

EXISTING
IISKV CIRCUIT
(LINE "2)

I

EXISTING
R/W

EXISTING
R/W

FEET

50 FEET
1~0 FEET

EXISTING CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

WOOD H-FRAME

FOUNDATION :

DIRECT BURIED

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

50 FEET

WIOTH AT CROSSARM:

27 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

15 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

569 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

100 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE :

6.89 MILES
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ATTACHMENT II.A.3.F.

OAK GREEN JUNCTION - MOUNTAIN RUN JUNCTION

EXISTING
II5KV CIRCUIT
(LINE 2)

40,12"

PROPOSED
230KV CIRCUIT
(LINE "2153)

>1

EXISTING
R/W

EXISTING
R/W

FEET

50 FEET
100 FEET

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

STEEL POLE

FOUNDATION :

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

106 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

34 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

4 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

569 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUM/NUM

100 FEET
RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:
APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE : ~.8~ MILES

ATTACHMENT II.A.~.9.

MOUNTAIN RUN JUNCTION - REMINGTON JUNCTION

EXISTING
IISKV CIRCUIT
(LINE =70)

35’

/
I

I

EXI’,;TING
R/W

FEET

50 FEET

100

FEET

EXISTING CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF NAY LOOKING
TOWARO REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

STEEL H-FRAME

FOUNDATION :

DIRECT BURIED

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

55 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

30 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

16 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH: 526 FEET
CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUH

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

100 FEET

APPROXIHATE LENGTH OF LINE :

9.47 MILES

ATTACHNENT ll.A.3.h.

MOUNTAIN RUN JUNCTION - REMINGTON JUNCTION

EXISTING
IISKV CIRCUIT
(LINE 70)

PROPOSED
230KV CIRCUIT
(LINE "2153)

40.12’

EXISTING

EXISTING
R/W

R/W

I
FEET

50 FEET
100 FEET

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

STEEL POLE

FOUNDATION :

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

104 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

34 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

4 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

532 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

100 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE :

R.47 MILES

ATTACHMENT !I.A.3,1.

REMINGTON JUNCTION - REMINGTON SUBSTATION

EXISTING
500KV CIRCUIT
LINE 535
EXISTING
34.5KV CIRCUIT
655

EXISTING
IISKV CIRCUIT
LINE 70

~

46 FEET

45 FEET

EXISTING
R/W

EXISTING
R/W

50 FEET

..~

75 FEET

75 FEET

200 FEET

EXISTING CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION

TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

LINE 70
WEATHERING STEEL POLE

LINE 535
GALVANIZED STEEL TOWER

FOUNDATION:

DIRECT BURIED

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

70 FEET

138 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

10 FEET

84 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

2 FEET

40 FEET

APPROX. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

246 FEET

1014 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH:

200 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE : 0.62 MILES

200 FEET
0.62 MILES

ATTACHHENT II.A.3.j.

REMINGTON JUNCTION - REMINGTON SUBSTATION

EXISTING
50~KV CIRCUIT
LINE 535
L..-

EXISTING

EXISTING
IISKV CIRCUIT
LINE 71~

34.5KV CIRCUIT

655

46 FEET

PROPOSED
231~KV CIRCUIT
LINE 2153

45 FEET

EXISTING
RIW

EXISTING
R/W

FEET

1

75 FEET

/

75 FEET

200 FEET

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
TYPICAL RIGHT OF WAY LOOKING
TOWARD REMINGTON SUBSTATION
TYPE OF STRUCTURE:

Z
C]

LINE 70
WEATHERING STEEL POLE

LINE 535 & 2153
GALVANIZED STEEL TOWER

FOUNDATION:

DIRECT BURIED

CONCRETE

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEIGHT:

70 FEET

138 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARM:

10 FEET

84 FEET

WIDTH AT BASE:

2 FEET

40 FEET

APPROX, AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH:

246 FEET

1014 FEET

CONDUCTOR TYPE:

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTH-"

200 FEET

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF LINE : 0.62 MILES
82

200 FEET
0,62 MILES

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Right-of-way (ROW)
o

Response:

Detail what portions of the ROW are subject to existing easements
and over what portions easements will be needed.

Dominion Virginia Power holds easements for the existing fight-of-way for the
entire 115 kV transmission corridor between Remington and Gordonsville
Substations, which varies between 70 and 100 feet in width. A total of 22.2 miles
of the existing corridor is 100 feet in width, while the remaining 16.0 miles of the
existing corridor is 70 feet in width.
Dominion Virginia Power will contact individual landowners to seek to acquire
an additional 30 feet of fight-of-way, where practically feasible, along those
instances where the existing easement is 70 feet in width. In most locations, 15
feet of additional permanent fight-of-way would be sought on both sides of the
existing fight-of-way.

II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
Detail the proposed ROW clearing methods to be used and the ROW
restoration and maintenance practices planned for the proposed
project;

Response:

The proposed transmission corridor will generally be 100 feet in width but may be
narrowed in limited circumstances where required. Clearing of access roads will
be necessary to support construction activities for the Project. For any such
clearing, trees will be cut to no more than three inches above ground level. Trees
located outside of the right-of-way that are tall enough to potentially impact the
rebuilt transmission facilities, commonly referred to as danger trees, may also
need to be removed. Danger trees will be cut to be no more than three inches
above ground level, limbed and remain in tree length where felled. Debris that is
adjacent to businesses will be disposed of by chipping or removal. In other areas,
debris may be mulched or chipped as practicable. Clearing will be accomplished
by hand in wetland areasand within 100 feet of streams. Care will be taken not to
leave debris in streams or wetland areas. Matting will be used for heavy
equipment in these areas. Erosion control devices will be used on an ongoing
basis during all clearing activities.
Erosion control will be maintained, and temporary stabilization for all soil
disturbing activities will be used until the right-of-way has been restored. Upon
completion of the Project, the Company will restore the right-of-way utilizing site
rehabilitation procedures outlined in the Company’s General Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Specifications for the Construction and Maintenance of
Electric Transmission Lines that is approved annually by the Virginia Department
of Environmental Quality. Time of year and weather conditions may affect when
permanent stabilization takes place.
This right-of-way will continue to be maintained on a regular cycle to prevent
interruptions to electric service and provide ready access to the right-of-way in
order to patrol and make emergency repairs. Periodic maintenance to control
woody growth will consist of hand cutting, machine mowing and herbicide
application.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
6.

Response:

Indicate the permitted uses of the ROWi

Any non-transmission use will be permitted that:
¯

is in accordance with the terms of the easement agreement for the right-of-way;

¯

is consistent with the safe maintenance and operation of the transmission lines;

¯

will not restrict future line design flexibility; and

¯

will not permanently interfere with furore construction.

Typical permitted uses, with conditions, of the rights-of-way include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Agriculture
Nurseries
Bicycle trails
Parking lots
Other utility facilities
Recreational areas
Roadways
Fences with gates
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
o

Response:

Describe the Company’s route selection procedures.
Detail
alternative routes considered. Describe the Company’s efforts in
considering these alternatives. Detail why the proposed route was
selected and other alternatives were rejected.

The Company’s route selection for a new transmission line typically begins with
identification of the project "origin" and "termination" points provided by the
Company’s Transmission Planning Department and then the creation of a study
area for the project.
Dominion Virginia Power requested the services of Natural Resource Group
("NRG") to help collect information within the study area, perform a routing
analysis comparing the alternative routes, and document the routing efforts in the
Environmental Routing Study filed as part of this application.
Initially, one electrical solution was considered that involved (1) the wreck of a
segment of the existing 115 kV facilities in the Remington-Gordonsville corridor
and replacement with double circuit 230/115 kV facilities beginning at the
Remington Substation in Fauquier County; and (2) the construction of a new
single circuit 230 kV line along new right-of-way to Pratts Station in the vicinity
of the existing REC Pratts DP (referred to as "Option B" in the Environmental
Routing Study).
The study area was defined for Option B and a network of routes between the
stations was studied. The Company identified five alternative routes under
Option B. Two initial routes, subsequently referred to as Routes B-3 and B-5,
were offered for public comment at two Open Houses held in April 2015. Based
on input and comments from local government representatives, property owners
and the general public, those routes were adjusted and three new route alternatives
were developed (Alternative Routes B-l, B-2, and B-4). The routes were offered
again for public comment at a third Open House held in September 2015.
As the analysis of the study area proceeded, it became evident that there were a
number of significant environmental and cultural resource constraints throughout
the study area. These constraints included a larger number of conservation
easements held by the Virginia Outdoors Foundation ("VOF"). As a result of the
subsequent establishment of several newly-created VOF easements, including
several easements that were pending approval at the time that Alternative Route
B-5 was developed, the Company determined that Route B-5 was not a
constructible route, since the route would cross several of the easements.
Therefore, the route was eliminated from consideration because it was determined
to not be a viable option and only the four remaining routes (Routes B-1 - B-4)
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were considered viable. Section 3 of the Environmental Routing Report more
fully describes and maps the constraints found within the study area.
The Company subsequently identified for routing analysis an alternative electrical
solution using the Company’s existing 115 kV Remington-Gordonsville corridor,
referred to as Option A in the Environmental Routing Study. For Option A, the
existing 115 kV facilities would be removed and replaced with structures
supporting the existing 115 kV lines and new 230 kV line. Consequently, the
study area was expanded to include the entire length of the existing Remington Gordonsville Line.
Option A would involve the construction, substantially all within existing rightof-way, of 38.1 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle Counties between the existing Remington
Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle
County. The existing right-of-way along the Remington-Gordonsville Line varies
between 70 and 100 feet in width. In general, Dominion Virginia Power will
attempt to acquire an additional 30 feet of right of way along those parcels that
currently have a 70-foot-wide right-of-way; 15 feet of additional permanent rightof-way would be added to either side of the right-of-way on those parcels as was
modeled for purposes of the Environmental Routing Study. Option A also was
offered for public comment at the Open House held in September 2015.
ARer further study, the Company identified Option A as the proposed electrical
solution and Proposed Route, and identified Option B Alternative Routes B-1 and
B-4 as Alternative Routes appropriate for Commission consideration.
Of these three routes, the Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville) uses the
least amount new right-of-way (59.8 acres), crosses fewer newly affected parcels
(7), affects the least amount of wetlands and forested wetlands (1.9 and 0.6 acres,
respectively), makes no new crossings of Agricultural and Forestal Districts,
results in no new crossings of Virginia Byways and roads, and maximizes
collocation opportunities (100%); however, the Proposed Route is the second
longest of the routes (38.1 miles) and the expanded right-of-way required along
some portions of the Proposed Route would affect a number of VOF easements
(13.1 acres). However, it should be noted that all of these easements are already
crossed by the existing right-of-way.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts) uses the second least amount of new
right-of-way (237.2 acres), crosses the second fewest number of parcels (78)
along new right-of-way, and has the second fewest number of homes within 500
feet of the centerline (27) along new right-of-way. The new fight-of-way
associated with Alternative Route B-4 affects the second least amount of wetlands
(4.8 acres), forested land (106.5 acres), and High Forest Conservation Value land
(11.5 acres), affects the second least amount of Agricultural and Forestal Districts
(23.9 acres), has the second fewest road crossings (12), and utilizes the second
largest amount of co-location (66%). Alternative Route B-4 is the second longest
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route (38.5 miles). The new right-of-way associated with Alternative Route B-4
affects the most forested wetlands (3.1 acres), crosses the most perennial
waterbodies (12), and has largest number of new crossings of Scenic Byways (2).
Alternative Route B-4 also affects the second largest amount of VOF easements
(3.7 acres) along the portion of the route that follows the existing right-of-way.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts) is the shortest route (36.2 miles). The
new right-of-way associated with Alternative Route B-1 affects the second least
amount of forested wetlands (2.5 acres), the second fewest perennial waterbody
crossings (9) and has the second fewest number of new crossings of Scenic
Byways (1). Alternative Route B-1 also affects the least amount of VOF
easements (1.3 acres) along the portion of the route that follows the existing rightof-way. However, Alternative Route B-1 uses the largest amount of new right-ofway (292.4 acres) and the new right-of-way associated with this route affects the
greatest number of parcels (92) and homes within 500 feet of the centerline (29),
affects the most wetlands (5.6 acres), significantly more forested land (137.7
acres) and High Forest Conservation Value land (47.8 acres), the most
Agricultural and Forestal Districts (66.0 acres) and has the largest number of new
road crossings (16) compared to the Proposed Route (0) and Alternative Route B4 (12). Alternative Route B-1 incorporates a significant level of coordination
with affected property owners and represents a viable modification with property
owner involvement of a studied route that was determined to be unbuildable
(Alternative Route B-5 in the Environmental Routing Study).

The Company does not support any Option B route for the Project. The relative
advantages and disadvantages of the routes associated with Options A and B are
discussed in detail in the Environmental Routing Study.
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lI.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Right-of-way (ROW)
go

Response:

Indicate how the construction of this transmission line complies with
"Guidelines for the Protection of Natural, Historic, Scenic, and
Recreational Values in the Design and Location of Rights-of-Way and
Transmission Facilities" adopted by the Federal Power Commission
in Order No. 414 issued November 27, 1970, and now applied by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. These guidelines may be
found in Volume 44 of the Federal Power Commission Reports, page
1,491, or Volume 35 of the Federal Register, page 18,585 (December 8,
1970). Copies of the Guidelines may also be obtained from the Office
of Public Information, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20426. For reference purposes a copy of the
guidelines is included.

The FERC guidelines are a tool routinely used by the Company in routing its
transmission line projects.
The Company utilized FERC Guideline #1 (existing fights-of-way should be
given pfiority when adding additional facilities), Va. Code §§ 56-46.1 and 56259, which all promote the use of existing right-of-way for new transmission
facilities, by siting the Proposed Route along existing right-of-way for its entirety.
Use of existing rights-of-way generally reduces impacts to land use and
environmental and cultural resources.
Consistent with FERC Guideline #2, no National Register sites or landmarks are
crossed by the Proposed Route or Alternative Routes.
FERC Guideline #4 encourages early contact with land managed by Government
agencies, State agencies, or pfivate organizations.
The Company has
communicated with a number of local, state and federal agencies pfior to filing
this application (see Section III.B and the DEQ Supplement).
The Company follows FERC construction methods on a site specific basis for
typical construction projects (Guidelines #8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 18 and 22).
The Company also utilizes FERC guidelines in the clearing of fights-of-way,
constructing facilities and maintaining fights-of-way after construction.
Moreover, secondary uses of fights-of-way that are consistent with the safe
maintenance and operation of facilities are permitted.

II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Right-of-way (ROW)
a.
Detail counties and localities through which the line will pass.
If any portion of the line will be located outside of the applicant’s
certificated service area: (1) advise of each electric utility affected; (2)
whether any affected electric utility objects to such construction and
(3) the length of line(s) proposed to be located in the service area of an
electric utility other than the applicant;
b.
Provide three (3) copies of the Virginia Department of
Transportation "General Highway Map" of each county and city
through which the line will pass. On the maps show the proposed line
and all previously approved and certificated facilities of the applicant.
¯ Also where the line will be located outside of the applicant’s
certificated service area; show the boundaries between the applicant
and each affected electric utility. On each map showing the line
outside of the applicant’s certificated service area, have the
appropriate individual of the affected electric utility sign if his/her
company is not opposed to the proposed construction.

Response:

The existing Remington-Gordonsville corridor traverses Fauquier,
Culpeper, Orange and Albemarle for the same distances as the Proposed
Route, as set forth in the table below.

Miles Crosseda
County
2.1
Fauquier
15.7
Culjpeper
Orange
Albemarle
0.9
2.1
Altemative Route B-4
Fauquier
16.7
Culpeper
8.2
Orange
Madison
10.9
2.1
Alternative Route B-1
Fauquier
23.2
Culpeper
10.9
Madison
a Represents total of existing and new rights-of-way.
Route Option
Option A

REC is the certificated service provider for approximately 12.6 miles of
the Proposed Route in Culpeper County and approximately 4.2 miles in
Orange County. CVEC is the certificated service provider for 0.1 mile of
the Proposed Route in Orange County.
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Neither REC nor CVEC objects to Dominion Virginia Power’s
construction of the Project.
bo

Three copies of the maps of the maps of Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange and
Albemarle Counties are marked as required and have been submitted ot
the Commission’s Division of Energy Regulation. These maps reflect
Virginia Department of Transportation and other road data obtained from
Navteq and County data. Reduced copies of the maps are provided as
Attachment II.A.9.b.
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Attachment II.A.9.b.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Line Design and Operational Features
Detail number of circuits and their design voltage and transfer
capabilities.
Response:

The Project proposes to install a new single circuit 230 kV Line #2153 between "
Remington Substation and Gordonsville Substation with a transfer capability of
1047 MVA.
The Project proposes to uprate a section of existing 115 kV Line #70, located
between Remington Junction and Mountain Run Junction, to a transfer capability
of 523 MVA. The proposed double circuit structures for the Project will also
support Line #70.
The Project proposes to uprate a section of existing 115 kV transmission Line #2,
located between Mountain Run Junction and Oak Green Junction, to a transfer
capability of 523 MVA. The proposed double circuit structures for the Project
will also support Line #2.
The Project proposes to uprate a section of existing 115 kV Line #11 located
between Oak Green Junction and Gordonsville Substation, to a transfer capability
of 523 MVA. The proposed double circuit structures for the Project will also
support Line #11.
The Project proposes to uprate the existing 230 kV Line #2088 to a transfer
capability of 1140 MVA.

lI.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Line Design and Operational Features
2.

Response:

Detail number,
conductors;

size(s),

type(s),

and

typical

configurations

of

From the southwest, between Somerset and Gordonsville Substations 115kV Line
#11 and 230 kV Line #2153 will have three twin-bundled 636 ACSR phase
conductors arranged as shown in Attachment ll.A.3.b with two fiber optic shield
wires.
Between Oak Green Junction and Somerset Substation, 115 kV Line #11 and 230
kV Line #2153 will have three twin-bundled 636 ACSR phase conductors
arranged as shown in Attachment II.A.3.d with two fiber optic shield wires.
Between Mountain Run Junction and Oak Green Junction, 115 kV Line #2 and
230 kV Line #2153 will have three twin-bundled 636 ACSR phase conductors
arranged as shown in Attachment I!.A.3.f with two fiber optic shield wires.
Between Remington Junction and Mountain Run Junction, 115 kV Line #70 and
230 kV Line #2153 will have three twin-bundled 636 ACSR phase conductors
arranged as shown in Attachment ll.A.3.h with two fiber optic shield wires.
Between Remington Substation and Remington Junction, 230 kV Line #2153 will
have three twin-bundled 636 ACSR phase conductors arranged as shown in
Attachment II.A.3.j.
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lI.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
B.

Line Design and Operational Features
Q

With regard to the proposed supporting structures over each portion
of the ROW provide:
ao

types of structures;
length of ROW with each type of structure;
material for typical structure (steel, oxidizing steel, etc.);
foundation material;
width at cross arms of typical structure;
width at base of typical structures;
typical span length;
approximate average heights of structures;
a schematic drawing of each typical structure; and
minimum conductor-to-ground clearance under maximum
operating conditions;

Response:

For the Company’s Proposed Route:
(Attachment II.A.3.b)
Structure type -- Steel Pole
ROW length -- approximately 2.13 miles
Structure material -- Weathering Steel
Foundation material -- Concrete
Cross arm width of typical structure -- 34 feet
f.

Base width of typical structure -- 4 feet

g.

Average span length -- 468 feet

h.

Approximate average structure height -- 103 feet

i.

Typical structure ~ see Attachment ll.A.3.b

j.

Minimum clearance over ground ~ 22.5 feet

(Attachment II.A.3.d)
a.

Structure type -- Steel Pole
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bo

ROW length -- approximately 19.06 miles
Structure material ---Weathering Steel
Foundation material m Concrete
Cross arm width of typical structure J 34 feet

L

Base width of typical structure -- 4 feet

g.

Average span length -- 625 feet

h.

Approximate average structure height- 107 feet

i.

Typical structure -- see Attachment II.A.3.d

j.

Minimum clearance over ground m 22.5 feet

(Attachment II.A.3.f)
Structure type J Steel Pole
ROW length ~ approximately 6.89 miles
Structure material ~ Weathering Steel
Foundation material -- Concrete
Cross arm width of typical structure -- 34,feet
f.

Base width of typical structure ~ 4 feet

g.

Average span length ~ 569 feet

h.

Approximate average structure height -- 106 feet

i.

Typical structure ~ see Attachment II.A.3.f

j.

Minimum clearance over ground -- 22.5 feet

(Attachment ll.A.3.h)
Structure type ~ Steel Pole
ROW length -- approximately 9.47 miles
Structure material -- Weathering Steel
Foundation material ~ Concrete
Cross arm width of typical structure ~ 34 feet
Base width of typical structure -- 4 feet
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go

Average span length -- 532 feet
Approximate average structure height -- 104 feet
Typical structure w see Attachment l].A.3.h
Minimum clearance over ground w 22.5 feet

(Attachment [I.A.3
a°

Structure type -- Lattice Steel Tower
ROW length -- approximately 0.62 mile
Structure material -- Galvanized Steel
Foundation material -- Concrete
Cross arm width of typical structure -- 84 feet

f.

Base width of typical structure -- 40 feet

g.

Ayerage span length -- 1014 feet

h.

Approximate average structure height- 138 feet

i.

Typical structure -- see Attachment I/.A.3.j

j.

Minimum clearance over ground -- 22.5 feet

I00

II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
B.

Line Design and Operational Features
4..

Response:

Describe why the proposed structure type(s) was selected for this line.

The vacant lower level of the existing double circuit 500/230 kV towers
supporting 500 kV Meadow Brook-Loudoun Line #535 between Remington
Substation and Remington Junction will accommodate the installation of the
proposed 230 kV line. The Project’s proposed double circuit single shaft
weathering steel pole structure will allow the installation of both the proposed 230
kV circuit and the existing 115 kV lines substantially within the existing right-ofway between Remington Junction and Gordonsville Substations. The single shaft
steel pole will also minimize the footprint of the structure and limit the width of
the corridor to 100 feet.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Co

Response:

Describe and furnish plan drawings of all new substations, switching
Stations, and other ground facilities associated with the proposed project.
The Project will require work at both Remington and Gordonsville Substations.
The construction at the existing Remington Substation requires the build-out of
four 230 kV circuit breakers in a ring bus configuration, three 230 kV line
terminals, and nine 230 kV, 3000A switches. This Project will be built within the
existing fence perimeter. Furthermore, it will not require the installation of any
backbone structures as the existing structures are sufficient.
Additionally, the 230-115 kV, 224 MVA transformer at Remington Substation
will require protection upgrades on the high side to include the installation of a
230 kV, 3000A switch and 230 kV, 3000A circuit breaker. The station will
require a new Control Enclosure upgrade installation to accommodate the
communication and protective relay cabinets for the initial and future equipment.
The construction at the existing Gordonsville Substation requires the build-out of
five 230 kV circuit breakers, including the existing circuit breaker, to create a sixbreaker ring bus configuration, two 230 kV line terminals, ten 230 kV, 3000A
switches and a third 230-115 kV transformer with a high side 230 kV circuit
breaker and 3000A switch. A seventh circuit breaker will be installed in the ring
bus to address possible breaker failure within the ring bus which would take both
230-115kV transformers offline because of their their back-to-back configuration
within the ring bus. The installation of the third 230-115 kV transformer requires
the station fence to be expanded within the existing station property. The existing
230-115kV Transformer #3 and new Transformer #4 will require low side 115 kV
circuit breaker protection, one 115 kV circuit breaker in a tie position and rework
the Line #I I terminal and associated bus work to accommodate the new
transformer installation.
Additionally, Gordonsville Substation will require a Control Enclosure upgrade
installation to accommodate the communication and protective relay cabinets for
the initial and future equipment.
The one-line and general arrangement for the proposed construction at Remington
Substation are provided as Attachment [I.C. 1 and Attachment 11.C.2, respectively.
The one-line and general arrangement for the proposed construction at
Gordonsville Substation are provided as Attachment II.C.3 and Attachment 11.C.4,
respectively.
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III.

IMPACT OF LINE ON SCENIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORIC
FEATURES
Describe the character of the area which will be traversed by this line,
including, land use, wetlands, etc. Provide the number of dwellings within
500 feet of the line for each route considered.

Response:

Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would be constructed entirely along and primarily within
existing right-of-way, and would not require non-contiguous new right-of-way.
New right-of-way would be required for the Project along the existing corridor in
those locations where 30 feet of additional right-of-way is needed to increase the
right-of-way from 70 to 100 feet. Extending southwest from the existing
Remington Substation in Fauquier County, the route runs adjacent to a housing
subdivision southeast of the Town of Remington, after which it crosses the
Rappahannock River. Continuing south into Culpeper County, the route crosses
through open fields and forested lands and Zachary Taylor Highway then enters
Orange County at the Rapidan River crossing. The route continues south through
mostly forested and pasture lands, until reaching outskirts of the Town of Orange.
The route then shifts to a more westerly direction, crossing a residential
subdivision, Constitution Highway before turning southward to parallel James
Madison Highway where it crosses industrial/commercial lands. After a second
crossing of the highway it traverses more forested and pasture lands until reaching
the Somerset Substation. West of the substation, the route crosses the Blue Ridge
Tumpike in Gordonsville and then parallels the northwest side of Gordon Avenue.
The route crosses the South Anna River and enters Albemarle County continuing
southwest across primarily pasture land until reaching the Gordonsville
Substation.
Land uses crossed by the Proposed Route are predominantly agricultural (22.5
miles). Other land uses crossed by the Proposed Route, consist of about 10.0
miles of forested land, 4.2 miles of developed land, 1.2 miles of open land, and
0.2 mile of open water. A majority of the existing right-of-way that would be
used for construction has been previously cleared and maintained in a primarily
cleared condition.
The Proposed Route is expected to have minimal incremental impacts on
recreational, agricultural and forest resources, since it largely represents the wreck
and rebuild of a transmission line along an existing right-of-way. Incremental
impacts would be limited to those areas along the route where the existing rightof-way would be expanded from 70 to 100 feet. Both Fauquier and Culpeper
Counties have designated Agricultural and Forestal Districts ("AFD"). Four
AFDs would be crossed by the Proposed Route along the existing right-of-way:
Remington/Kelly’s Ford (2.0 miles), Stevensburg (3.2 miles), Raccoon Ford (1.1
miles), and Brandywine (1.3 miles). The Proposed Route would cross one
Virginia Byway and one Scenic River. Sumerduck Road and the Rappahannock
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River would be crossed at MPs 1.7 and 2.1, respectively. The Proposed Route
also would cross five private recreation areas. Berry Hill Farm and Mineral
Springs, Summerlea’s Farm Hunting Preserve, Routon Farm, BerryWood Farm
Market/Honah Lee Vineyards, and Oakland Heights Farm would be crossed at
MPs 6.0, 22.1, 24.7, 32.1, and 33.0, respectively.
The PrOposed Route and existing corridor it follows have a total of 191 dwellings
within 500 feet of the centerline; however, by making use of the existing right-ofway the Proposed Route would represent incremental impacts along an existing
right-of-way compared to the impacts of an entirely new right-of-way.
The Proposed Route’s right-of-way affects a total of 26.6 acres of wetlands. Of
these wetlands, 24.7 acres are crossed along the existing right-of-way and have
been previously disturbed. In areas where the right-of-way would be expanded by
30 feet, new wetland impacts would occur affecting a total of 1.9 acres.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would follow the Company’s existing RemingtonGordonsville transmission line corridor between MP 0.0 and 23.8 and would
consist of a new right-of-way from MP 23.8 to 38.5. Alternative Route B-4
follows the existing right-of-way from the Remington Substation in Fauquier
County, 23.8 miles south into Orange County as described above for the Proposed
Route. After the crossing of Mount Sharon Road, Alternative Route B-4 would
diverge from the existing right-of-way and extend northwest across agricultural
and forested lands, crossing Rapidan Road and the Norfolk Southem Railroad.
The route would veer north and northwest across primarily agricultural land, Old
Rapidan Road and the Rapidan River. The route would then turn west crossing
the Robinson River and entering Madison County. The route would then turn
northwest, west and then southwest through foi’ested land before crossing James
Madison Highway, where it would continue across agricultural and forested land
before turning west near the unincorporated area of Tanners after which, it
continues west and northwest crossing primarily forested lands then continues
northwest across primarily agricultural land, crossing Oneals Road before
reaching its terminus at Pratts Station.
Land uses crossed by the existing right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-4
are predominantly cropland (14.1 miles). Other land uses that would be crossed
by the existing right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-4 consist of
approximately 7.2 miles of forested land, 1.3 miles of developed land, and 1.2
miles of open land. The segment of existing right-of-way along the Company’s
Remington-Gordonsville 115 kV corridor that would be used for construction of
Alternative Route B-4 has been previously cleared and maintained in a primarily
cleared condition. Therefore, the construction of this portion of Alternative Route
B-4 along the existing right-of-way is expected to have minimal impacts on
recreational, agricultural and forest resources. Four AFDs would be crossed by
Alternative Route B-4 along the existing right-of-way: Remington/Kelly’s Ford
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(2.0 miles), Stevensburg (3.2 miles), Raccoon Ford (1.1 miles), and Brandywine
(1.3miles). Along the existing fight-of-way, Alternative Route B-4 also would
cross one Virginia Byway and one Scenic River. Sumerduck Road and the
Rappahannock River would be crossed at MPs 1.7 and 2.1, respectively. The
portion of Alternative Route B-4 along the existing right-of-way also would cross
two private recreation areas. Berry Hill Farm and Mineral Springs and
Summerlea’s Farm Hunting Preserve would be crossed at MPs 6.0, and 22.1,
respectively.
Land uses crossed by the new right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-4 are
predominantly forested (7.3 miles). Other land uses that would be crossed by the
new right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-4 consist of approximately 6.2
miles of cropland land, 0.7 mile of developed land, 0.5 mile of open land, and
<0.1 mile of open water. Development of this route would require the clearing of
approximately 106.5 acres of trees. The new right-of-way for Alternative Route
B-4 would cross one AFD, Horseshoe Farm (1.0 mile), and one Virginia Byway,
James Madison Highway at MP 29.5.
Alternative Route B-4 has a total of 124 dwellings within 500 feet of the
centerline. A total of 97 of these dwellings are along the portion of the route that
follows the existing right-of-way and the remaining 27 dwellings are along the
new permanent right-of-way.
Alternative Route B-4 would affect a total of 26.3 acres of wetlands. Of these
wetlands, 21.5 acres would be crossed along the existing right-of-way and have
been previously disturbed. New wetland impacts would occur in areas of where
the existing right-of-way would be expanded or along the new greenfield portion
of right-of-way; these new impacts affect a total of 4.8 acres.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Altemative Route B-1 would follow the existing Remington-Gordonsville 115
kV corridor right-of-way between MP 0.0 and 17.2 and then would follow a new,
greenfield fight-of-way from MP 17.2 to 36.2. Alternative Route B-1 follows the
existing right-of-way from the Remington Substation in Fauquier County, 17.2
miles south into Culpeper County as described above for the Proposed Route.
Immediately south of the Somerville Road crossing Alternative Route B-1 would
diverge from the existing corridor and head west along a new (greenfield) rightof-way crossing agricultural land. After the Twin Mountains Road crossing, the
route crosses forested land and Rapidan Road before turning south and continuing
across forested land. The route would veer slightly southwest across agricultural
land. The route would then veer west crossing the Robinson River and entering
Madison County. The route would then veer northwest, west and then southwest
through forested land before crossing James Madison Highway, where it would
continue across agricultural and forested land before turning west near the
unincorporated area of Tanners after which, it continues west and northwest
crossing primarily forested lands then continues northwest across primarily
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agricultural land, crossing Oneals Road before reaching its terminus at Pratts
Station.
Land uses crossed by the existing right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-1
are predominantly cropland (9.6 miles). Other land uses that would be crossed by
the existing right-of-way segment of Alternative Route B-1 consist of about 5.3
miles of forested land, 1.2 miles of developed land, and 1.1 mile of open land.
The existing right-of-way portion of the route has been previously cleared and
maintained in a primarily cleared condition. Therefore, use of the segment of
existing right-of-way along Alternative Route B-1 is expected to have minimal
impacts on recreational, agricultural and forest resources as no additional fight-ofway is required with the exception of those parcels where the existing right-ofway will need to be expanded from 70 to 100 feet. Four AFDs would be crossed
by the Alternate Route B-1 along the existing right-of-way: Remington/Kelly’s
Ford (2.0 miles), Stevensburg (3.2 miles), Raccoon Ford (1.1 miles), and
Brandywine (1.0 mile). Along the existing right-of-way, Alternative Route B-1
would cross one Virginia Byway, Sumerduck Road (MP 1.7), and one Scenic
River, the Rappahannock River (MP 2.1). Altemative Route B-1 would cross one
private recreation area, Berry Hill Farm and Mineral Springs, at MP 6.0.
Land uses crossed by the new right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-1 are
predominantly forested (10.3 miles and 54%). Other land uses that would be
crossed by the new right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-1 consist of about
6.5 miles of cropland land (34%), 1.5 miles of open land (8%), and 0.7 mile of
developed land (4%). Development of this route would require the cleating of
about 137.7 acres of trees. The new right-of-way required for Alternative Route
B-1 would cross one AFD, Horseshoe Farm (3.8 miles), and one Virginia Byway,
James Madison Highway at MP 27.2.
Alternative Route B-1 has a total of 126 dwellings within 500 feet of the
centerline. A total of 97 of those dwellings are along the portion of the route that
follows the existing right-of-way and the remaining 29 dwellings are along new
permanent right-of-way.
Alternative Route B-1 would affect a total of 27.1 acres of wetlands. Of these
wetlands, 21.5 acres would be crossed along the existing right-of-way and have
been previously disturbed. New wetland impacts would occur in areas of where
the existing right-of-way would be expanded or along the new greenfield portion
of right-of-way; these new impacts affect a total of 5.6 acres.
Additional information about the Proposed Route and Alternative Routes is
provided in the Environmental Routing Study.
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Ill.

IMPACT OF
FEATURES

LINE

ON

SCENIC,

ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

Advise of any public meetings the Company has had with neighborhood
associations and Officials of local, state or federal governments who would
have an interest or responsibility with respect to affected area of areas.

Response,:

In addition to other contact described in this Section III.B and in accordance with
Va. Code § 15.2-2202 E, Dominion Virginia Power sent the letters included as
Attachment III.B. 1 to administrators and executives of the Counties of Fauquier,
Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle and Madison and the Town of Orange advising of
the Company’s intention to file this application.
Beginning in late February 2015, Dominion Virginia Power representatives began
to meet or speak with a number of local, state, and federal officials to inform them
of this Project in Virginia. These officials included the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Fauquier County Administrator Paul McCulla;
Culpeper County Administrator Emie Hoch (and former County
Administrator Frank Bossio);
Madison County Administrator Daniel Campbell (and former County
Administrator Ernie Hoch);
Orange County Administrator Bryan David;
Town of Orange Town Manager Gregory Woods; and
Albemarle County Executive Thomas Foley.

Dominion Virginia Power also held and participated in many meetings,
presentations and phone conversations to discuss the Project, including the
following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

February 27, 2015, initial project overview with Culpeper County;
March 2, 2015, initial project overview with Orange County;
March 4, 2015, follow-up meeting with Culpeper County;
March 12, 2015, initial project overview with Madison County;
March 18, 2015, met with Planning Department directors in Culpeper,
Madison and Orange counties;
March 18, 2015, presentation to the Madison County Board of
Supervisors, including the Planning Commission, and public;
April 1, 2015, met with Fauquier County planning department staff;
April 17, 2015, follow-up meeting with Madison County;
April 28, 2015, presentation to the Orange County Board of Supervisors
and public;
May 5, 2015, presentation to the Culpeper County Board of Supervisors
and public;
July 21, 2015, project overview with Town of Orange;
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

July 21, 2015, follow-up meeting with Culpeper County;
July 31, 2015, follow-up meeting with Orange County;
August 11, 2015, project overview with Albemarle County;
September 22, 2015, presentation to the Orange County Board of
Supervisors and public;
October 8, 2015, discussed the Project with the Director of Community
Development, Town of Orange;
October 8, 2015, discussed the Project with Orange County Planning and
Zoning director; and
October 19, 2015, presentation to the Town of Orange Town Council and
public.

In addition to local and county outreach, the Company discussed the Project with
state and federal representatives.
Community Outreach
On March 13, 2015, the Company publicly announced the Project via letters to
property owners inviting the community to two public informational open houses.

The first open house was held on April 2, 2015 at Madison County High School
in Madison, Virginia. The second open house was held on April 15, 2015 at
Eastern View High School in Culpeper, Virginia.
Approximately 88 people attended the first open house and approximately 71
people attended the second open house. Letters were sent to more than 800
property owners within the routing study area. The mailing included a project
fact sheet with a map and details regarding the Project. A follow-up reminder
postcard was also mailed March 25, 2015.
An advertisement for the April 2015 open houses was run in the following papers
on the dates listed below:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Culpeper Star Exponent (Daily publication - circulation: 5,186)
March 26, 2015, April 9, 2015;
Culpeper Times (weekly publication - circulation: 10,549)
March 26, 2015, April 9, 2015;
Orange County Review (weekly publication - circulation: 2,815)
March 26, 2015, April 9, 2015; and
Madison County Eagle (weekly publication- circulation: 2,005)
March 26, 2015, April 9, 2015;

The mailing to property owners and newspaper advertisement for the spring 2015
open houses are provided as Attachments III.B.2 and III.B.3 respectively.
On September 11, 2015 the Company sent letters to property owners inviting the
community to a third public informational open house.
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The open house was held on September 30, 2015 at Orange County High School
in Orange, Virginia.
Approximately 87 people attended. Letters were sent to approximately 730 area
property owners. The mailing included a letter and map that provided an
overview of the project since the last open house in April 2015.

The September 2015 mailing to property owners is provided as Attachment
III.B.4.
In addition to the three public open house events, the Company met with property
owners and the Orange Madison Culpeper Alliance ("OMC Alliance"), a coalition
formed during the public engagement efforts. The Company also provided
written responses to hundreds of email inquiries and periodic updates via email
communications to a distribution list of more than 200 email addresses. Some
key meetings with stakeholders included:
¯
¯
¯

April 15, 2015, meeting with local business and property owner, Cedar
Mountain Stone;
April 24, 2015, meeting with OMC Alliance co-Chairs, Mike Long and Bob
Wilbanks; and
May 14, 2015, presentation to the Rapidan Historical Foundation - an open
meeting format with approximately 60 people in attendance.

Additional information is provided to the public through a website dedicated to
the Project, searchable on www.dom.com using the search term "Remington
Gordonsville":
https://www.dom.com/corporate/what-we-do/electrici~_/transmJssion-lines-andprojects/remington-pratts-gordonsville-transmission-proj ect
The website includes route maps, an explanation of need, a description of the
Project and its benefits, information on the Commission review process, structure
diagrams and answers to frequently asked questions.
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Attachment III..B 1
Dominion Virginia Power
"r01 I:.a.~t Cary SLr~x’t. I~,ichmond. \"A 23219
Mailing Addrc,.,s: P.O. I’1o~ 26666
I~,ichm~md, \rA 23261

September 15, 2015
R. Bryan David, County Administrator
Orange County
P.O. Box 111
112 West Main Street
Orange, VA 22960
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. David:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.
The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit 115kV structures
within the corridor as a double circuit 230kV/l15kV transmission line. In order to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure appropriate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.kinE@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; greg.r.baka@dom.com.

Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Supervisor -- Siting & Permitting
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion \qrfiinia Power

Richmond. ~.~-~ 23261

September 15, 2015
Gregory S. Woods, Town Manager
Town of Orange
119 Belleview Ave
Orange, VA 22960
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. Woods:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.
The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit 115kV structures
within the corridor as a double circuit 230kV/l15kV transmission line. In order to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure appropriate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.

Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5:173;
susan.a.kin~@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; grel~.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Supervisor - Siting & Permitting
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion Virginia

Power

M.~iling .&dd~t’~s: I~0. Box
llichIm,I~d, k’;-~ 232(,I

September 15~ 2015
Paul McCulla, County Administrator
Fauquier County
10 Hotel Street; Suite 204
Warrenton, VA 20186
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. McCulla:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV} transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties Of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.

The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit 115kV structures
within the corridor as a double circuit 230kV/llSkV transmission line. Inorder to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure appropriate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.king@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; RreR,r.baka@d,om.co.m.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Supervisor -- Siting & Permitting
cc:

Tim Sargeant, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion Virginia Power
"~01 East Cary Street. Richmond. VA 23219

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 266(,~6
Ridmt<,td. %\ 23261

September 15, 2015
Ernie Hoch, County Administrator
Culpeper County
302 North Main Street
Culpeper, VA 22701
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. Hoch:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.
The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit 115kV structures
within the corridor as a double circuit 230kV]llSkV transmission line. In order to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure appropriate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.kin~z@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; Rre~.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Ba~a
Supervisor -- Siting & Permitting
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion Virginia Power
~01 t".a~t Cary Su’~’ct, Richmond. V:\ 23219
,Mailing Address: P.(.). Box 26666
Richm,md. \:A 23261

September 15, 2015
Thomas C. Foley, County Executive
Albemarle County
401 Mclntire Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. Foley:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.
The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit ll5kV structures
withinthe corridor as a double circuit 230kV/115kV transmission line. In order to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure appropriate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.kinR@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; greg.r.baka@dom.com.

Sincerely,

Greg
ca
Supervisor -- Siting & Permitting
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Rio}rotund, VA 23261

September 15, 2015
Daniel Campbell, County Administrator
Madison County
P.O. Box 705
302 Thrift Rd
Madison, VA 22727
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Gordonsville ;~30kV line

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Dominion will be upgrading its entire existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line corridor from
Remington to Gordonsville consisting of approximately 38.1 miles through the counties of
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and the Town of Orange.
The project will include wrecking and rebuilding the existing single circuit 115kV structures
within the corridor as a double circuit 230kV/llSkV transmission line. In order to
accommodate a new 230kV line along this corridor, structure heights will increase and
Dominion anticipates that the existing right-of-way may need to be expanded in certain
locations. In those cases Dominion will approach the individual landowners regarding the
expansion of the right of way easement to ensure apprc~priate and compliant spacing for the
rebuilt structures.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia StateCorporation Commission (SCC) for
this project in the fall of 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion
respectfully invites you to share any interests related to our proposal.

Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.kinR@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; greK.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg gaka
Supervisor -- Siting & Permitting
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion Virginia Power
70 ! Ea~( Cary Strcc(. Richmond. VA 23219

Dominion

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2666G
Richmond. VA 2.:~261

dora.corn

March 26, 2015

Frank Bossio, County Administrator
Culpeper County
302 North Main Street
Culpeper, VA 22701
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Pratts - Gordonsville Z30kV line

Dear Mr. Bossio:
Dominion will be upgrading part of its existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line from
Remington to Gordonsville of about 15 - 25 miles through Fauquier, Culpeper, and Orange
counties. Dominion is also responsible for connecting this upgraded transmission line to a new
FirstEnergy substation near the existing REC Pratts substation in Madison County. This new
single circuit 230kV transmission line will require about 13 - 18 miles of new right-of-way.
This project will provide several benefits including improved electric service for more than
25,000 electric customers, increased infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses, and
redundancy to a vulnerable area to improve the service that Dominion and REC provide.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission for this
project in May 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion respectfully invites
your County to share any interests related to our proposal. After the SCC makes its final order
concerning this project, we will comply with all required permitting.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-$173;
susan.a.kinl~dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; l~rel~.r.bakaL~dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Sr. Siting & Permitting Specialist
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dom,n,on

Dominion Virginia Power
701 East Cary Street, Richmond. VA 2321b
MaiJing Address: I).(3. Box 26666
Richmond. VA 23261
dom.com

March 26, 2015

R. Bryan David, County Administrator
Orange County
P.O. Box 111
112 West Main Street
Orange, VA 22960
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Pratts - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. David:
Dominion will be upgrading part of its existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line from
Remington to Gordonsville of about 15 - 25 miles through Fauquier, Culpeper, and Orange
counties. Dominion is also responsible for connecting this upgraded transmission line to a new
FirstEnergy substation near the existing REC Pratts substation in Madison County. This new
single circuit 230kV transmission line will require about 13 - 18 miles of new right-of-way.
This project will provide several benefits including improved electric service for more than
25,000 electric customers, increased infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses, and
redundancy to a vulnerable area to improve the service that Dominion and REC provide.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission for this
project in May 20:15. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion respectfully invites
your County to share any interests related to our proposal. After the SCC makes its final order
concerning this project, we will comply with all required permitting.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Shouid you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.king@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; ~re~.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
St. Siting & Permitting Specialist
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dom,n,on

Dominion Virginia Power
701 East Gary Street+ Richmond. VA 23219

Mailing Address: EO. Box 26666
Richmond. VA 23261
dom.com

March 26, 2015

Ernie Hoch, County Administrator
Madison County
P.O. Box 705
.t02 Thrift Rd
Madison, VA 22727
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power’s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Pratts - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. Hoch:
Dominion will be upgrading part of its existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line from
Remington to Gordonsville of about 15 - 25 miles through Fauquier, Culpeper, and Orange
counties. Dominion is also responsible for connecting this upgraded transmission line to a new
FirstEnergy substation near the existing REC Pratts substation in Madison County. This new
single circuit 230kV transmission line will require about 13 - 18 miles of new right-of-way.
This project will provide several benefits including improved electric service for more than "
25,000 electric customers, increased infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses, and
redundancy to a vulnerable area to improve the service that Dominion and REC provide.
Dominion intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission for this
project in May 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion respectfully invites
your County to share any interests related to our proposal. After the SCC makes its final order
concerning this project, we will comply with all required permitlfing.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Susan King at (804) 755-5173;
susan.a.king@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; l~reR.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Sr. Siting & Permitting Specialist
cc:

Susan A. King, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Dominion Virginia Power .
701 East Cary Street. Richmond, VA 23219
Mailing Address: EO. Box 26666
Richmond, VA 23261
dora.coil1

March 26, 2015

Paul McCulla, County Administrator
Fauquier County
10 Hotel Street; Suite 204
Warrenton, VA 20186
RE:

Dominion Virginia Power~s Proposed Transmission Project
Remington - Pratts - Gordonsville 230kV line

Dear Mr. McCulla:
Dominion will be upgrading part of its existing 115 kilovolt (kV) transmission line from
Remington to Gordonsville of about 15 - 25 miles through Fauquier, Culpeper, and Orange
counties. Dominion is also responsible for connecting this upgraded transmission line to a new
FirstEnergy substation near the existing REC Pratts substation in Madison County. This new
single circuit 230kV transmission line will require about 13 - 18 rniles of new right-of-way.
This project will provide several benefits including improved electric service for more than
25,000 electric customers, increased infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses, and
redundancy to a vulnerable area to improve the service that Dominion and REC provide.
DominiOn intends to file an application to the Virginia State Corporation Commission for this
project in May 2015. Pursuant to Virginia State Code §15.2-2202, Dominion respectfully invites
your County to share any interests related to our proposal. After the SCC makes its final order
concerning this project, we will comply with all required permitting.
Additional information can also be found on our website www.dom.com search "Remington".
Should you have any questions, please contact Tim Sargeant at (571) 203-5003;
tim.j.sargeant@dom.com or me at (804) 771-6948; ~reR.r.baka@dom.com.
Sincerely,

Greg Baka
Sr. Siting & Permitting Specialist
cc:

Tim J. Sargeant, Dominion; External Affairs Manager
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Remington Pratts Gordonsville
230 kV Transmission Line Project
Study Area Map

Attachment III.B.2

DOm|nion

Dominion Vkginia Power
I~.O. Bo~ 26666
Richmm*d. VA 23261
d0m.com

March :13, 2015
RE: Pr0je~t Announcement: Remingt0n,Pratts-GordonsvilleElec.tdcT_ransmission Project
Dear Neigh..bor,
Do~iriioh, iia ~bordin~iti6ni~cith.Fii~tEne~,y, i~plaiihifig’ fi ne~v ~l~tric trab_s~ission ptoj-ect in:your area. ~ou are
receiyihg this notification because ~the project currently boin..g evaluated, is~on or.near your property.
Why ~i~ thi, .project ~eeded?
There .a=re" a:nUmber:of reasons we :are seeking to build ~thisproject:
1) .An increase in: local e.nergy usage; current!y causing operatiofia] issues :for Dominibn and Rappahannock
EleCtric:Cooperative (REC)
2) :!ncrease in fdture~demafid ihat is~predictedto strain the local facilides.tha.t impact both Surrotmding
counties and the greater i’egional-transmission grid
3) Adds redundancy for the REC Pratts subst.a.t.ion in Madison Coiinty.which is.currently only sourced with
one tran~smission ~line - a sig~nifiea-nt Vialnerability for any substation, letalonethe primary subStatiOnthat
.se~es:r~earl)~ 8~800 KEC’members in five counties.

What i,s thg l~rgject~
Dbmin.i0n ~iri~.FirstEnergy ~re Working on a se~ie~:oftransmission upgrades !~i..your.a_r.ea ~hat~v(ill res61ve electric
reliability issues,in the Piedmont region west oflnterstate 95 and eas~ Of Shgnand6ahNational. Park .in ¥irginia.
The proposed facilities willl be built.by Dominion and Firs~hergy in theirrespective transmission zones, wJaile
FirstEfiergy does.not directly serve customers ]n thearea,~t,owns .and opera(es.’the.electric tr.ansmissi0n system in
the reg!o.nprevious!y served~:by its Potomac Edisgn ~lia!e,.(form~dyAIl.e.gheriy .Power). ThEse eustome’rs are
nbw directly served by:REC. Dominion w.ill:bujld portions.of the project ifi itstransmission service territo.ry.
Pie .ase.see the enclose;d Fact;Sheet~fdrmOre details.
How do w~ determine routes?
Dbminion ’is ~urrenI!y finali~ng. ~he .ngw..right of way ~outing options. We are :sensitive to’the community impact
when c6nstructing newtransmigsibn lines, especial!ywhere new right of way. is r.equired, Our approach: is to li~nit
the, length of~new right of wayby taking.t_he m0st.d.ir..e~.t path p.0ssilSle :toy-yards the Pmtts substation, thereby;
reducing the impact th~lt comes With aJSflger lihe~ Wliile malting necessary :compromises :for.importanthisiofi~al,:
environmen.tal, and other: omtnuriit~ aSgOts.

The Virginia State Corporation Com.missi0n (scC).requires Dominioii and FitstEnergy to present a solution that
/fleets the need e[ec~ri~ca!l~,, while !balancing irdpact~ and cost. to:ratepayers. We do our bestto solve el~ctdc.al
issiaes:~n.d increased energy demands, in .theleast:;impactful way,. always treading lightlY when new fight: 6£ Way is
neededlas part of, the solution. When developing.a solution, :newright 0t~ way projects are always alast resort, but
in.some cases, they: are theon!y ~pti0n, as :is the case here, ¯
We are~0rnrnitted to mlnimizing the impact on.communities, histpric-areas, and the enx~ironment by w~rking with
local residents andpublic o~ficials in the. study .area to id~nti~ c0nstraints’.and opp0rtun.ifie.s,for :locating new
faCilitios, ~iny feedb~i~k we receive will ~be eOfi~ide-red and will hel~ us.preparea stronger .and.more thorough
apgilicati0n’ for~the SCC to review.
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March 12~, 2015
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The ultimate route is determined by the SCC, Whether it’s onethat Domin’ionincluded in its study orone that the
SCCdevel0ps ands.evaluates on its own.
What is theVirg!nia State Corporation Commission review process?
E~ven though PJM~.(the regional grid operator) staff reyiewed and selected the project, Dominion and FirstEnergy
still need togo through the Virgin_ia State Corp~rationCommission (SCC) application and approval process. The
SCC is the o_nly authority to approve electric utility.projects inVirginia deemed to be.in the best interest of
Virginia tftepayers. The State agehcy ultimately verifir:s th~ need:for.the project and determines the final rotate Of
any new right of way.
’Review of:an application usually takes between one to two years and includes multiple ways for the public and
.interested parties tO participate. Our submission is the starting point of the process.
.Documenis relat..e.d to the case are available tothe public on the: SCC Docket Search gection of the SCC- web site, in
the "Search Cases" :section. In addition, interested parties may. also gomment’dirimtlyto :the SCC.
To learn more about this project and speak with our electric transmission experts, yo.u are invited to attefld our
Open House(s):where you will. also.have the Opportunity to provide us with your thoughts on the project. Please be
assured ~hat community involvement is an impgrtant p_art of 6_ur pi-ojeet planning anddeveiopment. We.hope you
can ~j oin .us.
Ope~ House(s)
Thursday, April2, 2015r 5.i00pm - 8:00pm - Madison County High School - 68 Mountaineer
Lane~ Madison VA 22727
o Wednesday, April 15, 2015,5:00pm - 8:00pro - Eastern V.iew High SchooL.Culpeper - i16332
Cycline Way Culpeper VA 22701
*Comm~mity members .from all impacted counties can attend’either or both 0pen.houses:
o

In .the meantime, please refer to the enclosed fact sheet for additional information or Visit.our website,
www.dom.com, keyword: .Remington Pratts. You may also’contact ~us by :sen~ing.a.n: e.m_ai! to
powerline@dom.crm or galling 1-888-291-0190, Monday - Friday, 7:00 a.m. t6 5:00 p.m. I hope to see you at the
Open:~puse:
Sincerely,

Greg Mathe
Manager, Electric Transmission Communications

Enclosures
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Remin g ton-P ratts-Gord o nsvil le
E leclt i c Tra n sm i s_si o,_n P ro jeCt
The Pratts I~roje~t will positively affect CulpePe~ Orange, Madison and:Rappahannock Countle~ in ad~lit~on ~o the:surrounding region.

Project:Overview
¯
Dorfiih’iongirginia Power (Dominion)and FirStl~nergyare Working tog~t~ief on a ~edesof electric
transmission upgrades that will :resolve:electric reliability issues inthe Piedmont regionwest of Interstate 95
a.nd east0f Shenandoah Nptional ’Park in Virginia.
¯
PJM Interconnection, the regiOnalgrid operator, confirmed the electric reliability issues as part ofits annual
Regional Transmission Expansion !Plan, ~nd technical proposals were put up’for c~6mpetitive bid.
¯

A Do~inion/Fi{stEnergy’joi~it golutidnwas .se!ec.ted 15~)15jM staff based on ~lectfii~ai sdlution, budget and the
abilityto rebuild dr closely follow.existing electric transmission facilities wherever possible to,limit
community and environmental:i.mpacts.

What,
Theproposed facilities.will be built’by Dominion and FirstEnergy intheir respective electric transmission.zones.
While FirstEnergyd0es not diri~ctly S.~.rye cu_s_t0mersi.nlthe area, :it own.s a_fid operatesthe electr_ic trans.m, ission
system in theiregion previous[y:s~ved, byits Potomac£dison:affiiiate,(~ormerlyAlleghenY Power). These
customers are now directly served by REC. Dominion will:build portions of theproject inits electric transmission
service territory.
Dominion
¯

¯.

Dominion is resPonsible for-upgrading,pa~t of its’existing ;I 15 kilovolt (kV):ele_ctric transmission line from
Rem!ngton to Gordonsville, of about IS - 25 rnilesth~ough FauqU.ier~ CdlpeP~r and .Orai~ge Counties.Many
of ~he current H-frame structures will be replaced with single-pole.structures. This will also include some
work within theexisting fence line of the Remington substationin Fauquier :CountY.
Dominionis also responsible for connecting this up,graded e ectr c’transmis~i0n line,to a new:FirstEnergy
substation in the vicinity oflthe existing REC Pratts substation in M~dison County. Thisnew single circuit
.230kV 6 e~tr transmission line wil_l, require new right of way, of about 13- ~18 F0!Ies and,awidth of &bout
12Ofeet.

.First:Enefgy
FirstEnergy wili.rebuild an existing 115kV electric transmission fine that exten~s about 18 miles from the
GordQnsville sqbs~ation to,the Prates substation: The existing linewi!l.be dismantled and rebuilt to support
230kV wires. Thiswill als0 indud.e some Domi6ion work,w. !t~in.the existing fenceline of!~ Gordonsville
substation in Albemarle Courity,

Why
An increase:id Iocabenergy u~age causing current issuesfor Domifiion Virginia: Rower and REC
An ncre~sein future.demand:is p~edicted.to strain the Iocalfadilities that.irnpaCt both surrounding
counties and the greater regional electric transmission grid
Adds~redundancy for the Pratts substation.tl~at directly serves nearly 8,800REC members in:five
counties

When
¯

The solution must:he!n~placein2018

Benefits

¯
.

Upgrades will di~ect!y improVe electric servi~:e for more than 25,000 electric customers w~ll into’the
fu.ture
Provides i~Creased in’fra~t~ucture cal~acity to,~elp grow Ibcal’ businesses and communities
Adds redundancy to a vulnerable area and improves the service that Dominion and REC provide
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Rem inlgt~n-Pratts~Gordan~svi!ll~~
EI,e~tric T~ansmission ~Prolject
FAUOOiER
coum~y

CULPEPER

: ou~v-

For more information,please visit our:website a.t:~w~.dom~com, !keywo~rd:,
’Rem’ing.tOn" Pratts
Contac~t Ou~ dedicated EleCtric Transmission:team by s~nding a-r~ ~maii
powerline@dom.com, or:call 1-888-291.~0190,/~ond~y.l~hrou~!h ~Frida_y, Tam,to 5pro.
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Informational Open House
Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville Transmission Project
Dominion, in coordination with FirstEnergy, is planning a new electric transmission project in your area. We want to
share our plans and hear your views while developing our project application for the Virginia State Corporate Commission (SCC). Please stop by our open house events to learn more about what this project will mean for you and your
communily. We welcome your input.
OPEN HOUSE DATES
Thursday, April 2, 2015
5:00pm - 8:00pm
Madison County H.S.
68 Mountaineer Lane
Madison, Virginia 22727

Wednesday, April 15, 2015
5:00pm - 8:00pm
Eastern View H.S.
16332 Cycline Way
Culpeper, Virginia 22701

*There will be no formal presentation.

If you have any questions, please contact our Transmission team via
email at Powerline@dom.com or by calling toll-free at
(888)291-0190 from 7:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., Monday-Friday.

3/25/2015

1:01:10 PM

~~ Dom,n,on
Dominion Virginia Power
P.O. Box 26666
Richmond, VA 23261

Informational Open House

I

3/25/2015

RPG Open House April 2015 KGN.indd 2

1:01:10 PM

/~ttachment III.B.3

Domuniono

INFORMATIONAL OPEN HOUSE
Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville Transmission Project
Dominion, in coordination with
FirstEnergy, is planning a new electric
transmission project in your area.
We are working together on a series
of transmission upgrades that will

OPEN HOUSE
DATES

resolve electric reliability Issues In the

Thursday, April 2, 2015

Piedmont region west of Interstate 95

5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

and east of Shenandoah National Park

Madison County High School

In Virginia.
There are a number of reasons we are

68 Mountaineer Lane
Hadison VA 22727

seeking to build this project:
I) Maintain reliable electric service for
more than 25,000 electric customers.

Wednesday, April 15, 2015
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

2) Address loading conditions In the
Gordonsvllle-Pratts-Remlngton area.

Eastern View High School

These conditions, If left unaddressed

Culpeper

will lead to violations of Federal and

16332 Cycline Way

Dominion reliability standards.

Culpeper VA 22701

3) Provide redundancy for the REC
Pratts substation In Madison County
which Is currently only sourced with one transmission line -- a significant
vulnerability for any substation, let alone the primary substation that serves
nearly 8,800 REC members In five counties.
4) Provide Increased Infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses and
communities.
We want to share our plans and hear your views prior to submitting our
project application. Stop by our open house events to learn more about what
this project will mean for you and your community. Community Involvement Is
an Important part of our project planning and development.
To learn more, visit our website, www.dom.com, keyword: Remington Pratts.
You may also contact us by email at powerline@dom.com.

I

Dom_Pratt_MadisonCoEagle_Mar2
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’Domln,on

INFORMATIONAL OPEN HOUSE
Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville Transmission Project
Dominion, In coordination with
FlrstEnergy, is planning a new electric
transmission project In your area.
We are working together on a series
of transmission upgrades that will
resolve electric reliability Issues in the
Piedmont region west of Interstate 95
and east of Shenandoah National Park
in Virginia.
There are a number of reasons we are
seeking to build this project:
1) Maintain reliable electric service for
more than 25,000 electric customers.

OPEN
HOUSE
Wednesday, April 15, 2015
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Eastern View High School
Culpeper
16332 Cycline Way
Culpeper VA 22701

2) Address loading conditions In the
Gordonsvllle-Pratts-Remlngton area.
These conditions, if left unaddressed will lead to violations of Federal and
Dominion reliability standards.
3) Provide redundancy for the REC Pratts substation In Madison County which
is currently only sourced with one transmission line -- a significant
vulnerability for any substation, let alone the primary substation that serves
nearly 8,800 RE(:; members In five counties.
4) Provide Increased Infrastructure capacity to help grow local businesses
and communities.
We want to share our plans and hear your views prior to submitting our
project application. Stop by our Open House event to learn more about what
this project will mean for you and your community. Community Involvement
Is an Important part of our project planning and development.
To learn more, visit our website, www.dom.com, keyword: Remington Pratts.
You may also contact us by email at powerline@dom.com.

C0UIITY

\
\
\

F..xisl~no Substations
mm,~ Malor Rlve~
- - - EdstlnO1tansmis~onUrm
,*:.[~ Rebugd Section
~.\~ Study A~ea (New Rloht-of-Way)
- - - Cotndy Boundary

/

J

Dom_Pratt_UadisonCoE agle_Apdl9.

1,~

3~4/15 5;15 PM

¯ .~
Dominion Virginia Power
701 East Cary Street. Richmond. VA 23219

Attachment III.B.4

Dominion

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 26666
Richmond. VA 23261
Web Address: www.dom.com

September 1 l, 2015
RE: Project Update: Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville Transmission Project
Dear Neighbor,
As ybu may know, Dominion Virginia Power is planning a new electric transmission project in your area.
You are receiving this notification because we are currently evaluating routing options that may be on or near
your property.

As a result of our evaluation we are focusing our efforts on using the existing corridor from Remington to
Gordonsville as our proposed solution. However, the Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) requires
that our application include both a proposed route and constructible alternatives, so it is important that we
study and present various route alignments in order to have a complete and well- prepared application for the
SCC to consider. Please see the enclosed map.
Our routing study evolves over time as we engage local officials, agencies and community members in an
effort to learn more about the area. We incorporate the input as we consider how projects can best meet the
energy needs of our customers, the impact the projects will have on the transmission grid, costs and SCC
requirements. During the course of the project’s planning phase, we continued to look for route options that
reasonably minimize impacts.
Since there is more information to share, we are holding an open house to discuss the progress of our routing
study and the developments since our last public forum. We anticipate filing our application with the SCC by
the end of2015.
To learn more about this project and speak with our electric transmission experts, you are invited to attend our
Open House where you will also have the opportunity to provide your thoughts on the project. Please be
assured that community involvement is an important part of our project planning and development. We hope
you can join us.
Wednesday, September 30, 2015, 5:00pm - 8:00pro
Orange County High School
201 Selma Rd, Orange, VA 22960
In the meantime, please refer to the enclosed project overview map for additional information or visit our
website, www.dom.com, keyword: Remington Pratts. You may also contact us by sending an email to
powerline@dom.com or calling 1-888-291-0190, Monday - Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. I hope to see you
at the Open House.
Sincerely,

Greg Mathe
Manager, Electric Transmission Communications
Enclosures
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III.

IMPACT OF
FEATURES

LINE

ON

SCENIC,

ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

Detail the nature, location, and ownership of all buildings which would have
to be demolished or relocated if the project is built as proposed.

Response:

During the Company’s initial review of the transmission corridor, it became aware
of unauthorized encroachments on the existing right-of-way, such as sheds,
outbuildings and other similar structures. Property owners will be contacted
individually to address these structures as the Company continues to investigate
the right-of-way.
As noted in Section II.A.4, majority total of 22.2 miles of the existing right-ofway is 100 feet in width, while the remaining 16.0 miles of existing right-of-way
is 70 feet in width. The Company will endeavor to maintain a 100-foot right-ofway for the entire Project length; however, the presence of residences and
commercial buildings directly adjacent to the current right-of-way will be handled
on a case-by-case basis.
The Company will coordinate with property owners to acquire the property rights
for any dwellings or businesses that will have to be demolished or relocated for
the expansion of the existing right-of-way to construct the Project.
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III.

IMPACT OF LINE ON SCENIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORIC
FEATURES
What existing physical facilities will the line parallel, if any, such as existing
transmission lines, railroad tracks, highways, pipelines, etc.? Describe the
current use and physical appearance and characteristics of the existing rightof-way that would be paralleled. How long has the right-of-way been in use?

Response:

Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route represents a wreck and rebuild of an existing transmission
line making use of the existing fight-of-way for the Project’s entire length. The
right-of-way has been in use continually by the Company since the 1930s.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 makes use of an existing transmission line fight-of-way for
23.8 miles. The new greenfield portion of this route does not parallel any existing
transmission lines, railroad tracks, highways, or pipelines.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 makes use of an existing transmission line right-of-way for
17.2 miles. The new greenfield portion of this route does not parallel any existing.
transmission lines, railroad tracks, highways, or pipelines.
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III.

IMPACT OF LINE
FEATURES

ON

SCENIC,

ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

Has the Company investigated land use plans in the areas of the proposed
route? How would the building of the proposed line effect future land use of
the areas affected?
Has the Company determined from the governing bodies of each
county, city and town in which the proposed facilities will be located
whether those bodies have designated the important farmlands within
their jurisdictions, as required by Virginia Code Section 3.2-205 B?
If so, and if any portion of the proposed facilities will be located on
any such important farmland, please:
ae

Include maps and other evidence showing the nature and
extent of the impact on such farmlands.
Describe what alternatives exist to locating the proposed
facilities on the affected farmlands, and why those alternatives
are not suitable.

Co

Response:

Describe the applicant’s proposals to minimize the impact of
the facilities on the affected farmland.

As noted above in Section I[I.B., Dominion Virginia Power and NRG met with
the local Planning Department staff from each of the localities crossed by the
Project to investigate existing and proposed land use plans. In addition, NRG
consulted the comprehensive plans for each of these counties and municipalities
as well.t5
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville):
The Proposed Route would cross predominantly Agricultural zoned land. In
Fauquier County, the Proposed Route will cross 1.6 miles of land zoned
Residential, and 0.5 mile zoned Agricultural. In Culpeper County, the Proposed
Route would cross Agricultural zoned land from MP 2.1 to MP 9.5 then cross 0.1
mile of Residential zoned land. From MP 9.6 to MP 17.2, the Proposed Route
extends across Agricultural zoned land. From MP 17.2 to 17.8 the Proposed
Route would cross Agricultural zoned land before crossing into Orange County.
In Orange County, the Proposed Route would cross Agricultural zoned land from
MP 17.8 to 26.5 where the route crosses 0.6 mile of the Town of Orange whose
zoning is generalized as Town zoning and, along this portion of the right-of-way,

15 The Madison County Board of Supervisors, by certificated letter dated October 16, 2015, notified Dominion
Virginia Power of its November 5, 2015 public hearing to modify its existing Comprehensive Plan, including to
establish a transmission line corridor pursuant to Va. Code § 15.2-2202 E.
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consists of Residential zoning. The Proposed Route crosses back into Orange
County land zoned Agricultural from MPs 27.1 to 27.7, again crossing a
Residential area in the Town of Orange for 0.2 mile, crossing back in to Orange
County Agricultural land for 0.4 mile. At MP 28.3, The Proposed Route crosses
into Orange County Industrial zoned land for less than 0.1 mile and continues
back into the Town of Orange from MPs 28.4 to 29.4, where it crosses Industrial
and Commercial zoned land in the Town of Orange. The Proposed Route
continues back into Orange County at MP 29.4 and crosses 0.4 mile of
Commercial land. From MPs 29.8 to 31.0, the route crossed Agricultural zoned
land whose primary use is residential, more closely resembling Rural Residential
zoning. From MPs 31.0 to 35.6, the Proposed Route crosses Agricultural zoned
land. At MP 35.6, the route crosses approximately 0.5 mile of Residential zoned
land, less than 0.1 mile of Commercial zoned land, and from MPs 36.2 to 39.9
crosses Industrial zoned land. This portion of the Proposed Route, approximately
stretching from MPs 35.5 to 36.6, is 0.2 mile north of the Town of Gordonsville.
From MPs 36.9 to 37.3, the Proposed Route crosses Agricultural zoned land
before crossing into Albemarle County at MP 37.2. In Albemarle County, the
land crossed is also Agriculture with the route ending at Gordonsville Substation
at MP 38.1.
In Fauquier County, the Proposed Route would extend <0.1 mile south of
Laurenwood Estates from MPs 0.2 to 1.2, and also would cross the proposed
Meadows of Remington subdivisions between MPs 0.2 and 1.4 along the existing
right-of-way. The preliminary plats for these subdivisions were approved in
2006; however, the developers have not applied for a site plan review for final
approval of the subdivisions.
The Proposed Route would cross the Stevensburg Convenience Center Plan
Potential Service Area Boundary in Culpeper County between MPs 9.4 and 9.5
along the existing right-of-way. Culpeper Convenience Centers are intended to
provide opportunities for limited local convenience services to serve rural
residents and supplement neighborhood and community areas. Convenience
Centers are intended to be located at crossroads, reinforce historic settlement
patterns, and act as a focal point for future community activities.
Based on the present Comprehensive Plans of Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and
Albemarle Counties, the construction of the Proposed Route should have no
significant impacts of future land use along the route.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would cross predominately Agricultural zoned lands. In
Fauquier County, Alternative Route B-4 will utilize the existing right-of-way and
cross 1.6 miles of land zoned Residential, and 0.5 mile zoned Agricultural. In
Culpeper County, Alternative Route B-4 crosses Agricultural zoned land from
MP 2.1 to MP 9.5 then cross 0.1 mile of Residential zoned land. From MP 9.6 to
MP 17.8, Alternative Route B-4 continues across Agricultural zoned land before
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crossing into Orange County. In Orange County, Alternative Route B-4 crosses
Agricultural zoned land from MP 17.8 to MP 26.7 before crossing back into
Culpeper County for approximately 1.0 mile. In Madison County, Alternative
Route B-4 crosses mostly Agricultural zoned land between MP 27.7 and its
terminus at Pratts Substation (MP 38.5). Alternative Route B-4 crosses Rural
Residential zoned land sporadically between MPs 30.5 to 30.9, 31.9 to 32.2, 33.9
to 34.2 and 38.1 to 38.5.
In Fauquier County, Alternative Route B-4 would run <0.1 south of Laurenwood
Estates from MPs 0.2 to 1.2 and would cross the proposed Meadows of
Remington subdivisions between MPs 0.2 and 1.4 along the existing right-of-way.
These subdivisions are described in the Proposed Route discussion above.
Alternative Route B-4 would cross the Stevensburg Convenience Center Plan
Potential Service Area Boundary between MPs 9.4 and 9.5 along the existing ¯
right-of-way. This Convenience Center is described in the Proposed Route
discussion above.
Alternative Route B-4 would cross the Madison County Residential Growth Area
from near the terminus at Pratts Station. The Residential Growth Area is not
clearly mapped, but its purpose is to deter further subdivision of the large, viable
agricultural parcels.
For this purpose, the County has concentrated the
Residential Growth Areas along the U.S. 29 corridor from Pratts in the south past
the Town of Madison in the north.
Based on the present Comprehensive Plans of Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and
Madison Counties, the construction of Alternative Route B-4 should have no
significant impacts of future land use along the route.
Alternative Route B-1 (R~mington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would cross predominately Agricultural zoned lands. In
Fauquier County, Alternative Route B-1 would utilize the existing right-of-way
and cross 1.6 miles of land zoned Residential, and 0.5 mile zoned Agricultural. In
Culpeper County, Route’ B-1 crosses Agricultural zoned land from MP 2.1 to MP
9.5 then crosses 0.1 mile of Residential zoned land. From MP 9.6 to MP 25.4,
Route B-1 continues across Agricultural zoned land. In Madison County, Route
B-1 crosses predominately Agricultural zoned land between MP 25.4 and its
terminus at Pratts Substation (MP 36.2). Route B-1 crosses Rural Residential
zoned land sporadically between MPs 28.2 to 28.6, 29.6 to 29.9, and 35.7 to 36.1.
In Fauquier County, Alternative Route B-1 would run <0.1 mile south of
Laurenwood Estates from MPs 0.2 to 1.2 and would cross the proposed Meadows
of Remington subdivisions between MPs 0.2 and 1.4 along the existing right-ofway. These subdivisions are described in the Proposed Route discussion above.
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Alternative Route B-1 would cross the Stevensburg Convenience Center Plan
Potential Service Area Boundary between MPs 9.4 and 9.5 along the existing
right-of-way. This Convenience Center is described in the Proposed Route
discussion above.
Alternative Route B-1 would cross the Madison County Residential Growth Area
from near the terminus at Pratts Station. The Residential Growth Area is not
clearly mapped, but its purposed is to deter further subdivision of land amongst
large, viable agricultural parcels. For this purpose, the County has concentrated
the Residential Growth Areas along the U.S. 29 corridor from Pratts in the south
past the Town of Madison in the north.
Based on the present Comprehensive Plans of Fauquier, Culpeper, and Madison
Counties, the construction of Alternative Route B-1 should have no significant
impacts of future land use along the route.
Culpeper County has designated important farmland within their jurisdiction
through the implementation of Agricultural and Forestal Districts. The Virginia
Agricultural and Forestal Districts Act provides for the creation of conservation
districts. These districts are designed to conserve, protect, and encourage the
development and improvement of a locality’s agricultural and forested lands for
the production of food and other products, while also conserving and protecting
land as valued natural and ecological resources. These districts are voluntary
agreements between landowners and the locality, and offer benefits to landowners
when they agree to keep their land in its current use for between 4 and I0 years.
AFDs are established under the guidelines set forth in Va. Code § 15.2-4300 et
seq., and each district must contain at least 200 acres. Both Fauquier and
Culpeper Counties have developed AFDs. Conservation efforts, such as AFDs,
are informed by the soils surveys and classifications under the Virginia
Agricultural Model which is used to determine the agricultural value of lands
crossed by the proposed routes. The Virginia Agricultural Model was developed
to quantify the relative suitability of lands for agricultural activity across the state
and is assessed primarily based on inherent soil suitability, but also accounts for
current land cover as well as travel time between agricultural producers and
consumers.
No AFDs will be crossed by the Proposed Route and the portions of the
Alternative Routes that follow existing right-of-way in Fauquier County;
however, several AFDs are crossed in Culpeper County. As of 2010, Culpeper
County had approximately 49,485 acres of land in 15 AFDs, representing
approximately 20.5% of total County land. Each of the fifteen districts was
established with an eight-year review cycle.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
Along the portion that follows the existing fight-of-way, the Proposed Route
would cross Remington/Kelly’s Ford AFD parcels between MPs 2.7 and 5.0.
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From MPs 5.3 to 11.2, the Proposed Route would cross through parcels in the
Stevensburg AFD, the County’s largest AFD at over 14,000 acres. The Proposed
Route would cross the Raccoon Ford AFD between MPs 13.0 and 14.3. From
MP 13.0 to 17.8, the Proposed Route would cross Brandywine AFD.
In total, the Proposed Route crosses 7.6 miles of AFDs along the existing fight-ofway. The Proposed Route crosses a total of 4.0 miles of prime farmland and 13.1
miles of farmland of statewide importance. The expansion of the right-of-way for
the Proposed Route to 100 feet in those locations where the existing right-of-way
currently is 70 feet in width would impact 6.3 acres of prime farmland and 17.4
acres of farmland of statewide importance.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)

Along the portion of the route that follows the existing fight-of-way, Alternative
Route B-4 would cross Remington/Kelly’s Ford AFD parcels between MPs 2.7
and 5.0, Stevensburg AFD between MPs 5.3 to I 1.2, Raccoon Ford AFD between
MPs 13.0 and 14.3, and Brandywine AFD between MPs 13.0 to 17.8. Along the
the new permanent fight-of-way, Alternative Route B-4 would cross Horseshoe
Farm AFD between MPs 26.7 and 27.7.
In total, the Alternative Route B-4 Route crosses 7.6 miles of AFDs along the
portion of the route that follows the existing fight-of-way and 1.0 mile of AFDs
along the new permanent right-of-way. The Alternative Route B-4 crosses a total
of 5.9 miles of prime farmland and 16.4 miles of farmland of statewide
importance. New permanent fight-of-way for the Alternative Route B-4 would
impact 59.7 acres of prime farmland and 78.1 acres of farmland of statewide
importance.
Alternative Route B-I (Remington-Pratts)
Along the portion that follows the existing fight-of-way, Alternative Route B-1
would cross Remington/Kelly’s Ford AFD parcels between MPs 2.7 and 5.0,
Stevensburg AFD between MPs 5.3 to 11.2, Raccoon Ford AFD between MPs
13.0 and 14.3, and Brandywine AFD between MPs 13.0 to 17.2. Along the new
permanent right-of-way, Alternative Route B-1 would cross Brandywine AFD
between MPs 13.0 to 17.2 and Horseshoe Farm AFD between MPs 21.6 and 25.4.
In total, the Alternative Route crosses 7.0 miles of AFDs alofig the existing rightof-way and 4.0 miles of AFDs along the new permanent right-of-way. The
Alternative Route B-1 crosses a total of 4.6 miles of prime farmland and 19.5
miles of farmland of statewide importance.. New permanent right-of-way for the
Alternative Route B-1 would impact 53.6 acres of prime farmland and 129.2 acres
of farmland of statewide importance.
a.

See Attachment [I-I.E.2.
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The Proposed Route and Alternative Routes B-1 and B-4 cross existing
AFDs as well as prime farmland and farmland of statewide importance.
The Alternative Routes B-1 and B-4 would impact greater amounts of
these farmlands due to their need for significant amounts of new
greenfield rights-of-way. In contrast, the Proposed Route would have a
much less significant impact on prime farmland and farmland of statewide
importance, since the Proposed Route follows an existing right-of-way and
in comparison to both Alternative Routes B-1 and B-4 would utilize a
minimal amount of new right-of-way.
Co

The Proposed Route minimizes the impact of the facilities on affected
farmland by using the existing right-of-way thereby impacting the least
amount of prime and important farmlands and avoiding new AFD
crossings. Farmland crossed by the proposed facilities could continue
productive agricultural uses.
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III.

IMPACT OF
FEATURES

LINE

ON

SCENIC,

ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

Identify the following that lie within, or adjacent to the proposed right-ofway:
Any district, site, building, structure, or other object included in the
National Register of Historic Places maintained by the U.S. Secretary
of the Interior;
Any historic landmark, site, building, structure, district or object
included in the Virginia Landmarks Register maintained by the
Virginia Board of Historic Resources;
o

Q

g

t

o

So

o

Any historic district designated by the governing body of any city or
county;
Any state archaeological site or zone designated by the Director of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, or his predecessor, and
any site designated by a local archaeological commission, or similar
body;
Any underwater historic property designated by the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, or predecessor agency or board;
Any National Natural Landmark designated by the U.S. Secretary of
the Interior;
Any area or feature included in the Virginia Registry of Natural
Areas maintained by the Virginia Department of Conservation and
Recreation;
Any area accepted by the Director of the Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation for the Virginia Natural Area Preserves
System;
Any conservation easement qualifying under Sections 10.1-1009 to 1016 of the Code of Virginia, or prior provision of law;

10.

Any state scenic river;

11.

Any federal state, or local park, forest, game or wildlife preserve,
recreational area, or similar facility; Features, sites, and the like listed
in I through 10 above need not be identified again.
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Response:

National Register of Historic Places ("NRHP")
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)

There are three NRHP-listed resources in the existing corridor that will be
used for the right-of-way of the Proposed Route. They include the
Southwest Mountains Rural Historic District (002-1832), traversed by a
0.8-mile segment of the proposed right-of-way; Berry Hill (068-0004),
traversed by a 0.3-mile segment of the proposed right-of-way; and the
Madison-Barbour Rural Historic District (068-0304), traversed by a 5.4mile segment of the proposed right-of-way.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
There are no NRHP-listed resources crossed by the right-of-way of
Alternative Route B-4.

Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
There are no NRHP-listed resources crossed by the right-of-way of
Alternative Route B-1.
o

Virginia Landmarks Register ("VLR")
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
All of the properties discussed above in relation to the Proposed Route that
are listed on the NRHP are also included in the Virginia Landmarks
Register (VLR).
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
There is one property listed only in the VLR along Alternative Route B-4:
Wood Park (068-0055).

Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
No properties are listed in the VLR along Alternative Route B-1
o

Historic Districts
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
Five historic districts determined eligible for the NRHP by the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources ("DHR") are intersected by the
Proposed Route. There are no locally designated historic districts. The
four NRHP-eligible districts intersected by the Proposed Route are the
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Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District (023-0053), traversed by a 0.3mile segment of the P.roposed Route; Mt. Holly Ridge;Marsh Run Rural
Historic District (030-5587), .traversed by a 0.3-mile segment of the’
Proposed Route; the Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District (030-5593), traversed by a 0.6-mile
segment of the Proposed Route; and the Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural
Historic District (030-5607), traversed by a 1.6-mile segment of the
Proposed Route. The Proposed Route also intersects the Fredericksburg
and Gordonsville Railroad/Fredericksburg, Orange and Charlottesville
Rail (088-5364), traversing less than 0.1 mile within the linear resource
boundary.
,

These historic district !mpacts are the same for the Proposed Route and
Alternative Routes.
Alternative Route B’4 (Remington-Pratts)
Four historic districts determined eligible for the NRHP by DHR are
intersected by Alternative Route B-4. There are no locally designated
historic districts.
The four NRHP-eligible districts intersected by
Alternative Route B-4 are the Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District
(023-0053), traversed by a 0.3-mile segment; Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run
Rural Historic District (030-5587), traversed by a 0.3-mile segment; the
Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia Campaign Rural Historic
District (030-5593), traversed by a 0.6-mile segment; and the HedgemanRappahannock Rural Historic District (030-5607), traversed by a 1.6-mile
segment.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)

Four historic districts determined eligible for the NRHP by DHR are
intersected by Alternative Route B-1. There are no locally-designated
historic districts.
The four NRHP-eligible districts intersected by
Alternative Route B-1 are the Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District
(023-0053), traversed by a 0.3-mile segment; Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run
Rural Historic District (030-5587), traversed by a 0.3-mile segment; the
Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia Campaign Rural Historic
District (030-5593), traversed by a 0.6-mile segment; and the HedgemanRappahannock Rural Historic District (030-5607), traversed by a 1.6-mile
segment.
o

Archaeological Site’s
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)

The Proposed Route would affect six archaeological sites which are
located within the existing right-of-way. Two of those sites have been
determined not eligible for the NRHP and require no further consideration.
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The first, 44FQ0010, is a Middle Woodland base camp known as the
Tinpot Run site. The second ineligible site, 44OR0345, is a prehistoric
lithic scatter with a small number of historic artifacts. The two other sites
have not been evaluated for NRHP eligibility. They include 44CU0027, a
multi-component prehistoric base camp known as the Summerville #1 site
with Middle Archaic, Middle Woodland, and Late Woodland components;
44CU0031, a Middle Archaic camp; 44OR0006, an indeterminate
prehistoric site; and 44OR0011, also known as the Nixon #1 site which
consists of an unknown prehistoric occupation.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would affect the same four sites within the existing
right-of-way identified for the Proposed Route: 44FQ0010, the Middle
Woodland base camp determined ineligible for the NRHP; and three
unevaluated prehistoric sites n.A.CU0027, 44CU0031, and 44OR0011.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would affect only one of the sites within the
existing right-of-way described above for the Proposed’ Route: 44FQ0010,
a Middle Woodland base camp determined ineligible for the NRHP.
So

Underwater Historic Property
There are no underwater historic properties designated by the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources crossed or adjacent to the Proposed
Route or Alteriaative Routes B-4 or B-1.

o

National Natural Landmarks
There are no National Natural Landmarks crossed by or in the vicinity of
the Proposed Route or Alternative Routes B-4 or B-1.

o

Virginia Registry of Natural Areas
There are no Virginia Registry of Natural Areas crossed by or in the
vicinity of tile Proposed Route or Alternative Routes B-4 or B-1.

So

Virginia Natural Area Preserves System
There are no areas accepted by the Director of the Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation for the Virginia Natural Area Preserve
System crossed by the Proposed Route or Alternative Routes B-4 or B-1.
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9.

Conservation Easements
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would cross 24 VOF easements, one DHR easement,
and one Albemarle County Acquisition of Conservation Easements
Program easement along the existing right-of-way. These easements are
all crossed by the existing transmission right-of-way but may constrain the
Company’s ability to expand the right-of-way from 70 to 100 feet in those
locations if applicable.
The Proposed Route crosses VOF easement #14 from MP 16.9 to 17.2,
#2885 from MP 18.8 to 19.1, #2840 from MP 19.1 to 19.6, #2986 from
MP 20.1 to 20.4, #3044 from MP 20.4 to 20.4, #2985 from 20.5 to 20.7,
#2983 from MP 21.1 to 21.5, #1812 from MP 21.5 to 21.6, #2984 from
21.6 to 22.1, #2280 from MP 22.7 to 23.2, #2337 from MP 23.2 to 23.2,
#397 from MP 23.2 to 23.7, #839 from 24.4 to 24.7, #2205 from MP 24.7
to 25.6, #878 from MP 25.8 to 26.5, #1363 from 27.1 to 27.6, #1651 from
MP 31.1 to 31.5, #632 from MP 31.5 to 32.1, #637 from MP 32.1 to 32.4,
#633 from MP 32.4 to 32.6, #874 from MP 33.6 to 33.8, #731 from MP
35.3 to 35.6, #872 from MP 36.0 to 36.2, and #3040 from 36.4 to 36.9.
The Proposed Route crosses one DHR easement that spans from MP 2.7 to
MP 3.5 and one Albemarle County Acquisition of Conservation
Easements Program Easement from MP 37.4 and 38.0.
The Proposed Route crosses four Agricultural and Forestal Districts:
Remington/Kelly’s Ford between MPs 2.7 and 5.0, Stevensburg between
MPs 5.0 and 11.2, Raccoon Ford between MPs 13.0 and 14.3, and
Brandywine between MPs 16.5 and 17.8.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would cross 12 of the VOF easements and the DHR
easement described for the Proposed Route. These easements are all
crossed by the existing transmission right-of-way but may constrain the
Company’s ability to expand the right-of-way from 70 to 100 feet in those
locations if applicable.
Alternative Route B-4 crosses VOF easement #14 from MP .16.9 to 17.2,
#2885 from MP 18.8 to 19.1, #2840 from MP 19.1 to 19.6, #2986 from
MP 20.1 to 20.4, #3044 from MP 20.4 to 20.4, #2985 from 20.5 to 20.7,
#2983 from MP 21.1 to 21.5, #1812 from MP 21.5 to 21.6, #2984 from
21.6 to 22.1, #2280 from MP 22.7 to 23.2, #2337 from MP 23.2 to 23.2,
and #397 from MP 23.2 to 23.7. Alternative Route B-4 crosses five
Agricultural and Forestal Districts: Remington/Kelly’s Ford between MPs
2.7 and 5.0, Stevensburg between MPs 5.0 and 11.2, Raccoon Ford
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between MPs 13.0 and 14.3, Brandywine between MPs 16.5 and 17.8, and
Horseshoe Farm between MPs 26.7 and 27.7.
Alternative Route B-4 crosses one DHR easement that spans from MP 2.7
to MP 3.5.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would cross one of the VOF easements and the
DHR easement described for the Proposed Route. These easements are
both crossed by the existing transmission fight-of-way but may constrain
the Company’s ability to expand the right-of-way from 70 to 100 feet in
those locations if applicable.
Alternative Route B-1 crosses VOF easement #14 from MP 16.9 to 17.2.
Alternative Route B-1 crosses five Agricultural and Forestal Districts:
Remington/Kelly’s Ford between MPs 2.7 and 5.0, Stevensburg between
MPs 5.0 and 11.2, Raccoon Ford between MPs 13.0 and 14.3, Brandywine
between MPs 16.5 and 17.5, and Horseshoe Farm between MPs 21.6 and
25.4.
Alternative Route B-1 crosses one DHR easement that spans from MP 2.7
to MP 3.5.
10.

State Scenic Rivers
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
At MP 2.1, the Proposed Route would cross the Rappahannock River,
which is designated as a Virginia Scenic River. This is an existing
crossing however and will not require an expansion of the existing rightof-way. The Proposed Route would also cross the Rapidan River. In the
spring of 2015, the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
("DCR") studied the Rapidan River for possible inclusion in the Scenic
Rivers program. DHR anticipates future designation of the Rapidan River
as a scenic fiver. While scenic designations do not limit construction
projects, the designation recommends that all crossings of the fiver be
performed at a perpendicular to the fiver to minimize visual impacts.
Further, it is advised that new alignments not run parallel to the fiver
corridor also to minimize. The crossing by the Proposed Route is an
existing crossing; however, the width of the fight-of-way is 70 feet in this
location and an expansion of the existing fight-of-way by 30 feet may be
required on the north side of the crossing.
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Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would cross the Rappahannock River at MP 2.1
along the existing portion right-of-way as described above for the
Proposed Route. Alternative Route B-4 would also cross the Rapidan
River in two locations, once along existing right-of-way and once along
the new greenfield portion of right-of-way. DHR’s efforts in designating
the Rapidan River and implications thereof are described in the discussion
of the Proposed Route.
Alternative Route B-4 been designed to
potentially mitigate any significant impact on the scenic designation of the
Rapidan River.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would cross the Rappahannock River at MP 2.1
along the portion of e:~isting right-of-way as described above for the
Proposed Route
11.

Recreational Areas
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route and existing corridor cross a state-owned Northern
Piedmont Agricultural Research and Extension Center ("NPAREC").
NPAREC hosts a research facility to conduct field research that helps
farmers select plant varieties and management practices that will be
successful in the Northern Piedmont Region. A departmental center
within the Department of Crop and Soil Environmental Sciences of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, the center hosts
outreach programs for local 4-H camps and students. The Proposed Route
would cross the NPARAC between MPs 29.0 and 29.4 approximately one
mile southwest of the Town of Orange.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 does not cross any recreation areas
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 does not cross any recreation areas
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III.

IMPACT OF
FEATURES
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Response:

LINE
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SCENIC,

ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

List any airports where the proposed route would place a structure or
conductor within the glide path of the airport. Advise of contacts and
results of contacts made with appropriate officials regarding the effect
on the airport’s operations.

The Proposed Route and Alternative Routes B-4 and B-1 are not within the glide
path of any airports.
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IMPACT OF
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Response:
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ENVIRONMENTAL

AND

HISTORIC

Advise of any scenic byways that are in close proximity to or will be crossed
by the proposed transmission line and describe what steps will be taken to
mitigate any visual impacts on such byways. Describe typical mitigation
techniques for other highway’s crossings.

Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route crosses Sumerduck Road (Virginia Byway), at MP 1.7 and
the Blue Ridge Turnpike (Virginia Byway) at MP 36.0. The Proposed Route runs
within 0.2 mile of Rapidan Road (Virginia Byway) between MPs 23.0 and 27.0.
The conductors for the Project facilities along the Proposed Route will span the
road crossings. Both of these locations are existing crossings. No new right-ofway or clearing are required at these locations.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)

Alternative Route B-4 crosses Sumerduck Road (Virginia Byway) at MP 1.7,
Rapidan Road at MP 24.1 (virginia Byway), and the James Madison Highway
(Virginia Byway and National Scenic Byway) at MP 29.5. The Sumerduck Road
crossing is along the portion of the route that follows the existing right-of-way.
No new right-of way or cleating is required at this location. The crossings of
Rapidan Road and the James Madison Highway are crossings along the new
permanent right-of-way portion of Alternative Route B-4.
While there are no trees along the western sides of the Rapidan Road and James
Madison Highway crossings, there are stands of trees situated along the eastern
sides of the crossings. The presence of trees in the vicinity of these crossings
would shield the view of the transmission lines. Dominion will seek to minimize
the clearing of trees in these locations. The conductors for the Project facilities
along Alternative Route B-4 will span the road crossings.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)

Alternative Route B-1 crosses Sumerduck Road (Virginia Byway) at MP 1.7 and
the James Madison Highway (Virginia Byway) at MP 27.2. The Sumerduck
Road crossing is along the portion of the route that follows existing right-of-way.
No new right-of way or clearing is required at this location. The crossing James
Madison Highway is along the new permanent fight-of-way portion of Alternative
Route B-4. While there are no trees along the western side of the crossing of the
highway, there is a stand of trees situated along the eastern side of the road. The
presence of trees in the vicinity of this crossing would shield the view of the
transmission lines. Dominion will seek to minimize the clearing of trees in this
location. The conductors for the Project facilities along Alternative Route B-1 will
span the road crossings.
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IV.

HEALTH ASPECTS OF EMF
State the calculated maximum electric and magnetic field (EMF) levels that
are expected to occur at the edge of the right-of-way. If the new transmission
line is to be constructed on an existing electric transmission line right-of-way,
provide the present EMF levels as well as the maximum levels calculated at
the edge of right-of-way after the new line is operational.

Response:

Public exposure to magnetic fields is best estimated by field levels from power
lines calculated at annual average loading. For any day of the year, the EMF
levels associated with average conditions provide the best estimate of potential
exposure. Maximum (peak) values are less relevant as they may occur for only a
few minutes or hours each year.
This section describes the levels of EMF associated with the existing transmission
lines and the proposed transmission line. EMF levels are provided for both
historical (2011-2015) and future (2019) annual average and maximum (peak)
loading conditions.
Existing lines - Average historical loading
EMF levels were calculated for the existing lines at the historical average load
condition (149 amps for Line #2, 290 amps for Line #11,176 amps for Line #70,
1022 amps for Line #535, and 67 amps for Line # 655) and at an operating
voltage of 36.23 kV, 120.75 kV, and 525 kV when supported on existing
structures ~ see Attachment [I.A.3.a, c~ e, g, and i.
These field levels were calculated at mid-span where the conductorsare closest to
the ground and the conductors are at an average historical load operating
temperature and at a clearance to ground of 25.67 feet for Line #2, 25.39 and
25.89 feet for Line # 11, 24.02 and 22.05 feet for Line #70, 51.75 feet for Line
#535, and 22.03 feet for Line #655.
EMF levels at the edge of the rights-of-way for the existing lines at the average
historical loading:
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Northwest Edge

Southeast Edge

Electric Field
(kV/m)

Magnetic Field
(mG)

Electric Field
(kV/m)

Magnetic Field
(mG)

Attachment ll.A.3.a

0.796

25.762

0.799

25.762

Attachment l!.A.3.c

0.442

14.698

0.473

15.465

Attachment II.A.3.e

0.443

7.586

0.473

7.981

Attachment ll.A.3.g

0.706

10.535

0.706

10.535

Attachment II.A.3.i

0.299

21.956

2.756

44.940

Existing lines - Peak historical loading
EMF levels were calculated for the existing lines at the historical peak load
condition (619 amps for Line #2, 937 amps for Line #I I, 176 amps for Line #70,
1022 amps for Line #535, and 67 amps for Line #655) and at an operating voltage
of 36.23 kV, 120.75 kV, and 525 kV when supported on existing structures - see
Attachment ll.A.3.a, c, e, g, and i.
These field levels were calculated at mid-span where the conductors are closest to
the ground and the conductors are at a peak historical load operating temperature
and at a clearance to ground of 24.21 feet for Line #2, 24.03 and 22.47 feet for
Line #11, 23.52 and 21.6 feet for Line #70, 50.89 feet for Line #535, and 21.97
feet for Line #655.
EMF levels at the edge of the rights-of-way for the existing lines at the historical
peak loading:
Northwest Edge

Southeast Edge

Electric Field
(kV/m)

Magnetic Field
(mG)

Electric Field
(kV/m)

Magnetic Field
(mG)

Attachment II.A.3.a

0.803

85.586

0.806

85.586

Attachment lI.A.3.c

0.436

50.107

0.469

52.910

Attachment II.A.3.e

0.441

32.260

0.473

33.994

Attachment II.A.3.g

0.705

39.237

0.705

39.237

Attachment ll.A.3.i

0.296

52.217

2.781

95.892
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Proposed Project - Projected average loading in 2019
EMF levels were calculated for the proposed Project at the projected average load
condition (170 amps for Line #2, 331 amps for Line #11,201 amps for Line #70,
1165 amps for Line #535, 76 amps for Line #655, and 410 amps for Line #2153)
and at an operating voltage of 36.23 kV, 120.75 kV, 241.5 kV, and 525 kV when
supported on existing structures - see Attachment II.A.3.b, d, f, h and j.
These field levels were calculated at mid-span where the conductors are closest to
the ground and the conductors are at a projected average load operating
temperature and at a clearance to ground of 27.75 feet for Line #2; 26.97 and
28.03 feet for Line #11; 26.29 and 22.05 feet for Line #70; 51.67 feet for Line
#535; 22.03 feet for Line #655, and 26.92, 27.98, 27.62, 26.17 and 28.96 feet for
Line #2153.
EMF levels at the edge of the rights-of-way for the proposed Project at projected
average loading:
Northwest Edge

Southeast Edge

Electric
Field

Magnetic
Field

Electric
Field

Magnetic
Field

(kV/m)

(mG)

(kV/m)

(mG)

Attachment ll.A.3.b

0.347

13.783

0.708

20.288

Attachment I!.A.3.d

0.722

19.686

0.348

13.386

Attachment II.A.3.f

0.348

8.698

0.717

24.097

Attachment II.A.3.h

0.348

7.557

0.693

23.681

Attachment II.A.3.j

0.263

22.335

2.134

40.861

Proposed Project - Peak loading in 2019
EMF levels were calculated for the proposed Project at the projected peak load
condition (379 amps for Line #2, 741 amps for Line #11,296 amps for Line #70,
1538 amps for Line #535,253 amps for Line #655, and 828 amps for Line #2153)
and at an operating voltage of 36.23 kV, 120.75 kV, 241.5 kV, and 525 kV when
supported on existing structures - see Attachment [I.A.3.b, d, f, h and j.
These field levels were calculated at mid-span where the conductors are closest to
the ground and the conductors are at a projected peak load operating temperature
and at a clearance to ground of 27.64 feet for Line #2; 26.61 and 27.62 feet for
Line #11; 26.25 and 21.99 feet for Line #70; 51.44 feet for Line #535; 21.96 feet
for Line #655; and 26.49, 27.49, 27.15, 25.72 and 28.29 feet for Line #2153.
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EMF levels at the edge of the rights-of-way for the proposed Project at projected
peak loading:
Northwest Edge
Electric

Southeast Edge

Field

Magnetic
Field

Electric
Field

Magnetic
Field

(kV/m)

(mG)

(kV/m)

(mG)

Attachment II.A.3.b

0.347

32.441

0.700

39.803

Attachment II.A.3.d

0.714

38.682

0.349

31.532

Attachment II.A.3.f

0.350

17.703

0.709

48.239

Attachment II.A.3.h

0.350

16.991

0.682

51.947

Attachment II.A.3.j

0.263

33.319

2.147

48.627
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IV.

HEALTH ASPECTS OF EMF
If Company is of the opinion that no significant health effects will result from
the construction and operation of the line, describe in detail the reasons for
that opinion and provide references or citations to supporting
documentation.

Response:

The foundation of the Company’s opinion is the conclusions of expert panels
formed by national and international scientific agencies; each of these panels has
evaluated the scientific research related to health and power-frequency EMF and
provided conclusions that form the basis of guidance to governments and
industries. The Company regularly monitors the recommendations of these expert
panels to guide their approach to EMF.
Major reviews on this topic, in order of their most recent publication, include
those published by the European Health Risk Assessment Network on
Electromagnetic Fields Exposure (EFHRAN),16 the International Commission on
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), the Scientific Committee on
Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR), the World Health
Organization (WHO), and the International Committee on Electroma.gnetic Safety
(ICES) (EFHRAN, 2010; ICNIRP, 2003, 2010; SCENIHR 2007, 2009; WHO,
2007; ICES, 2002).
Research on this topic varies widely in its approach. Some studies evaluate the
effects of high EMF exposures not typically found in our day-to-day lives, while
others evaluate the effects of common EMF exposures. The studies evaluate
long-term effects (e.g., cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, and reproductive
effects) and short-term biological responses. This research includes hundreds of
epidemiology studies of people in their natural environment and laboratory
studies of animals (in vivo) and isolated cells and tissues (in vitro). Standard
scientific procedures are used by the expert panels to identify, review and
summarize this large and diverse research area.
The general scientific consensus of the health agencies reviewing this research is
that at levels associated with the operation of the proposed transmission lines, or
other common sources of EMF in the environment, the research does not support
the conclusion that EMF causes any long-term, adverse health effects.
Thus, based on the conclusions of scientific reviews and the levels of EMF
associated with the Project, the Company has determined that no adverse health
effects will result from the operation of the proposed transmission lines.

16 EFHRAN is funded by the European Commission’s Executive Agency for Health and Consumers.
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IV.

HEALTH ASPECTS OF EMF
Describe any research studies the Company is aware of that meet the
following criteria:
Became available for consideration since the completion of the
Virginia Department of Health’s most recent review of studies on
EMF and its subsequent report to the Virginia General Assembly in
compliance with 1985 Senate Joint Resolution No. 126;
o

3.

Response:

Include findings regarding EMF that have not previously been
reported and/or provide substantial additional insight into previous
findings; and
Have been subjected to peer review.

The Virginia Department of Health’s most recent review of studies on EMF was
completed in 2000; many peer-reviewed research studies have become available
since that time and were reviewed by the scientific organizations discussed
above. The WHO most recently conducted one of the most comprehensive and
detailed reviews, which summarized peer-reviewed research published through
early 2006 (WHO, 2007).
Research published in the peer-reviewed literature subsequent to the WHO report
has been reviewed by several scientific organizations, all of which support the
conclusions of the WHO (2007) report, including:
The Health Council of the Netherlands (HCN) reviewed new research in
2007.
SCENIHR, a committee of the European Commission, published their most
recent assessment in 2009.
The Swedish Radiation Protection Authority (SSI) updates their review
annually; their most recent review evaluated research through 2007 (SSI,
2008).
EFHRAN published the most recent review in February 2010.
These reviews can be consulted for commentary on recent studies. In addition,
other recent peer-reviewed studies (e.g., Chung et al., 2010; Coble et al., 2009;
Kheifets et al., 2010a, 2010b; Kroll et al., 2010; McNamee et al., 2010) provide
evidence that clarifies previous findings.
Chung et al. (2010) found no difference in lymphoma rates between cancerprone mice exposed long-term to strong magnetic fields and an unexposed
control group. Mice were exposed 21 hours per day for 40 weeks to magnetic
fields up to 5,000 mG, which is hundreds to thousands of times greater than
routine residential exposures. This study is consistent with previous in vivo
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studies that found no evidence that magnetic fields promote the development
of lymphoma or leukemia in laboratory animals.
Coble et al. (2009) conducted a case-control study in the United States
("U.S.") of brain tumors (gliomas and meningiomas) in U.S. workers. This
study was advanced because several different measures were used to assess
individual exposure, and exposure duration was incorporated into lifetime
magnetic-field exposure. No association was reported between any of the
exposure metrics and brain tumors. This study’s strengths are its large size
and advanced exposure assessment.
Kheifets et al. (2010a) conducted a pooled analysis of epidemiologic studies
of childhood brain tumors and magnetic fields to explore the association in the
larger pooled population. Ten case-control studies of childhood brain tumors
were identified that met the inclusion criteria. No statistically significant
associations with brain tumors were found in any of the three exposure levels,
compared to average exposure less than 1 mG. A sub-group of five studies
with information on calculated or measured magnetic fields greater than 3-4
mG reported a combined odds ratio that was elevated but not statistically
significant.
Kheifets et al (2010b) pooled data from studies of childhood leukemia and
magnetic fields to update the previous meta-analyses on this topic published
in 2000. The authors identified seven subsequent case-control studies of
childhood leukemia that included measured or calculated magnetic field
levels. Results showed an overall weak association with leukemia for the
highest estimated long-term average exposure level (4 mG or higher) that was
slightly elevated, but could not be distinguished from chance. This study
confirms a positive association between average magnetic field levels greater
than 3 mG and childhood leukemia, but the association could not be
distinguished from chance due to small numbers.
Kroll et al. (2010) re-evaluated a previous study in the United Kingdom that
had reported childhood leukemia was associated with distance of a child’s
home at birth from a power line (Draper et al, 2005). Distance is considered a
poor estimate of magnetic field exposure; therefore, Kroll et al. repeated the
study using calculated magnetic field levels from nearby power lines. The
results showed a weak, non-significant association between leukemia and the
calculated magnetic fields from high-voltage power lines. As a result of small
numbers and incomplete information, no strong conclusions can be drawn
from this study.
Recent research by McNamee et al. (2010a) examined how acute exposure of
human subjects to 60-Hz magnetic fields affected human heart rate, heart rate
variability and skin blood perfusion; no effects of exposure to an 18,000 mG
magnetic field on these measures were reported. A similar study by these
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investigators also reported no effects of these parameters at a lower magnetic
field intensity of 2,000 mG (McNamee et al., 2010b).
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NOTICE
A.

Furnish a proposed route description to be used for public notice purposes.
Provide a map of suitable scale showing the route of the proposed project.

Response:

A map showing the proposed route for the Project and alternatives is provided as
Attachment V.A. A written description of the route is as follows:
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would involve the construction, entirely along and primarily
within an existing transmission right-of-way currently containing 115 kV lines; of
38.1 miles of a new 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in Fauquier,
Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between the Company’s existing
Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation
in Albemarle County. The Proposed Route would extend southwest for 2.2 miles
from Remington Substation in Fauquier County, southeast of the Town of
Remington, crossing Tinpot Run, Sumerduck Rd, a second crossing of Tinpot Rd,
and the Rappahannock River. Continuing south into Culpeper County 7.5 miles,
the route crosses of Newbys Shop Rd, Kellys Ford Rd, Berry Hill Rd, Flat Run,
Carrico Mills Rd, Mountain Run, and continues south to cross Fairfield Ln and
York Rd in Stevensburg. It continues southwest crossing Batna Rd, Kibler Rd,
Potato Run, and Mount Pony Rd, running 3.8 miles before crossing Raccoon Ford
Rd, Cedar Run, and Zachary Taylor Highway. It continues southwest crossing
Somerville Rd and enters Orange County at the Rapidan River. Continuing south,
it crosses Clarks Mountain Rd, Mount Sharon Rd, then parallels the east side of
Rapidan Rd for 4.1 miles until reaching the Town of Orange. It then shifts west
crossing Constitution Highway, and Monrovia Rd before turning southward to
parallel the southeast side of James Madison Highway for 2.8 miles until crossing
the highway and then paralleling it on the west side until reaching the Somerset
Substation where it crosses the Blue Ridge Turnpike and Spotswood Trail in
Gordonsville where the route then parallels the northwest side of Gordon Ave.
The route crosses the South Anna River and enters Albemarle County continuing
southwest until reaching Gordonsville Substation.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would be 38.5 miles long and share a 23.8-mile-long
section of the existing Remington-Gordonsville transmission corridor described in
Proposed Route description and 14.7 miles of new right-of-way. The new rightof-way would begin after the existing corridor’s crossing of Mount Sharon Rd in
Orange County and would then extend northwest for 1.7 miles, crossing Rapidan
Rd and the Norfolk Southern Railroad. It travels northwest for 1.1 miles, crossing
Old Rapidan Rd, the Rapidan River, then west into Culpeper County. It would
then cross the Robinson River and enter Madison County before crossing Great
Run. The route would then veer northwest, west and then southwest for 1.4 miles
which would include two crossings of Great Run before crossing James Madison
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Highway. It then extends southwest for 1.5 miles southwest before turning west
at Tanners Rd. It continues west and northwest 1.8 miles crossing Twyrnans Mill
Rd before turning north to cross Rainbow Acres Lane, Great Run Lane, Tinsley
Drive, and a fourth crossing of Great Run. After crossing Great Run, it veers
west/northwest crossing Lost Mountain Rd, and Elly Rd. It continues northwest
2.5 miles crossing Carpenters Mill Rd and Oneals Rd before reaching its terminus
in the vicinity of Pratts.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)

Alternative Route B-1 would be 36.2 miles long and share a 17.2-mile-long
section of the existing Remington-Gordonsville transmission corridor described in
Proposed Route description and 19.0 miles of new right-of-way. The new rightof-way would begin after the existing corridor’s crossing of Somerville Rd in
Culpeper County and would then head west 4.0 miles crossing Twin Mountains
Rd, three crossings of Rock.forest Lane, and Rapidan Rd before turning south. It
then travels southwest 1.8 miles, crossing Locust Dale Rd, then west for 1.2 miles
crossing the Robinson River and entering Madison County before crossing Great
Run. It would then veer northwest, west and then southwest along a 1.4-mile
length that would include two additional crossings of Great Run before crossing
James Madison Highway. After crossing the James Madison Highway, the route
then veers southwest for 1.5 miles turning west near Tanners Rd. It continues
west and northwest, crossing Twymans Mill Rd before turning north to cross
Rainbow Acres Lane, Great Run Lane, Tinsley Drive, and a crossing of Great
Run. It then veers west/northwest for 2.7 miles crossing Lost Mountain Rd, and
Elly Rd. It continues northwest 2.5 miles, crossing Carpenters Mill Rd and Oneals
Rd before reaching its terminus in the vicinity of Pratts.
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NOTICE
B.

Response:

List Company offices at which members of the public may inspect the
application.

The Application is available at the following locations:
Dominion Virginia Power
OJRP 12th Floor
701 E. Cary St.
Richmond, VA 23229
Attn: Greg Baka
Orange County, Virginia
P.O. Box 11 i
112 West Main Street
Orange, VA 22960
Attn: R. Bryan David, County Administrator
Town of Orange, Virginia
119 Belleview Ave
Orange, VA 22960
Attn: Gregory S. Woods
Fauquier County, Virginia
10 Hotel Street; Suite 204
Warrenton, VA 20186
Attn: Paul McCulla, County Administrator
Culpeper County, Virginia
302 North Main Street
Culpeper, VA 22701
Attn: Ernie Hoch, County Administrator
Albemarle County, Virginia
401 Mclntire Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Attn: Thomas C. Foley, County Executive
Madison County, Virginia
P.O. Box 705
302 Thrift Rd
Madison, VA 22727
Attn: Daniel Campbell, County Administrator
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V.

NOTICE
List all federal, state, and local agencies and/or officials who may reasonably
be expected to have an interest in the proposed construction and to whom the
Company has or will furnish a copy of the application.

Response:

Ms. Valerie Fulcher, Executive Secretary Senior [2 electronic copies]
Office of Environmental Impact Review
Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Ms. Robbie Rhur [electronic]
Department of Conservation and Recreation
600 e. Main Street, 17th floor
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Ms. Martha Little [electronic]
Director of Stewardship
Virginia Outdoors Foundation
1108 East Main Street, Suite 700
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Ms. Rene Hypes [electronic]
Virginia Natural Heritage Program
Virginia.Department of Conservation and Recreation
217 Governor Street
Richmond Virginia 23219
Ms. Julie Langan, Acting Director [electronic]
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23221
Ms. Amy M. Ewing [electronic]
Environmental Services Biologist
Virginia Department of Games and Inland Fisheries
7870 Villa Park Dr.
Suite 400
Henrico, Virginia 23228
Mr. Keith Tignor
Endangered Species Coordinator
Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Affairs
102 Governor Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
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Mr. Todd Groh [electronic]
Virginia Department of Forestry
Fontaine Research Park
900 Natural Resources Drive, Suite 800
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Karen Mayne, Supervisor
Virginia Field Office
US Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services
6669 Short Lane
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Mr. Ron Stouffer
United States Army Corps of Engineers
Northern Virginia Field Office
18139 Triangle Shopping Plaza, Suite 213
Dumfries, Virginia 22026
R. Bryan David
Orange County Administrator
P.O. Box 111
112 West Main Street
Orange, VA 22960
Gregory S. Woods
Town of Orange
119 Belleview Ave
Orange,.VA 22960
Paul McCulla
Fauquier County Administrator
10 Hotel Street; Suite 204
Warrenton, VA 20186

Emie Hoch
Culpeper County Administrator
302 North Main Street
Culpeper, VA 22701
Thomas C. Foley
Albemarle County Executive
401 McIntire Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
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Daniel Campbell
Madison County Administrator
P.O. Box 705
302 Thrift Rd
Madison, VA 22727
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WITNESS DIRECT TESTIMONY SUMMARY

Witness:

David C. Witt

Title:

Consulting Engineer - Electric Transmission Planning

Summary_:

Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct
and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington
Substations (collectively, the "Project").
Company Witness David Witt provides an overview of the Company’s transmission system,
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.’s FERC-approved Regional Transmission Expansion Plan process
and the transmission facilities required to relieve excessive demand on its existing Gordonsville
Substation and addressing proj ected network violations on its line in Fauquier, Cupeper, Orange,
and Albemarle Counties, Virginia.
The Company plans to uprate sections of its 115 kV Line #2, #70, and #11 on the same structures
as proposed for the Project; and reconductor 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088 in
Albemarle and Louisa Counties.

DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
DAVID C. WITT
ON BEHALF OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA
CASE NO. PUE-2015-00117

1

Please state your name and position with Virginia Electric and Power Company

2

("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company").

3

No

My name is David C. Witt, and I am an Engineer III in the Electric Transmission

4

Planning Department of Dominion Virginia Power. My office is located at One James

5

River Plaza, 701 East Cary Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219.

6

What is your educational and professional background?

7

I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from Virginia

8

Polytechnic Institute and State University in 1988. I have 18 years of experience with the

9

Company in both Electrical Transmission and Distribution. I interned with the Company

10

for three years beginning in 1984. In 1988, I began working full time in the Transmission

11

Engineering Department. From 1992 to 1997, I worked in the Permitting, Substation

12

Engineering and Project Management groups.

13

another company, I returned to the Company in 2007 to work in the Transmission

14

Engineering group where I was involved in underground transmission line design and

15

operation until June 2011.

16

department.

After working as a plant engineer at

Since then I have worked in the Transmission Planning

1

Please describe your areas of responsibility with the Company.

2

I am responsible for planning the Company’s electric transmission system for voltages 69

3

kV through 500 kV.

4

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

5

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission system and

6

to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC")

7

Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its existing Gordonsville

8

Substation and addressing projected network violations, Dominion Virginia Power

9

proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing right-of-way,

10

approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in Fauquier,

11

Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation in

12

Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b)

13

construct and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and

14

Remington Substations (collectively, the "Project").

15

In coordination with the Project, the Company plans to uprate sections of its 115 kV

16

Line #2, #70, and #11 on the same structures as proposed for the Project; and

17

reconductor 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088 in Albemarle and Louisa Counties.

18

My direct testimony will discuss the need for and benefits of the Project from a

19

transmission planning perspective. In addition, I am sponsoring Sections I.B, I.C, I.E,

20

I.H and I.I of the Appendix. I am also co-sponsoring Section I.A of the Appendix with

21

Company witness Robert J. Shevenock II.

1

Q.

planning process.

2
3

Please provide an overview of the Company’s transmission system and transmission

A.

Dominion

Virginia

Power’s

transmission

system

is

responsible

for providing

4

transmission service to the Company’s retail customers and also to Appalachian Power

5

Company (APCo), Old Dominion Electric Cooperative (ODEC), Northern Virginia

6

Electric Cooperative, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative ("CVEC"), and Virginia

7

Eastern Municipal Association (VMEA) for redelivery to their retail customers in

8

Virginia, as well as to North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation

9

Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency for redelivery to their customers in North

10

Carolina. The Company needs to be able to maintain the overall, long-term reliability of

11

its transmission system, as its customers require more power in the future.

12

Dominion Virginia Power is part of the PJM regional transmission organization

13

providing service to a large portion of the eastern United States.

14

responsible for ensuring the reliability and coordinating the movement of electricity

15

through all or parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New

16

Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and the

17

District of Columbia. This service area has a population of approximately 60 million and

18

on July 21, 2011, set a record high for summer peak demand of 158,450 MW, of which

19

Dominion Virginia Power’s load portion was approximately 19,636 MW serving 2.4

20

million customers. On February 20, 2015, the Company set a winter and all-time record

21

demand of 21,651 MW. Dominion Virginia Power’ s load zone is the third largest area in

22

PJM behind only American Electric and Power Company and Commonwealth Edison.

23

Moreover, based on the 2015 PJM Load Forecast, the Dominion Zone is expected to be

and North

PJM is currently

1

one of the fastest growing zones in PJM with an average of 1.7% over the next 10 years

2

as compared to the PJM average of approximately 1.0% over the same period.

3

As a part of PJM’s Regional Transmission Expansion Planning Process ("RTEPP")

4

including the Company’s own Transmission Planning Criteria and analysis, the Project

5

was recommended for PJM Board approval and inclusion in the Regional Transmission

6

Expansion Plan ("RTEP") at PJM’s September 10, 2015 Transmission Expansion

7

Advisory Committee ("TEAC") meeting, and was approved by the PJM Board of

8

Managers on October 15, 2015.

9

Please describe the PJM Request for Proposals ("RFP") process that resulted in
selection of the Project.

10
11

Ao

In response to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") Order 1000, PJM

12

expanded its regional planning process to provide greater opportunity for non-incumbent

13

transmission developers to submit solution proposals. Accordingly, beginning in 2013,

14

PJM initiated proposal windows allowing for competitive solicitation while balancing the

15

need for projects to be selected, sited and constructed in time to solve identified

16

reliability violations.

17

In 2014, PJM network analysis identified several network violations projected to occur in

18

2019 that produced thermal overloading and low voltage violations which are identified

19

in Appendix Attachment I.A. 1. The Company also identified a projected a stress case

20

violation of its Transmission Planning Criteria for 2018. As a part of its compliance with

21

FERC Order 1000, PJM solicited solutions for these violations from qualified bidders in

22

its Open Window #2 process which opened October 17, 2014 and closed on December 5,

23

2014. The Company and FirstEnergy Corporation ("FirstEnergy")jointly submitted four

1

projects, two of which (including the Project) would be constructed solely by Dominion

2

Virginia Power.

3

Of the sixteen proposals that were received, the Project set forth in this application was

4

recommended for PJM Board approval and inclusion in the RTEP for 2015 at PJM’s

5

September 10, 2015 TEAC meeting. Appendix Attachment I.A. 1 contains slides from the

6

TEAC meeting identifying the decision factors. The Project was approved for inclusion

7

in the RTEP by the PJM Board of Managers on October 15, 2015.

8

Please describe the present transmission system in the vicinity of the proposed

9

Project.

10

No

Appendix Attachment I.E. 1 shows the portion of the Company’s transmission system in

11

the area of the proposed Project.

The existing Remington Substation is located in

12

Fauquier County at the intersection of three major transmission line corridors which

13

contain 500 kV, 230 kV and 115 kV transmission lines. Remington Substation is the

14

terminus of two 230 kV transmission lines, two 115 kV lines and contains one 230-115

15

kV transformer.

16

Gordonsville Substation is located in Albemarle County at the intersection of three major

17

transmission line corridors which contain 230 kV and 115 kV transmission lines and is

18

electrically adjacent to the Louisa CT, South Anna, and North Anna Power Stations.

19

Gordonsville Substation is the terminus of two 230 kV lines, two 115 k¥ lines, and

20

contains two 230-115 kV transformers.

1

From Remington Substation, 115 kV Remington-Culpeper Line #70 heads southwest to

2

serve the 115 kV transmission system and customer loads at REC’s Mountain Run and

3

Brandy Delivery Points ("DPs").

4

At Gordonsville Substation, FirstEnergy’s 115 kV Gordonsville-Pratts line heads north to

5

REC’s Pratts DP.

6

Pratts DP.

7

Switching Station ("Oak Green Station") to serve the 115 kV transmission system,

8

CVEC’s Doubleday DP, and the Company’s Orange and Somerset Substations.

9

At Oak Green Substation, Line #2 acts as a 115 kV network tie between Remington and

10

Gordonsville Substations as it heads northeast from Oak Green Station to REC’s

11

Mountain Run DP and also serves REC load at Mitchell DP.

12

Also at Gordonsville Substation, Line #2135 heads southwest to the Company’s

13

Hollymead Substation to serve the 230 kV transmission system and CVEC’s Cash’s

14

Coruer DP. From Hollymead Substation, Line #2054 extends the 230 kV network to

15

Charlottesville Substation and serves REC’s Proffit DP.

16

Line #2088 extends southeast from Gordonsville Substation to Louisa CT Station. From

17

Louisa CT Station, Line #2074 extends the 230 kV network to South Anna Power

18

Station.

19

completed by Line #255 which runs east from South Anna and serves load at Louisa and

20

Louisa Pumping Station.

This is a radial line and is the sole transmission source for REC’s

Line #11 heads northeast from Gordonsville Substation to Oak Green

The 230 kV network between Gordonsville Substation and North Anna is

6

1

Please explain how the mandatory NERC Reliability Standards relate to the need

2

for the Project.

3

Ao

Mandatory NERC Reliability Standards require that the interconnected transmission

4

system be analyzed both in the near term (years 1-5) and long term (years 6 -10) for

5

compliance with NERC Reliability Standards. NERC Reliability Standards require the

6

identification of critical system conditions and the assessment of system performance for

7

various events. These events fall into eight categories: Categories P0 to P7. NERC

8

Reliability Standards provide for different system responses based on the severity of the

9

system test (Category P0 is the least severe test and Categories P6 and P7 are the most

10

severe). More specifically, the eight contingency categories are identified as Category P0

11

- No Contingencies; Categories P1 and P2 - Event resulting in the loss of a single

12

element; Categories P3-P7 - Event(s) resulting in the loss of two or more (multiple)

13

elements. For Categories P0 through P7 events, it is expected that the system will remain

14

stable and that both thermal and voltage limits will remain within applicable ratings.

15

NERC Reliability Standards require that the Planning Authority and Transmission

16

Planner develop planning criteria to ensure compliance with NERC Reliability Standards.

17

Maintaining future system reliability includes planning to anticipate the effect on the

18

transmission system of projected increases in demand.

19

Please describe the need for the reconductor of Line #2088.

20

The reconductor of 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088, estimated to cost $580,200,

21

is included in transmission line cost for the proposed Project.

22

improvement is needed to address N-l-1 contingencies on the 500 kV network in and

23

around North Anna Power Station.
7

This transmission

1

Why do the proposed facilities need to be built at this time?

2

It is necessary for the Company to build a new 230 kV transmission line between

3

Remington and Gordonsville Substations no later than summer (commencing June 1)

4

2019 to assure that the Company can continue to provide reliable electric service to the

5

customers served from the Company’s Gordonsville Substation consistent with

6

mandatory NERC Reliability Standards for transmission facilities. The completion of all

7

this work will address the identified projected PJM network violations. The Company’s

8

construction of the 230 kV line between Remington and Gordonsville Substations will

9

provide increased reliability and accommodate potential long term growth while

10

providing for the orderly development of a robust area transmission network.

11

In January 2015 PJM issued its annual Load Forecast with revised projected loading for

12

the utility zones within its territory. Analysis performed using this data confirms the

13

2019 need date for this Project. Earlier analysis based on a 2014 Load Forecast had

14

identified a 2018 need date to address a Dominion Virginia Power Criteria stress case

15

violation that is now not projected to occur until 2019 under the updated Load Forecast.

16

Are there are feasible alternatives to construction of the proposed Project?

17

Feasible alternatives have been considered by the Company and PJM as described in

18

Section I.C of the Appendix.

19

How will the Project affect economic development in Virginia?

20

The Project will allow the Company to continue to provide reliable electric service, and

21

enable the Company to maintain the overall long term reliability of the transmission

22

system. The Project, therefore, will support continued economic development in Virginia

23

by reinforcing the transmission system in order to maintain and improve reliability in the

1

Company’s territory.

2

Have you reviewed the demand-side resources incorporated in the Company’s

3

planning studies used in support of this application, as directed by the Commission

4

in its Order issued on November 26,2013, in Case No. PUE-2012-00029?

5

The load flow cases for this application were developed using the )~019 PJM RTEP case.

6

Demand Side Management ("DSM" or "demand response") and energy efficiency

7

solutions are integrated into the RTEP process every year when a new load forecast is

8

published.

9

outages on the transmission system, such as the ones driving the need for this project

10

because they would need to be called upon in advance of the contingency event. Further,

11

the majority of the DSM solutions available to the PJM operators are considered a

12

Limited Demand Resource which means that, generally, they can only be called upon to

13

interrupt 10 times each summer during emergency conditions. By using DSM resources

14

to manage contingency overloads, their availability would be reduced during peak load

15

conditions when generation availability may be inadequate to meet customer load.

16

Does this conclude your pre-filed direct testimony in this proceeding?

17

Yes.

Demand response programs are not well-suited to address contingency

9

WITNESS DIRECT TESTIMONY SUMMARY

Witness:

Robe~ J. Shevenock II

Title:

Consulting Engineer - Electric Transmission Line Engineering

Summary:
Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct
and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington
Substations (collectively, the "Project").
Company Witness Robert J. Shevenock II provides an overview of the design of the transmission
line components of the proposed electric transmission facilities from a transmission line
engineering perspective.
The proposed Project includes an uprate of existing 115 kV lines and a conductor replacement to
uprate Line #2088. In addition, the Company proposes to utilize vacant 230 kV lower level of
existing 500/230 kV structures supporting 500 kV Meadow Brook-Loudoun Line #535 and
rebuilding sections of existing Dominion Virginia Power Lines #70, #2, and #11 with the new
230 kV line along existing 115 kV right-of-way between Remington Junction and Gordonsville
Substation on 230 kV double circuit steel poles. Twin-bundled 636 ACSR conductors will be
installed for both the new 230 kV line and the rebuilt sections of the 115 kV lines. The summer
rating of the new 230 kV line will be 1047 MVA and the rebuilt 115 kV sections of Lines #70,
#2, and #11 will have a summer rating of 523 MVA. Line #2088 will be reconductored with
twin-bundled 571.7 A C S S/TW conductor and will have a summer rating of 1140 MVA.
The estimated cost of the Project is $104.6 million. $88.7 million of this is for transmission line
work, including the reconductor of Line #2088. The estimated construction time for this Project
is 14-18 months.

DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
ROBERT J. SHEVENOCK II
ON BEHALF OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA
CASE NO. PUE-2015-00117
1

Please state your name and position with Virginia Electric and Power

2

Company ("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company").

3

My name is Robert J. Shevenock II, and I am a Consulting Engineer in the

4

Electric Transmission Line Engineering department of the Company.

5

business address is One James River Plaza, 701 East Cary Street, Richmond,

6

Virginia 23219.

7

What is your educational and professional background?

8

I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from the

9

Pennsylvania State University in 1985. I have held various engineering titles with

10

the Company since 1985 in the Electric Transmission Line Engineering

11

department.

12

Please describe your areas of responsibility with the Company.

13

I am responsible for the estimating and engineering design on high voltage

My

14

transmission line projects from 69 kV to 500 kV.

15

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

16

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission

17

system and to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability

18

Corporation ("NERC") Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its

1

existing Gordonsville Substation and addressing projected network violations, the

2

Company proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing

3

right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line

4

#2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its

5

existing Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville

6

Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV

7

facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively,

8

the "Project").

9

In coordination with the Project, the Company plans to uprate sections of its 115

10

kV Line #2, #70, and #11 on the same structures as proposed for the Project; and

11

reconductor 230 kV Gordonsville-Louisa Line #2088 in Albemarle and Louisa

12

Counties.

13

I will describe the design characteristics of the transmission line proposed in the

14

Application, and I will provide electric and magnetic field ("EMF") data for the

15

proposed facilities. I am sponsoring Sections I.D, I.F, II.A.3, II.A.6, II.B and IV

16

of the Appendix.

17

Company witness David C. Witt, and Section I.G of the Appendix with Company

18

witness William C. Bland.

19

Please describe the design of the facilities proposed in this application.

20

The Company proposes to construct a new 230 kV transmission line from its

21

existing Remington to existing Gordonsville Substation. The Company also

22

proposes to upgrade the existing 230 kV buses at both Remington and

23

Gordonsville Substations to ring bus configurations. Included in this work will be

I am also co-sponsoring Section I.A of the Appendix with

2

1

an uprate of existing 115 kV Line #70, #2, and #11 for the length of right-of-way

2

they share with the new 230 kV line and a conductor replacement to uprate Line

3

#2088 over its 0.8 mile length between Gordonsville Substation and Louisa

4

Combustion Turbine Switching Station.

5

From Remington Substation, the Company proposes to utilize the vacant 230 kV

6

lower level of existing 500/230 kV structures originally installed for Line #535

7

that extend south for 0.6 mile to Remington Jtmction. From Remington Junction,

8

sections of existing Dominion Virginia Power Lines #70, #2, and #11 will be

9

rebuilt in conjunction with the new 230 kV line along the 37.6 mile section of

10

existing 115 kV right-of-way between Remington Junction and Gordonsville

11

Substation on 230 kV double circuit steel poles.

12

conductors will be installed for both the new 230 kV line and the rebuilt sections

13

of the 115 kV lines. The summer rating of the new 230 kV line will be 1047

14

MVA and the rebuilt 115 kV sections of Lines #70, #2, and #11 will have a

15

summer rating of 523 MVA.

16

bundled 571.7 ACSS/TW conductor and will have a summer rating of 1140

17

MVA.

18

Qo

Twin-bundled 636 ACSR

Line #2088 will be reconductored with twin-

Why was the proposed tower structure chosen?

19

The existing double circuit 500/230 kV tower will allow the installation of the

20

proposed 230 kV line between Remington and Remington Junction. The proposed

21

double circuit single shaft steel pole structure will allow the installation of a

22

second circuit along the existing right-of-way between Remington Junction and

23

Gordonsville.

3

1

The single shaft steel pole will also minimize the footprint of the structure.

2

In accordance with Section 10 of House Bill 1319 enacted by the 2008

3

General Assembly, please describe how the Company proposes to implement

4

low cost and effective means to improve the aesthetics of the proposed

5

overhead transmission line project.

6

Ao

The proposed structures to be installed for the Project were selected to minimize

7

the footprint of the structure and allow the use of the existing transmission line

8

corridor.

9

What is the estimated construction cost of the proposed Project?

10

The estimated total cost of the proposed Project is approximately $104.6 million,

11

of which approximately $88.7 million is for transmission line construction,

12

including approximately $580,200 for the reconductor of Line #2088.

13

estimated cost associated with Dominion Virginia Power station work is $15.9

14

million as discussed in the testimony of Company witness Bland. All costs are in

15

2015 dollars.

16

How long will it take to construct the proposed Project?

17

The estimated construction time for this Project is 14-18 months. A period of 11

18

months will be needed for engineering, material procurement, and construction

19

permitting.

20

Have you made calculations of the maximum electric and magnetic field

21

("EMF") levels for the proposed rebuilt facilities?

22

Yes, and they are shown in Section IV.A of the Appendix for various loading
4

The

1

conditions expected to occur at the edges of the proposed right-of-way with the

2

Project.

3

would occur under average and peak loading conditions, based on projected 2019

4

system flows, at the edge of the right-of-way and would range from 7.557

5

milligauss ("raG") to 51.947 raG.

6

How do the strengths of the expected magnetic fields at the edge of the right-

7

of-way compare to magnetic fields found elsewhere?

8

Ao

The magnetic fields that I have calculated for the proposed facilities

The field strengths shown in Appendix Section IV.A can be compared to those

9

created by other electrical sources. For example, a hair dryer produces 300 mG or

10

more, a copy machine can produce 90 mG or more, and an electric power saw can

11

produce 40 mG or more, depending on the circumstances and operation of these

12

devices. The strength of the field received by the person operating these devices

13

would, of course, depend on the distance between the device and the person

14

operating it.

15

source increases.

16

distance. For example, a hypothetical magnetic field strength of 10 mG at the

17

edge of the right-of-way (defined as 50 feet from the centerline) would decrease

18

to 2.5 mG at a point 50 feet outside of the right-of-way.

19

Does this conclude your pre-filed direct testimony in this proceeding?

20

Yes, it does.

Magnetic field strength diminishes rapidly as distance from the
The decrease is proportional to the inverse square of the

WITNESS DIRECT TESTIMONY SUMMARY

Witness:

William Chase Bland

Title:

Conceptual Engineer - Substation Engineering

Summary_:
Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
fight-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct
and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington
Substations (collectively, the "Project").
Company Witness William C. Bland provides a description of the work required at Remington
and Gordonsville Substations associated with the Project.
The Company proposes to install a 230 kV four-breaker ring bus arranged in a breaker-and-ahalf configuration and high side breaker for the existing 230-115 kV transformer at Remington
Substation. Similarly, the Company also proposes to rebuild the 230 kV station bus at
Gordonsville Substation and install five circuit breakers to create an overall six-breaker breakerand-a-half ring bus. A seventh circuit breaker will be installed in the ring bus to address possible
breaker failure within the ring, which would take two 230-115 kV transformers offiine due to the
back-to-back configuration within the ring bus. A third 230-115 kV transformer will be installed
at Gordonsville Substation.
The estimated cost of the station work for the proposed Project is approximately $15.9 million.

DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
WILLIAM CHASE BLAND
ON BEHALF OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA
CASE NO. PUE-2015-00117

Please state your name and position with Virginia Electric and Power Company
("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company").
No

My name is William Chase Bland, and I am a Conceptual Engineer in the Substation
Engineering section of the Electric Transmission group of the Company. My business
address is 2400 Grayland Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23220.

What is your educational and professional background?
I graduated in 2008 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering and Minor in
Mathematics and Physics from the Virginia Commonwealth University. I am registered
as an Engineer in Training in the state of Virginia as of 2013. From 2008 to 2010, I
worked in the Substation Engineering (Physical Design) Department where I held the
position of Engineer I for substation upgrade construction projects.

In 2010, I was

promoted to Engineer II in the Substation Engineering (Physical Design) Department
where I expanded the scope of projects to include substation build-outs, upgrades and
new substations. In 2014, I was promoted to Engineer III in the Substation Engineering
(Physical Design) Department and began working on more complex, higher level
projects.

My responsibilities in all three positions included working closely with

construction crews to communicate the detail drawings clearly to execute the project
successfully as well as ensuring that the crews had all physical material correctly

specified and on site on time. In 2015, I became a Conceptual Engineer (Engineer III) in
the Conceptual Engineering Department. My responsibilities include conceptual design,
scope development, and cost estimating for all substation construction for the Company.

What are your responsibilities as a Conceptual Engineer?
Ao

I am responsible for conceptual design, scope development, and cost estimating for all
new high voltage transmission switching stations, transmission substations and
distribution substations.

Qo

What is the purpose of your direct testimony?
In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission system and
to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC")
Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its existing Gordonsville
Substation and addressing projected network violations, the Company proposes to (a)
install, entirely along and primarily within existing right-of-way, approximately 38.2
miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and
Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation in Fauquier County and
existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install
associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations
(collectively, the "Project").

I will describe the work to be performed as part of the proposed Project at the Remington
and Gordonsville Substations. I am also sponsoring Section II.C of the Appendix and cosponsoring with Company witness Robert J. Shevenock II the cost estimate provided in
Section I.G of the Appendix for this station work.

Please describe the work to be done at the Remington Substation.
The construction at the existing Remington Substation requires the build out of four 230
kV circuit breakers in a ring bus configuration, three 230 kV line terminals, and nine 230
kV, 3000A switches.

This Project will be built within the existing fence perimeter.

Furthermore, it will not require the installation of any backbone structures as the existing
structures are sufficient.

Additionally, the 230-115 kV 224 MVA transformer at Remington Substation will
require protection upgrades on the high side to include the installation of a 230 kV,
3000A switch and 230 kV, 3000A circuit breaker. The station will require a new Control
Enclosure upgrade installation to accommodate the communication and protective relay
cabinets for the initial and future equipment.

Please describe the work to be done at the Remington Substation.
The construction at the existing Gordonsville Substation requires the build-out of five
230 kV circuit breakers, including the existing circuit breaker, to create a six-breaker ring
bus configuration, two 230 kV line terminals, ten 230 kV, 3000A switches and a third
230-115 kV transformer with a high side 230 kV circuit breaker and 3000A switch. A
seventh circuit breaker will be installed in the ring bus to address possible breaker failure
within the ring bus which would take both 230-115kV transformers offline because of
their back-to-back configuration within the ring bus. The installation of the third 230-115
kV transformer requires the station fence to be expanded within the existing station
property. The existing 230-115kV Transformer #3 and new Transformer #4 will require
low side 115 kV circuit breaker protection, one 115 kV circuit breaker in a tie position

and rework the Line #11 terminal and associated bus work to accommodate the new
transformer installation.
Additionally, Gordonsville Substation will require a Control Enclosure upgrade
installation to accommodate the communication and protective relay cabinets for the
initial and future equipment.

What is the estimated cost of the substation work?

No

As set forth in Section I.G of the Appendix, the estimated cost of the substation work at
Remington Substation is approximately $5.3 million.

The estimated cost of the

substation work at Gordonsville Substation is approximately $10.6 million. All costs are
in 2015 dollars.

Qo

Does this conclude your prefiled direct testimony?

A.

Yes, it does.

WITNESS DIRECT TESTIMONY SUMMARY

Witness:

Greg Baka

Title:

Supervisor - Siting & Permitting

Summary:
Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct
and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington
Substations (collectively, the "Project").

Company Witness Greg Baka supports the routing evaluation undertaken for the proposed
Project and provides a description of the permitting required. In addition, Witness Baka
addresses the Company’s public outreach activities for the Project.
The Company has provided in this application information for one electrical alternative and two
route alternatives. The Company chose the proposed route for the Project because it uses the
least amount of new right-of-way, crosses fewer newly affected parcels; affects the least amount
of wetlands and forested wetlands; makes no new crossings of Agricultural and Forestal
Districts, Virginia Byways or roads; and maximizes co-location opportunities.
The Company consulted with local, state and federal agencies to evaluate environmental,
historical, scenic, cultural and architectural constraints existing in the vicinity of the Project.

DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
GREG BAKA
ON BEHALF OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA
CASE NO. PUE-2015-00117

1

Please state your name and position with Virginia Electric and Power Company

2

("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company").

3

Ao

My name is Greg Baka, and I am a Supervisor - Siting & Permitting for the

4

Company. My office is located at One James River Plaza, 701 East Cary Street,

5

Richmond, Virginia 23219.

6

Qo

What is your educational and professional background?

7

I graduated from the University of Richmond in 1989 with a Bachelor of Arts degree

8

in Urban Studies and Political Science. From 1990 to 1992, I worked as a Zoning

9

Analyst for the City of Gaithersburg, Maryland. From 1992 to 1995, I worked as the

10

Zoning Administrator for King William County, Virginia. From 1995 to 1998, I

11

served Hanover County, Virginia as a Planner and was promoted to Senior

12

Comprehensive Planner. I returned to King William County from 1998 to 2000 and

13

served as their Director of Planning and Community Development. I then worked at

14

Resource International, Ltd. as a Municipal Planner between 2001 and 2003. From

15

2004 to 2011, I owned and operated Viewshed Consulting, LLC, serving clients as a

16

Land Planning Consultant. From 2011 to 2013, I worked as the Director of Economic

17

Development for Cumberland County, Virginia. I joined Dominion Virginia Power

18

in May 2013 as a Senior Siting & Permitting Specialist in the Transmission Right-of-

1

Way group. In April 2015, I was promoted to Supervisor - Siting & Permitting. I

2

have served on a number of land planning and development-related local boards and

3

commissions.

4

What are your responsibilities as a Supervisor - Siting & Permitting?

5

Among other supervisory duties, my responsibilities include identification of suitable

6

routes for transmission lines and sites for substations and securing necessary federal,

7

state and local approvals and environmental permits for those facilities. In this

8

position I work closely with government officials, permitting agencies, property

9

owners and other interested parties, as well as with other Company personnel, to

10

develop facilities needed by the public to reasonably minimize environmental and

11

other impacts on the public in a reliable and cost-effective manner.

12

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

13

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission system

14

and to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation

15

("NERC") Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its existing

16

Gordonsville Substation and addressing projected network violations, Dominion

17

Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing

18

right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line

19

#2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing

20

Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in

21

Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV facilities at the

22

Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively, the "Project").

1

I will discuss the route for the Project and alternatives depicted in Appendix

2

Attachment II.A.2.

3

Berkin Sections II.A.1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-9; III and V of the Appendix, the DEQ

4

Supplement and the Environmental Routing Study.

5

Please provide a description of the existing right-of-way to be used for the

6

Project.

7

No

In addition, I am co-sponsoring with Company witness Jon

The entire 38.2-mile existing transmission line corridor in Fauquier, Culpeper,

8

Orange and Albemarle Counties currently contains existing 500 kV Line #535 and

9

115 kV Line #2, #70 and #11. Dominion Virginia Power holds easements for the

10

existing right-of-way for the entire transmission corridor between Remington and

11

Gordonsville Substations, which varies between 70 and 100 feet in width. A total of

12

22.2 miles of the existing corridor is 100 feet in width, while the remaining 16.0 miles

13

of the existing corridor is 70 feet in width.

14

The easements along the existing corridor were acquired starting in 1928 and the

15

right-of-way has been in use continually since the 1930s. The proposed Project will

16

involve removing the existing wooden and steel structures supporting Lines #2, #70

17

and #11 and replacing them with new weathered steel monopole structures that will

18

support both the existing 115 kV circuits as well as the proposed 230 kV Remington-

19

Gordonsville Line #2153.

20

easements to widen the right-of-way to 100 feet for the length of the Project where

21

practicable.

The Company intends to pursue new or expanded

1

Qo

way?

2
3

Is the Company confident of its ability to acquire a consistent 100-foot right-of-

Ao

No. The Company is aware of certain locations along the existing corridor where

4

routing constraints may prohibit the widening of the existing corridor. Examples of

5

these types of constraints are dwellings and certain types of easements abutting the

6

right-of-way.

7

maintain the 70-foot width, which may require additional structures resulting in

8

shorter spans between structures.

9

dwellings or businesses will have to be demolished or relocated for the Project;

10

however, the Company is aware of unauthorized encroachments on the existing right-

11

of-way, such as sheds, outbuildings and other similar structures. These structures will

12

need to be addressed as the Company continues to investigate the right-of-way, and

13

property owners will be contacted individually.

14

How has the Company presented the siting impacts of the Project?

15

Dominion Virginia Power requested the services of Natural Resource Group, LLC

16

("NRG") to help collect information within the study area, perform a routing analysis

17

comparing alternative routes, and document the routing efforts in the Environmental

18

Routing Study filed as part of this application.

19

For purposes of this Project, the Company has taken a conservative view by

20

presenting impacts in the Environmental Routing Study associated with a 100-foot

21

right-of-way for the entire length ("Proposed Route").

In such locations and for limited distances the Company intends to

The Company does not anticipate that any

4

1

Qo

Please describe the Company’s initial outreach on the Project.

2

Dominion Virginia Power has met or spoken with a number of local, state, and

3

federal officials to inform them of the Project in Virginia. The Company began its

4

outreach efforts in February 2015.

5

Manager of the Town of Orange and County Administrators of Fauquier, Culpeper,

6

Madison, Orange, and Albemarle Counties to discuss the Project.

7

What are the environmental impacts of the Project?

8

The general character of the Project area is predominantly rural with agricultural and

9

scattered residential uses and some commercial uses along the southern portion of the

10

route in Orange County. In comparison to the Option B routes that were considered

11

for the Project, which are discussed below, the Proposed Route has relatively minimal

12

impacts on area resources by making use of an existing right-of-way. The Proposed

13

Route uses the least amount new right-of-way (59.8 acres), crosses fewer newly

14

affected parcels (7), affects the least amount of wetlands and forested wetlands (1.9

15

and 0.6 acres, respectively), makes no new crossings of Agricultural and Forestal

16

Districts, results in no new crossings of Virginia Byways and roads, and maximizes

17

collocation opportunities (100%). The expanded right-of-way required along some

18

portions of the Proposed Route would affect a number of Virginia Outdoor

19

Foundation Easements (13.1 acres). However, it should be noted that all of these

20

easements are already crossed by the existing right-of-way. Because of the extensive

21

co-location, construction of Option A will for the most part, result in only an

22

incremental increase of environmental impacts on the resources already affected by

23

the existing right-of-way.

Company representatives met with the Town

5

1

Did the Company consider any alternate routes for the Project?

2

The Company did not consider any alternatives for siting a line between Remington

3

and Gordonsville Substations because of the statutory preference given to the use of

4

existing rights-of-way.

5

Where the existing right-of-way is adequate to construct certain projects, the

6

Company, in some cases, does not consider any alternate routes. The history of this

7

case, however, involved extensive public outreach on a project originally proposed to

8

PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. ("PJM") Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee

9

("TEAC") in December 2013.

That project was a 230 kV line originating at

10

Remington Substation and terminating at a new switching station near the existing

11

Rappahannock Electric Cooperative’s Pratts Delivery Point ("Pratts Station"). The

12

Remington-Pratts 230 kV line and Pratts Station, referred to as "Option B" in the

13

Environmental Routing Study and hereinafter, is an electrical alternative to the

14

proposed Project and the Company performed extensive routing analysis for this

15

alternative prior to the TEAC’s recommendation of the Project in September 2015,

16

and subsequent PJM Board approval in October 2015. Generally, Option B involves

17

the wreck and partial rebuild of the existing single circuit 115 kV structures as double

18

circuit 115/230 kV structures from Remington Substation to a junction point ("Pratts

19

Junction"), and then construction of single circuit 230 kV from Pratts Junction to

20

Pratts Station. Option B also involves the wreck and rebuild of an existing 115 kV

21

Pratts-Gordonsville line for conversion to 230 kV operations. For purposes of the

22

Company’s routing analysis, the impacts of the new Pratts Station and the rebuild of

23

the 115 kV Pratts-Gordonsville line were excluded.

1

How many Option B alternatives were considered?

2

The Company considered five Option B alternative routes which are detailed in the

3

Environmental Routing Study. The Company is including Alternative Routes B-4

4

and B-1 as electrical and routing alternatives for Commission consideration.

5

noted in Section 6 of the Environmental Routing Study, Alternative Route B-4 has the

6

least environmental impacts among the Option B routes chiefly because it results in

7

the least acreage of permanent new right-of-way, affects the fewest number of houses

8

within 500 feet of the centerline, and crosses considerably less forested land and

9

Agricultural and Forestal Districts.

As

10

The Company is also including Alternative Route B-1 for Commission consideration.

11

This Alternative Route was developed as a result of the Company’s public open

12

houses and other community outreach. Although its impacts are greater than those of

13

Alternative Route B-4, it represents the route with the most local and property owner

14

support among the Option B new right-of-way alternative routes and it avoids one

15

fewer Virginia scenic byway crossing compared to Alternative Route B-4. This route

16

was specifically developed after the Company discovered routing constraints,

17

including

18

Alternative Route B-5 from consideration, as discussed in Section 2.2 of the

19

Environmental Routing Study.

20

The Company does not support any Option B Altemative Route for Commission

21

approval; however, Alternative Routes B-4 and B-1 are included for public notice and

22

Commission consideration as electrical and routing alternatives to the Project that

23

were fully evaluated by the Company and considered by the PJM TEAC.

pending

Virginia

Outdoors

Foundation

easements,

that

eliminated

1

Q.

Please discuss the resources in the project area and the activities that have been

2

and will be undertaken to reasonably minimize adverse impacts of the proposed

3

lines on the environment.

4

A.

A desktop wetlands survey evaluating potential impacts to wetlands and streams from

5

the proposed 100-foot wide fight-of-way corridor for the Project was prepared in

6

October 2015 and submitted to the Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ").

7

A copy of the desktop wetlands study is included in Appendix E of the Environmental
Routing Study. Based on a several desktop resources including NWI mapping, aerial

9

photography, color infrared photography, USGS topographic maps, USGS National

10

Hydrography Dataset ("NHD"), and U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural

11

Resource Conservation Service soil survey data, probable wetland areas along the

12

transmission line corridor were identified and assigned a probability ranking ranging

13

from high probability to very low probability using criteria that are specified in the

14

evaluation report.

15

summarized below:

16

¯

¯

Areas that demonstrate no positive indicators for

Low probability:

Areas that demonstrate positive indicators for potential

wetlands on partially hydric soils - 142.8 acres.

19
20

Very Low probability:

potential wetlands on the above-mentioned off-site resources - 240.4 acres.

17
18

The probability was determined as follows and results are

¯

Medium/Low probability: Areas that demonstrate positive indicators for

21

potential wetlands on hydric soils or NW! data with or without overlap by

22

partially hydric soils - 51.3 acres.

23

¯

Medium probability: Areas that demonstrate positive indicators for potential

1

wetlands on Interpreted Wetlands with or without overlap by partially hydric

2

soils - 6.1 acres.

3

Medium!High probability: Areas that demonstrate positive indicators for

4

potential wetlands on NWI data overlapping hydric soils, NWI data

5

overlapping Interpreted Wetlands with or without partially hydric soils, or

6

hydric soils overlapping Interpreted Wetlands - 17.9 acres.

7

High probability:

8

wetlands on areas where layers of hydric soils, Interpreted Wetlands, and

9

NWI data overlap - 3.2 acres.

Areas that demonstrate positive indicators for potential

10

The Proposed Route will cross approximately 2.2 miles of wetland habitat and will

11

affect 26.6 acres of wetland area, of which only approximately 1.9 acres would

12

involve new wetland clearing or disturbance, including 0.8 acre of freshwater pond,

13

because of the presence of the existing corridor.

14

would be crossed by the Proposed Route.

15

In accordance with the Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Transmission

16

Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of

17

Virginia (2008), a Stage I pre-application analysis was prepared by NRG. This report

18

was forwarded to the Department of Historical Resources ("DHR") and is included in

19

Appendix E of the Environmental Routing Study. The report includes the results of

20

background research NRG conducted to identify previously recorded cultural

21

resources within the tiered study areas identified in the DHR guidelines, including

22

visual simulations.

23

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS") Information Planning

No new perennial waterbodies

1

and Conservation System (IPaC), two federally protected species could potentially

2

occur in the Project area, the dwarf wedgemussel (Alasmidonta heterodon) and the

3

northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis).

4

Department of Conservation and Recreation Natural Heritage information identified

5

three state-listed species with potential occurrence in the Project area: dwarf

6

wedgemussel, green floater (Lasmigona subviridis), and loggerhead shrike (Lanius

7

ludovicianus). NRG on behalf of Dominion Virginia Power reviewed the Virginia

8

Department of Game and Inland Fisheries ("VDGIF") Fish and Wildlife Information

9

Services database (March 2, 2015) for known locations of these species.

A search of the Virginia

Dwarf

10

wedgemussel has historically existed within Culpeper, Fauquier, and Orange

11

Counties, but is not known to occur within any sixth order (HUC-12) sub-watersheds

12

crossed by the Proposed Route. Northern long-eared bat is known to occur within

13

Albemarle and Madison Counties, and likely to occur in Culpeper, Fauquier, and

14

Orange Counties. NRG also reviewed the VDGIF Species Observation ("SppObs")

15

dataset and identified historic observations of loggerhead shrike along the Proposed

16

Route. During official Project review, VDCR noted four stream conservation units

17

("SCUs") and one conservation site that would be crossed by the Project.

18

Conservation sites and SCUs are areas that contain natural heritage resources,

19

typically rare species and communities. VDCR also noted an area along the existing

20

right-of-way that is known to contain a rare plant species, downy phlox (Phlox

21

pilosa). Dominion Virginia Power intends to minimize any impact on these resources

22

and coordinate with VDGIF, VDCR, and USFWS as appropriate.

23

Finally, there are 191 homes located within 500 feet of the centerline of the Project

10

1

along the existing corridor and there are 30 homes located within 100 feet of the

2

centerline of the Project.

3

What activities have been or will be undertaken to reasonably minimize the

4

environmental impact of the proposed line, and describe the environmental

5

permitting process that will follow Commission approval of the Project?

6

DEQ will conduct an environmental and permitting review of the Company’s

7

application, including the solicitation of comments from relevant agencies.

8

Company developed the DEQ Supplement that is attached to this application based on

9

previous Company coordination with the DEQ. The DEQ Supplement contains, in

10

addition to a brief description of the Project, information on impacts and the status of

11

agency review with respect to the following:

12

discharges; wetlands; solid and hazardous waste; natural heritage and endangered

13

species; erosion and sediment control; archeological, historic, scenic, cultural and

14

architectural resources; use of pesticides and herbicides; geology and mineral

15

resources; wildlife resources; recreation, agricultural and forest resources; and

16

transportation infrastructure. The Project is located entirely along and substantially

17

within existing right-of-way so impacts will be reasonably minimized.

18

appropriate environmental studies will be made of these areas before construction

19

begins. Clearing and maintenance of the right-of-way will be done in such a manner

20

that low buffers of vegetation will be retained as much as possible.

21

Supplement also discusses the permits that will be required and comment letters and

22

other materials the Company has obtained regarding the Project from relevant

23

agencies as a result of its own efforts.
11

The

air quality; water withdrawals and

The

The DEQ

1

When will the Company apply for the required permits?

2

After approval by the Commission, the Company will survey the existing right-of-

3

way and then perform the necessary environmental surveys (wetlands, cultural

4

resources, and rare species). After these surveys are complete, applications to the

5

Corps, Virginia Marine Resources Commission, DEQ, and the Virginia Department
of Transportation will be submitted.

7

What contacts has the Company made with impacted localities?

8

Dominion Virginia Power held three public information open houses to inform the

9

public about Option B and the Project at Madison County High School in Madison,

10

Virginia; Eastern View High School in Culpeper, Virginia; and Orange County High

11

School in Orange, Virginia. Approximately 1,530 letters went out to area property

12

owners. The mailing to these property owners included a Project fact sheet with a

13

map of the line route and details regarding the Project.

14

An advertisement for the open house was run in the following newspapers prior to the

15

informational open houses:

16

¯

Culpeper Star Exponent

17

¯

Culpeper Times

18

¯

Orange County Review

19

¯

Madison County Eagle

20

Nearly 250 people in total attended the informational open houses.

21

information is provided to the public through an internet website dedicated to the

22

Project:

12

Additional

1
2

https://www.dom.com/corporate/what-we-do/electricity/transmission-lines-andproi ects/remington-pratts-gordonsville-transmission-proj ect

3

Has the Company complied with Va. Code § 15.2-2202 D?

4

Yes, in accordance with Va. Code § 15.2-2202 E, letters dated March 26, 2015 and

5

September 15, 2015 (included as Appendix Attachment III.B.1) were sent to Orange

6

County Administrator, Mr. Bryan David; Town of Orange Town Manager, Mr.

7

Gregory Woods; Fauquier County Administrator Mr. Paul McCulla; Culpeper County

8

Administrator Mr. Emie Hoch (and previous County Administrator Mr. Frank

9

Bossio); Albemarle County Executive Mr. Thomas Foley; and Madison County

10

Administrator Mr. Daniel Campbell (and previous County Administrator Mr. Emie

11

Hoch), advising of the Company’s intention to file this application and inviting the

12

County to consult with the Company about the Project.

13

Does this conclude your pre-filed direct testimony in this proceeding?

14

Yes, it does.

13

WITNESS DIRECT TESTIMONY SUMMARY

Witness:

Jon M. Berkin

Title:

Principal with Natural Resource Group, LLC

Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing
right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct
and install associated 230 kV facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington
Substations (collectively, the "Project").

Company Witness Jon Berkin sponsors the Environmental Routing Study.

DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
JON M. BERKIN
ON BEHALF OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA
CASE NO. PUE-2015-00117

1

Please state your name, position and place of employment and business address.

2

My name is Jon M. Berkin. I am employed as a Principle with Natural Resource

3

Group, LLC ("NRG"). My business address is 1000 IDS Center, 80 South Eighth

4

Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402.

5

What is your educational and professional background?

6

I earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Boston University and a Master of Arts and

7

Doctoral degree from Bryn Mawr College. I have 22 years of experience working in

8

the energy-related consulting field working with the siting and regulatory permitting

9

of major linear energy facilities, including both interstate and intrastate electric

10

transmission lines and gas and oil pipelines throughout the United States.

During

11

this time ! was employed for 5 years with R. Christopher Goodwin and Associates,

12

Inc. and 17 years with NRG, a privately-owned consulting company specializing in

13

the siting, licensing and environmental construction compliance of large, multi-state

14

energy transportation facilities.

15

My professional experience related to electric transmission line projects includes the

16

direct management of field studies, impact assessments and agency negotiations

17

associated with the routing and licensing of multiple transmission line projects in the

18

mid-Atlantic region, including the management and/or supervision of the routing and

1

permitting. Work on these projects included studies to identify and delineate routing

2

constraints and options; identification and evaluation of route alternatives; and the

3

direction of field studies to inventory wetlands, stream crossings, and sensitive

4

habitats and land uses. Within the last several years I have managed or directed the

5

identification and evaluation of over 100 miles of 230 and 500 kV transmission line

6

route alternatives in Virginia for Dominion Virginia Power.

7

Qo

8
9

What professional experience does NRG have with the routing of linear energy
transportation facilities?

No

NRG has extensive experience in the routing and feasibility assessments of energy

10

transportation projects. It has assisted its clients in the identification, evaluation and

11

selection of linear energy facilities for the past 20 years.

12

developed a consistent approach for linear facility routing and route selection based

13

on the identification, mapping and comparative evaluation of routing constraints and

14

opportunities within defined study areas.

15

Information System spatial and dimensional analysis and the most current and refined

16

data layers and aerial photography resources available in the identification, evaluation

17

and selection of transmission line routes. In addition to Virginia Electric and Power

18

Company ("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company"), its clients include some

19

of the largest energy companies in the United States, Canada and the world, including

20

ExxonMobil, TransCanada, NVEnergy, Niagara Mohawk, Kinder Morgan, British

21

Petroleum, Enbridge Energy and others. NRG also routinely assists the staff of the

22

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the U.S. Forest Service in the

23

identification and/or evaluation of linear energy routes to support federal National

2

During this time it has

NRG uses data-intensive Geographic

1

Environmental Policy Act evaluations. NRG works on both small and large energy

2

projects and has assisted in or conducted the routing and route evaluation of some of

3

the largest electric transmission line and pipeline facilities in North America.

4

In Virginia, we served as routing consultant to the Company for its Cannon Branch-

5

Cloverhill 230 kV transmission line project in the City of Manassas and Prince

6

William County, approved by the Commission in Case No. PUE-2011-00011. We

7

similarly served as the routing consultant for the Company’s Dahlgren 230 kV double

8

circuit transmission line project in King George County, approved by the

9

Commission in Case No. PUE-2011-00113; and the Company’ s Surry-Skiffes Creek-

10

Whealton 500 and 230 kV transmission lines approved by the Commission in Case

11

No. PUE-2012-00029. Most recently, NRG served as the routing consultant for the

12

Company’s WarrentoniWheeler/Gainesville 230 kV transmission lines in Case No.

13

PUE-2014-00025.

14

NRG’s role as routing consultant for each of these transmission line projects included

15

preparation of an Environmental Routing Study for the project and submission of

16

testimony sponsoring it.

17

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

18

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission system

19

and to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation

20

("NERC") Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its existing

21

Gordonsville Substation and addressing projected network violations, Dominion

22

Virginia Power proposes to (a) install, entirely along and primarily within existing

23

right-of-way, approximately 38.2 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line
3

1

#2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Albemarle Counties between its existing

2

Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in

3

Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV facilities at the

4

Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively, the "Project").

5

NRG was engaged on behalf of the Company to assist it in the identification and

6

evaluation of route alternatives to resolve the identified electrical need that would

7

meet the applicable criteria of Virginia law and the Company’s operating needs.

8

The purpose of my testimony is to introduce and sponsor the Environmental Routing

9

Study, which is included as part of the application materials filed by the Company in

10

this proceeding.

I am also co-sponsoring, with Company Witness Gregory Baka,

11

portions of Sections II and III of the Appendix and the DEQ Supplement.
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Does this conclude your prefiled direct testimony?
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Yes, it does.
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1.

Project Description

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission system and
to comply with mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC")
Reliability Standards by relieving excessive demand on its existing Gordonsville Substation and
addressing projected network violations, Dominion Virginia Power proposes to (a) install,
entirely along and primarily within an existing transmission right-of-way, approximately 38.11
miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and
Albemarle Counties between its existing Remington Substation in Fauquier County and existing
Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County; and (b) construct and install associated 230 kV
facilities at the Company’s Gordonsville and Remington Substations (collectively, the "Project").
In coordination with the Project, the Company plans to uprate sections of its 115 kV Line #2,
#70, and #112 on the same structures as proposed for the Project and reconductor GordonsvilleLouisa 230 kV Line #2088 in Albemarle and Louisa Counties. The Line #2088 reconductor will
not include any ground disturbance activities and is not included in the environmental impacts
analysis.
Two project options - Options A and B - were considered in depth by the Dominion
Virginia Power routing team, including Natural Resource Group, LLC ("NRG"), to resolve the
identified reliability issues. Option A consisted of the removal of the Company’s existing 115
kV lines in the contiguous Remington-Gordonsville transmission line corridor and construction
of double circuit 230/115 kV structures that would support the existing 115 kV and new 230 kV
lines, and the Option B included a partial rebuild of the Company’s existing RemingtonGordonsville Line and the construction of a new route that would extend west from the existing
corridor to a new station in Madison County, Virginia ("Pratts Station"), in the vicinity of
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative’s Pratts Delivery Point ("DP"). Option B would also
include It would also involve the rebuild of FirstEnergy Corporation’s ("FirstEnergy") existing
115 kV line for 230 kV operation over the 17.0 miles between existing Gordonsville Substation
in Albemarle County and Pratts Station in Madison County, crossing Orange County. Pratts
Station and the rebuild of the 115 kV Gordonsville-Pratts line is not proposed by the Company or
included in the environmental impacts analysis.
The Company proposes to construct the Option A rebuild of the Remington-Gordonsville
Line ("Proposed Route") and after study of several Option B alternative routes is submitting
Option B Alternative Routes B-4 and B-1 (collectively, "Alternative Routes") for Commission
consideration but does not support the approval of any Option B alternative.
i As explained in note 1 of the Appendix, the Company’s proposed Project includes an additional 0.1 mile
of length attributable to station site layout. The Project length is 38.1 miles for purposes of the routing evaluation in
this DEQ Supplement and the Environmental Routing Study.
2 Along the existing Remington-Gordonsville corridor, Line #70 is located between Remington Substation
and Mountain Run Junction, Line #2 is located between Mountain Run Junction and Mitchell Delivery Point, and
Line #11 is located between Mitchell Delivery Point and Gordonsville Substation. The three existing 115 kV lines
may be referred to herein as "the existing 115 kV line."

A complete description of the rome evaluation and selection process is provided in the
Environmental Routing Study. Figure 2-1 in Appendix A of the Environmental Routing Study
provides overview maps of the project area. The Environmental Routing Study also describes
the evaluation criteria and the rationale for identifying the Proposed and all Alternative Routes.
Descriptions of the Proposed and Alternative Routes are provided below.

Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would involve the construction, entirely along and primarily within
existing right-of-way, of 38.1 miles of 230 kV Remington-Gordonsville Line #2153 in Fauquier,
Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, and Madison Counties between the existing Remington Substation
in Fauquier County and existing Gordonsville Substation in Albemarle County. Included in this
work would be an uprate of existing 115 kV Line #70, #2, and #11 for the portion of fight-ofway each shares with the proposed 230 kV line and a conductor replacement to uprate Line
#2088 over its 0.8 mile length between Gordonsville and Louisa CT. From Remington
Substation, the Company proposes to utilize the vacant 230 kV lower level of existing 500/230
kV structures originally installed for 500 kV Meadow Brook-Loudoun Line #535 that extend
south for 0.6 mile to Remington Junction. From this point, sections of existing Dominion
Virginia Power 115 kV Lines #70, #2, and #11 would be rebuilt in conjunction with the new 230
kV line along the 37.5-mile section of existing 115 kV right-of-way between Remington
Junction and Gordonsville Substation on the Project’s proposed 115/230 kV double circuit steel
poles. In addition, the Company proposes to construct 230 kV bus improvements at Remington
and Gordonsville Substations. At Remington Substation all of the work would occur within the
existing station fence. The third 230-115 kV transformer to be installed at Gordonsville
Substation for the Project would require expansion of the facility beyond of the existing station
fence.
The existing right-of-way along the existing Remington-Gordonsville transmission line
corridor varies in width, with approximately 16.0 miles (non-contiguous) of 70-foot width and
22.1 miles (non-contiguous) of 100-foot width. In general, the Company will attempt to acquire
an additional 30 feet of right of way along those parcels that currently have a 70-foot right-ofway; 15 feet of additional permanent fight of way would be added to either side of the right of
way on those parcels.
This route would begin at the existing Remington Station in Fauquier County. To
accommodate both the operation of the existing 115 kV line between Remington and
Gordonsville Substations, and the proposed facilities, a 38.1-mile-long section of existing
corridor extending southwest of the Remington Substation would be wrecked and rebuilt from a
single circuit configuration 115 kV line to a double circuit configuration 230/115 kV line entirely
along and primarily within existing right-of-way. The Proposed Route would extend southwest
from the Remington Substation, adjacent to a housing subdivision southeast of the Town of
Remington prior to crossing Tinpot Run, after which, it crosses Summerduck Road, open fields,
a second crossing of Tinpot Run, and the Rappahannock River. Continuing south into Culpeper
County, the route crosses through open fields and forested lands including the crossings of
Newbys Shop Road (three crossings) Kellys Ford Road, and Berry Hill Road. The Proposed
Route crosses Flat Run at the crossing of Thoms Road. After crossing Carrico Mills Road, the
route crosses Mountain Run and continues south to cross Fairfield Lane and York Road in
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Stevensburg. The Proposed Route continues southwest crossing Batna Road, Kibler Road,
Potato Run, and Mount Pony Road. Continuing southwest the route crosses about 3.8 miles of
forested land that includes the crossings of Raccoon Ford Road, Cedar Run, and Zachary Taylor
Highway. The route continues southwest crossing Somerville Road and enters Orange County at
the Rapidan River crossing. Continuing south through mostly forested lands, the route crosses
Clarks Mountain Road, Mount Sharon Road, then roughly parallels the east side of Rapidan
Road with a minimum 0.2-mile offset until reaching outskirts of the Town of Orange. The
Proposed Route then shifts to a more westerly direction, crossing a residential subdivision,
Constitution Highway, and Monrovia Road before turning southward to parallel the southeast
side of James Madison Highway for 2.8 miles until crossing the highway and then paralleling it
on the west side until reaching the Somerset Substation. West of the substation, the Proposed
Route crosses the Blue Ridge Turnpike and Spotswood Trail in Gordonsville where the route
then parallels the northwest side of Gordon Avenue. The route crosses the South Anna River
and enters Albemarle County continuing southwest until reaching the Gordonsville Substation.
Option B
Option B would involve the wreck and partial rebuild of existing 115 kV lines in the
Remington Junction-Gordonsville corridor for double circuit 230/I 15 kV and the construction of
a new single circuit 230 kV line along new right-of-way to Pratts Station in Madison County.
Included in this work will be an uprate of existing 115 kV Line #2 between Mountain Run and
Mitchell DP for the 6.6 mile length of right-of-way it shares with the new 230 kV line and a
conductor replacement to uprate of Line #2088 over its 0.8 mile length between Gordonsville
Substation and Louisa CT Station. The proposed overhead structures that would be used along
the new greenfield rights-of-way for the Option B routes would consist of H-frame weathering
steel structures within a new 120-foot wide permanent right-of-way
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would be 38.5 miles long. Similar to the Proposed Route, this
route would begin at the existing Remington Substation in Fauquier County. To accommodate
both the operation of the existing 115 kV line between Remington Junction and Somerset
Substation and the proposed line to Pratts Station, a 23.2-mile section of existing corridor
extending southwest of the Remington Substation would be wrecked and rebuilt from a single
circuit configuration 115 kV line to a double circuit configuration 230 kV line. Extending
southwest from the Remington Substation, the Alternative Route B-4 runs adjacent to a housing
subdivision southeast of the Town of Remington prior to crossing Tinpot Run, after which, it
crosses Summerduck Road, open fields, a second crossing of Tinpot Run, and the Rappahannock
River. Continuing south into Culpeper County, the route crosses through open fields and
forested lands including the crossings of Newbys Shop Road (three crossings) Kellys Ford Road,
and Berry Hill Road. Alternative Route B-4 crosses Flat Run at the crossing of Thoms Road.
After crossing Carrico Mills Road, the route crosses Mountain Run and continues south to cross
Fairfield Lane and York Road in Stevensburg. Alternative Route B-4 continues southwest
crossing Batna Road, Kibler Road, Potato Run, and Mount Pony Road. Continuing southwest
the route crosses about 3.8 miles of forested land that includes the crossings of Raccoon Ford
Road, Cedar Run, and Zachary Taylor Highway. The route continues southwest crossing

Somerville Road and enters Orange County at the Rapidan River crossing. Continuing south
through mostly forested lands, the route crosses Clarks Mountain Road and Mount Sharon Road.

Alternative Route B-4 would include approximately 14.7 miles of new right-of-way
extending between the existing right-of-way and Pratts Station. Approximately 23.8 miles south
of the Remington Substation, about 0.3 mile past the crossing of Mount Sharon Road in Orange
County, Alternative Route B-4 would diverge from the existing right-of-way and extend
northwest for about 1.7 miles across agricultural and forested lands, crossing Rapidan Road and
the Norfolk Southern Railroad. The route would veer north and northwest across primarily
agricultural land for about 1.1 mile, crossing Old Rapidan Road to the Rapidan River.
Alternative Route B-4 would then veer west crossing the Rapidan River and Culpeper County
line. The route would extend due west for about 1.2 miles crossing the Robinson River and
entering Madison County before crossing Great Run. The route would then veer northwest, west
and then southwest through forested land for 1.4 miles that would include 2 additional crossings
of Great Run before crossing James Madison Highway. Upon crossing the James Madison
Highway, Alternative Route B-4 would extend southwest for 1.5 miles across agricultural and
forested land before turning west near the unincorporated area of Tanners. Alternative Route B4 continues west and northwest at MP 28.7 crossing primarily forested lands, Twymans Mill
Road before turning north to cross Rainbow Acres Lane, Great Run Lane, Tinsley Drive, and a
fourth crossing of Great Run. After MP 31.8, Alternative Route B-4 veers west/northwest
crossing more forested land, Lost Mountain Road, Elly Road, and an unnamed intermittent
stream. The route continues northwest across primarily agricultural land, crossing Carpenters
Mill Road, two crossings of Dark Run and Oneals Road before reaching its terminus at Pratts
Station.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would be approximately 36.2 miles long. Similar to the Proposed
Route, Alternative Route B-1 would begin at the existing Remington Substation in Fauquier
County. To accommodate the existing 115 kV line between Remington Junction and Somerset
Substations and the proposed line to Pratts Station, a 17.2-mile-long section of existing corridor
extending southwest of the Remington Substation would be wrecked and rebuilt from a single
circuit configuration 115 kV line to a double circuit configuration 230/115 kV line. Extending
southwest from the Remington Substation, the Alternative Route B-1 runs adjacent to a housing
subdivision southeast of the Town of Remington prior to crossing Tinpot Run, after which, it
crosses Summerduck Road, open fields, a second crossing of Tinpot Run, and the Rappahannock
River. Continuing south into Culpeper County, the route crosses through open fields and
forested lands including the crossings of Newbys Shop Road (three crossings) Kellys Ford Road,
and Berry Hill Road. Alternative Route B-1 crosses Flat Run at the crossing of Thorns Road.
After crossing Carrico Mills Road, the route crosses Mountain Run and continues south to cross
Fairfield Lane and York Road in Stevensburg. Alternative Route B-1 continues southwest
crossing Batna Road, Kibler Road, Potato Run, and Mount Pony Road. Continuing southwest
the route crosses about 3.8 miles of forested land that includes the crossings of Raccoon Ford
Road, Cedar Run, and Zachary Taylor Highway. The route continues southwest crossing
Somerville Road.

Alternative Route B-1 would include approximately 19.0 miles of new right-of-way
extending between the existing Remington-Gordonsville Line and Pratts Station. Immediately
south of the Somerville Road crossing, the Alternative Route B-1 would diverge from the
existing lines and head west along a new (greenfield) right-of-way. Heading west, the route
would cross Twin Mountains Road, three crossings of Rockforest Lane, and Rapidan Road
before turning south crossing primarily forested land. The route would veer slightly southwest
across agricultural land crossing Locust Dale Road. Alternative Route B-1 would extend due
west for about 1.2 miles, crossing the Robinson River and entering Madison County before
crossing Great Run. The route would then veer northwest, west and then southwest through
forested land for 1.4 miles that would include 2 additional crossings of Great Run before
crossing James Madison Highway. Upon crossing the James Madison Highway, Alternative
Route B-1 would extend southwest for 1.5 miles across agricultural and forested land before
turning west near the unincorporated area of Tanners. Alternative Route B- 1 continues west and
northwest at MP 28.7 crossing primarily forested lands, Twymans Mill Road before turning
north to cross Rainbow Acres Lane, Great Run Lane, Tinsley Drive, and a fourth crossing of
Great Run. After MP 31.8, Alternative B-1 veers west/northwest crossing more forested land,
Lost Mountain Road, Elly Road, and an unnamed intermittent stream. Alternative Route B-1
continues northwest across primarily agricultural land, crossing Carpenters Mill Road, two
crossings of Dark Run and Oneal’s Road before reaching its terminus at Pratts Station.

2.

Environmental Analysis
A. Air Quality

Construction of the Project will require that trees be cleared on the right-of way.
Merchantable logs from those trees would be removed or stacked along the edge of the fight-of-way
and the remaining limbs and branches typically chipped and spread on the upland portions of the
right-of-way. The Company does not expect to burn cleared material, but, if necessary, the
Company will coordinate with the responsible locality to obtain these permits and will comply
with any conditions set forth by the locality. Equipment and vehicles that are powered by
gasoline or diesel motors will be used during the construction of the line so there will be exhaust
from those motors. During construction, if the weather is dry for an extended period of time,
there will be airborne particles from the use of vehicles and equipment within the right-of-way.
However, minimal earth disturbance will take place and vehicle speed, which is often a factor in
airborne particulate, will be kept to a minimum. Erosion and sedimentation control is addressed
in Section 2.G of this Supplement.
Correspondence from DEQ-AIR dated October 8, 2015, is provided as Attachment 2.A. 1.

B. Water Source
(No water source is required for transmission lines so this discussion will focus on water
bodies that will be crossed by the proposed transmission lines.)
NRG identified and mapped waterbodies in the project area using publicly-available GIS
databases, U.S. Geological Survey ("USGS") topographic maps, and recent (2011) digital aerial
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photography. Waterbodies in the project area are shown on Figure 3.2.1-1 of Appendix A in the
Environmental Routing Study.
The transmission line structures proposed by Dominion Virginia Power would likely be
able to span the waterbodies identified along the Proposed Route and Alternative Routes.
However, tree clearing would likely be required within the forested riparian areas at these
crossing locations. Avoidance of waterbodies would be incorporated where possible. The
Proposed Route and Alternative Routes would likely have an effect on surface waters along these
routes due to the removal of forested riparian areas adjacent to streams.
Short-term, minor water quality impacts could occur during the construction of this
proposed option. Such impacts would be associated with the soils from disturbed areas being
transported by stormwater into adjacent waters during rain events. Increased turbidity and
localized sedimentation of the stream bottom may occur as a result of the runoff. However, these
impacts would be significantly reduced by the implementation of Dominion Virginia Power’s
erosion control measures, including the installation of erosion control structures and materials.
Waterways crossed by the Project would be maintained for proper drainage through the
use of culverts or other crossing devices, according to Dominion Virginia Power’s standard
policies. Where clearing of trees and/or woody shrubs is required, clearing within 100 feet of a
stream would be conducted by hand. Vegetation would be at or slightly above ground level, and
there would be no grubbing of stumps. Dominion Virginia Power would use sediment barriers
along waterways and steep slopes during construction to protect waterways from soil erosion and
sedimentation. If a section of line cannot be accessed from existing roads, Dominion Virginia
Power may need to install a culvert, or temporary bridge to cross small streams. In such case,
there may be some temporary fill material required that would be placed on erosion control
fabric and removed when work is completed, returning the surface to original contours.

According to the United States Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE") documentation,
one waterbody considered navigable under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act is crossed
by the project, the Rappahannock River. The waterbody is crossed by all routes under
consideration along the existing right-of-way.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
Based on USGS National Hydrography Dataset ("NHD") data, the Proposed Route
crosses 65 waterbodies having intermittent or perennial flow (including 20 perennial streams, 45
intermittent streams) and 8 open bodies of water. Of these crossings, the Rappahannock River
and Rapidan River crossings are greater than 100 feet. The Rappahannock River is listed as a
USACE Section 10 Navigable Waters.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)

Based on NHD data, Alternative Route B-4 crosses 63 waterbodies having intermittent or
perennial flow (including 27 perennial streams and 36 intermittent streams), and five open bodies
of water. Of these crossings, the Rappahannock River crossing (occurring along the portion that
follows the existing right-of-way) and the two Rapidan River crossings (one crossing occurring
along the portion that follows the existing right-of-way and one crossing along the new

greenfield right-of-way) are greater than 100 feet. The Rappahannock River is listed as a
USACE Section 10 Navigable Waters. There are 36 flowing waterbodies located along the
segment of the route along the existing right-of-way and 27 flowing waterbodies are situated
along the new greenfield portion of Alternative Route B-4. Data from NRG’s desktop review of
waterbodies indicate that four open water features are located along the segment of the route that
follows the existing right-of-way, while one open water feature is located along the new
greenfield portion of Alternative Route B-4.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Based on NHD data, Alternative Route B-1 crosses 51 waterbodies having intermittent or
perennial flow (including 18 perennial streams, and 33 intermittent streams), and 2 open bodies
of water. Of these crossings, the Rappahannock River crossing is greater than 100 feet. There
are 25 flowing waterbodies located along the existing right-of-way and 26 flowing waterbodies
situated along the new build portion of the route. Data from NRG’s desktop review of
waterbodies indicate that two open water features are located along the segment of the route
along the existing right-of-way, while no open water features are located along the new
greenfield portion of Alternative Route B- 1.

C. Discharge of Cooling Waters
No discharge of cooling waters is associated with the Project.

D. Tidal and Non-tidal Wetlands
NRG has identified wetlands within the project area using remote sensing data sources to
conduct an offsite desktop wetlands delineation. A copy of NRG’s report is included in
Appendix D of the Environmental Routing Study. These sources include the USGS 7.5 minute
series topographic quadrangle maps, the National Wetland Inventory Online Maps from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS"), soils data from the Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey, Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quads dating from 1994, aerial photography
dating from 2013 and 2014, and National Agricultural Imagery Program ("NAIP") and Virginia
Base Mapping Program ("VBMP") Digital Ortho-Rectified Infrared Images dating from 2013.
NRG did not field delineate wetlands within the project area.
While most wetlands will be spanned, forested wetlands will be cleared but allowed to
return to scrub-shrub wetlands after construction is completed. All wetlands will require
protective matting to be installed to support construction vehicles and equipment and materials
during construction.
The rebuild activities occurring within the existing right-of-way would not require
additional tree clearing within wetlands. Herbaceous vegetation would not be removed but could
be temporarily affected by construction and vehicular movement. After construction, vegetation
within the fight-of-way would be allowed to revert to preconstruction conditions. Disturbed
areas resulting from the temporary right-of-way utilization would also be allowed to revert back
to preconstruction vegetative conditions.

Tidally-influenced wetlands do not occur in the project area. The nearest tidal wetlands
are approximately 22 miles from the project area.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)

Based on NRG’s Desktop Wetland Analysis data, the Proposed Route will cross
approximately 2.2 miles of wetland habitat and will require the clearing and/or disturbance of up
to approximately 26.6 acres of wetland area. Of the 26.6 acres of wetland habitat, 24.7 acres
would be crossed along the existing right-of-way and have been previously disturbed; however,
in areas where the right-of-way would be expanded by 30 feet, new wetland impacts would occur
affecting a total of up to 1.9 acres.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Based on NRG’ s Desktop Wetland Analysis data, the Alternative Route B-4 will cross about 2. l miles
of wetland habitat and will require the clearing and/or disturbance of up to approximately 26.3 acres
of wetland area. Of the 26.3 acres of wetland habitat, 21.5 acres would be crossed along the existing
right-of-way and have been previously disturbed. In areas where the existing right-of-way will be
expanded and areas of new greenfield right-of-way, new wetland impacts would occur affecting a
total of up to 4.8 acres.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Based on NRG’s Desktop Wetland Analysis data, the Alternative Route B-1 will cross
about 2.2 miles of wetland habitat and will require the clearing and/or disturbance of up to
approximately 27.1 acres of wetland area. Of the 27.1 acres of wetland habitat, 21.5 acres would
be crossed along the existing right-of-way and have been previously disturbed. In areas where
the existing right-of-way will be expanded and areas of new greenfield right-of-way, new
wetland impacts would occur affecting a total of up to 5.6 acres.

E. Solid and Hazardous Waste
Environmentally regulated sites in the study area have been identified using publically
available GIS databases obtained from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and
the DEQ. These databases provide "information about facilities, sites, or places subject to
environmental regulation or of environmental interest." These include sites that use and/or store
hazardous materials, waste producing facilities operating under permits from the EPA or other
regulatory authorities, Superfund sites, the storage of petroleum, petroleum release sites, and
solid waste sites. The identification of a site in the databases does not mean that the site
necessarily has contaminated soil or groundwater.
A summary of the information from the EPA and DEQ database within a 1.0 mile buffer
of the centerlines of the Proposed Route and Alternative Routes B-1 and B-4 is provided in Table
E-1 below and depicted in Attachment 2.E. 1.

TABLE E-1
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Double Circuit Transmission Line
Environmental Regulated Facilities and Hazardous Waste/Petroleum Release Sites within 1.0 Mile
Database

Proposed Route

Route B-1

Route B-4

Waste

36

5

6

Toxics

10

2

2

Land

0

0

0

Air

31

12

7

Water

14

7

5

Solid Waste Facilities

0

0

0

Petroleum Facilities

65

24

23

Petroleum Releases

79

25

26

235

75

69

Total

Notes
Waste (Facilities that handle or generate hazardous wastes)
Toxics (Facilities that release toxic substances to the environment)
Land (Site cleanup under RCRA, Superfund or Brownfield programs)
Air (Facilities with a release of pollutants to the air)
Water (Facilities that discharge storm or process water to surface water)
Solid Waste Facilities (Former and existing landfills)
Petroleum Facilities (Regulated petroleum storage)
Petroleum Releases (Typically associated with storage tank releases)

To evaluate the potential impact to the alternative routes, NRG further assessed the sites
within 1,000 feet of the route centerlines (Table E-2).

TABLE E-2
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Double Circuit Transmission Line
Environmental Regulated Facilities and Hazardous Waste/Petroleum
Release Sites within 1,000 Feet
Database

Proposed Route

Alternative Route B-1

Alternative Route B-4

7

0

0

ToxJcs

1

0

0

Land

0

0

0

Air

6

1

1

Water

4

0

0

Waste

Solid Waste Facilities

0

0

0

Petroleum Facilities

15

4

4

Petroleum Releases

24

6

5

Total

57

11

10

Notes
Waste (Facilities that handle or generate hazardous wastes)
Toxics (Facilities that release toxic substances to the environment)
Land (Site cleanup under RCRA, Superfund or Brownfield programs)
Air (Facilities with a release of pollutants to the air)
Water (Facilities that discharge storm or process water to surface water)
Solid Waste Facilities (Former and existing landfills)
Petroleum Facilities (Regulated petroleum storage)
Petroleum Releases (Typically associated with storage tank releases)

Based on a review of sites listed in the EPA and Virginia DEQ databases within 1,000 feet of the
various route centerlines and an estimate of depth to groundwater the flow direction, NRG
further evaluated two documented petroleum releases that are located within the existing corridor
immediately adjacent to the centerline of the Proposed Route. The petroleum releases are
associated with the Gilbert Implements Company building located on James Madison Highway
between Sedwick Lane and Little Spring Drive.
The petroleum releases are located
approximately 20 feet and 45 feet northwest of the centerline of the Proposed Route, and are
estimated to be hydraulically up-gradient of the centerline. The DEQ deems a petroleum release
closed once no further risk to the general public has been identified, although petroleum residue
might remain. The risk assessment does not always consider the risk to subsurface utility work
nor address additional costs associated with managing contaminated soil or groundwater. The
two petroleum releases adjacent to the Proposed Route are listed as closed. Due to the proximity
of the petroleum releases to the Project route, NRG recommends further evaluation of the site.
No Brownfield or Superfund sites identified in the reviewed databases were located
within one mile of the Proposed Route and the Alternatives Route B- 1 or Route B-4.

Care will be taken to operate and maintain construction equipment to prevent any fuel or
oil spills. Any waste created by the construction crews will be disposed of in a proper manner
and recycled where appropriate and will be further detailed in the Company’s stormwater
pollution prevention plan, a component of the Virginia Stormwater Management Program, which
will be submitted to the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation ("VDCR").
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F. Natural Heritage, Threatened and Endangered Species
In order to identify areas of ecological significance within the project area, NRG obtained
a copy of the VDCR Natural Heritage Program ("NHP’) screening dataset. Species occurrence
data was also obtained from the VDCR’s NHP and from the VDGIF to identify locations within
the study area that potentially support protected species. NRG also conducted county queries of
the VDCR NHP website, the VDGIF Virginia Fish and Wildlife Information Service website,
and reviewed the FWS, Virginia Field Office county and route-specific lists.
Species
occurrences reported by the FWS and VDCR NHP datasets were evaluated against the VDGIF’s
digital EnviroReview Listed SppObs data, and the VDCR’s Element Occurrence Representations
("EOReps") datasets. To obtain the most current eagle nest data, NRG reviewed the Center for
Conservation Biology ("CCB") "VAEagles" website, which provides information about the
Virginia bald eagle population including the results of the CCB’s annual eagle nest survey. If
deemed necessary, surveys will be conducted at the appropriate time to determine if these
species are present, and Dominion Virginia Power will coordinate with VDGIF and VDCR as
appropriate to minimize any impact on these resources. The agency/county lists of threatened
and endangered species were reviewed and are described in Section 3.2.4 of the Environmental
Routing Study.
Herbaceous vegetation in the associated wetlands and riparian areas will not be removed,
but could be temporarily impacted by construction equipment and vehicular movement. Should
the removal of woody shrub vegetation occur within wetlands or riparian areas, Dominion will
use the least intrusive method reasonably possible to clear the corridor. Hand-cutting of
vegetation will be conducted, where needed, to avoid and minimize impacts on streams and/or
wetlands. Following construction, the existing and temporary rights-of-way will revert to preconstruction conditions.
The FWS county lists identify seven federally listed species protected under the ESA that
potentially occur or have been documented within the proposed Project counties. These species
include: Shenandoah salamander (Plethodon shenandoah), northern long-eared bat (Myotis
septentrionalis), dwarf wedgemussel (Alasmidonta heterodon), James spinymussel (Pleurobema
collina), small whorled pogonia (Isotria medeoloides), northeastern bulrush (Scirpus
ancistrochaetus), and swamp pink (Helonia bullata). Of these seven species, only two are noted
as potentially impacted by the Project. According to the FWS Official Species List, northern
long-eared bat (federally threatened) and dwarf wedgemussel (federally endangered) could
potentially occur along the Proposed Route, Alternative Route B-4 and Alternative Route B-1.
According to VDCR and VDGIF, the Proposed and Alternative Routes cross subwatersheds
where the dwarf wedgemussel is known to occur, and a stream with which the dwarf
wedgemussel is historically associated.
Based on VDCR and VDGIF datasets, nine state-listed species potentially occur or have
been documented within the proposed Project area.
These species include: Shenandoah
salamander, dwarf wedgemussel, James spinymussel, smalle whorled pogonia, green floater
(Lasmigona subviridis), Atlantic pigtoe (Fusconaia masoni), upland sandpiper (Bartramia
longicauda), loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), and peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus).
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Species-specific surveys may be recommended prior to construction to determine
whether a listed species exists within the Project area. If identified, the Company will coordinate
with the appropriate regulatory agencies to minimize any impacts on listed species and/or listed
habitat(s).
The Proposed Route and Alternative Routes do not intersect with any primary or
secondary buffers as identified in The Bald Eagle Protection Guidelines for Virginia (2012). The
Project does not cross a primary or secondary buffer of any currently documented bald eagle
nests, ff an eagle nest is identified within 660 feet of the Project right-of-way prior to
construction, the Company will work with the appropriate jurisdictional agencies to minimize
impacts on this species.
Construction and maintenance of the new transmission line facilities could have some
minor effects on wildlife; however, impacts on most species will be short-term in nature, and
limited to the period of construction.
Correspondence from VDCR dated October 6, 2015 is provided as Attachment 2.F. 1.

Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
Of these twelve species identified above, only the green floater (threatened) and
loggerhead shrike (threatened) have historically been documented by state agencies in areas
crossed by the Proposed Route. Potential habitat of the northern long-eared bat (threatened) and
dwarf wedgemussel (endangered) is present in the Project area. According to the CCB, the
nearest documented eagles nest (nest code CU9701) is located approximately three miles from
the Proposed Route. This route does not cross a primary or secondary buffer zone. Because the
Proposed Route crosses the Southern Culpeper Diabase Flatwoods Conservation Site, there is
potential for Susquehanna sand cherry to exist in the Project area, and surveys will be conducted
in coordination with VDCR.

Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
The green floater and loggerhead shrike have historically been documented by state
agencies in areas crossed by the Alternative Route B-4. Potential habitat of the northern longeared bat (threatened) and dwarf wedgemussel (endangered) is present in the Project area.
According to the CCB, the nearest documented eagles nest (nest code CU9701) is located
approximately three miles from the Alternative Route B-4. This route does not cross a primary
or secondary buffer zone. Because the Alternative Route B-4 crosses the Southern Culpeper
Diabase Flatwoods Conservation Site, there is potential for Susquehanna sand cherry to exist in
the Project area, and surveys will be conducted in coordination with VDCR.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
The green floater and loggerhead shrike have historically been documented by state
agencies in areas crossed by Alternative Route B-1. Potential habitat of the northern long-eared
bat (threatened) and dwarf wedgemussel (endangered) is present in the Project area. According
to the CCB, the nearest documented eagles nest (nest code CU9701) is located approximately
1,320 feet from Alternative Route B-1. This route does not cross a primary or secondary buffer
12

zone. Because the Alternative Route B-1 crosses the Southern Culpeper Diabase Flatwoods
Conservation Site, there is potential for Susquehanna sand cherry to exist in the Project area, and
surveys will be conducted in coordination with VDCR.
G. Erosion and Sediment Control
Dominion Virginia Power is required to submit annual erosion and sediment control
specifications and an anticipated list of transmission line projects to DEQ for review and
approval. Dominion Virginia Power’s annual submittal will follow DEQ guidelines, and the
Project will be included in the submittal. These specifications are given to the Dominion
Virginia Power’s contractors and require erosion and sediment control measures to be in place
before construction of the line begins and specify the requirements for rehabilitation of the rightof-way.

H. Archaeological, Historic, Scenic, Cultural or Architectural Resources
NRG conducted an analysis of potential cultural resource impacts for the alternatives
under consideration in accordance with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources
("VDHR") 2008 Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric Transmission Lines and
Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of Virginia (2008)
("Guidelines"). A segment of the existing Remington-Gordonsville transmission line will be
rebuilt as part of the Project, regardless of whether the Proposed Route or Alternative Routes B-4
or B- 1 are selected. Therefore, many of the same resources are considered resources for each of
the alternatives being evaluated for the Project.
For the pre-application analysis of cultural resources, NRG considered National Historic
Landmark ("NHL") properties located within a 1.5-mile radius of the centerline; National
Register of Historic Places ("NRHP")-listed properties, NHLs, battlefields, and historic
landscapes within a 1.0-mile radius of the centerline; NRHP-eligible and -listed properties,
NHLs, battlefields, and historic landscapes within a 0.5-mile radius of the centerline; and
qualifying architectural resources and archaeological sites located within the right-of-way for
each alternative route. Information on the resources in each tier was collected from the Virginia
Cultural Resource Information System (V-CRIS).
NRG also collected information on
battlefields surveyed and assessed by the National Park Service’s American Battlefield
Protection Program (ABPP). In their focus on nationally significant Civil War battlefields, the
ABPP identifies the historic extent of the battle (study area), the areas of fighting on the
battlefield (core area located within the study area), and potential National Register boundaries.
Mapping of those ABPP boundaries was obtained in the form of ArcGIS shape files, and is
included in the analysis of potential cultural resource impacts. In addition to those resources,
Dominion is considering potential effects to VDHR easements. Also, the right-of-way for each
Project alternative crosses Route 15, the James Madison Highway, which represents the route of
the Journey Through Hallowed Ground in this part of the state; potential effects to this heritage
area were considered as well.

Along with the records review carried out for the four tiers defined by VDHR, NRG
conducted field assessments of known NRHP-eligible or -listed architectural resources for each
Project alternative in accordance with the VDHR Guidelines. Digital photographs of each
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architectural resource and views to the proposed transmission line were taken. Photosimulations
were prepared to assess visual effects on considered resources within the tiered study area. For
previously recorded archaeological sites under consideration, aerial photographs were examined
to assess the current land condition and the spatial relationship between the sites and any existing
or proposed transmission line structures.
A summary of the considered resources identified in the vicinity of each Project
alternative and recommendations concerning Project effects are provided in the following
discussion. The information presented here is derived from existing records and does not purport
to encompass the entire suite of historic and archaeological resources that may ultimately be
affected by the Project. Correspondence from VDHR regarding the Alternative Routes is
included as Attachment 2.H. 1.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The resources that lie within the DHR tiers for the Proposed Route are presented in Table
H-1. For the resources intersected by the transmission line right-of-way, the distance along the
line is provided. Resources that extend from one tier into the next are only presented once in the
tier nearest the proposed transmission line. In addition to the VDHR battlefield boundaries
provided in Table H-l, NRG also reviewed the mapped study area, core area, and potential
NRHP boundaries for battlefields defined by the ABPP. the Proposed Route intersects potential
NRHP areas for Brandy Station (3.33 miles), Kelly’s Ford (1.31 miles), Morton’s Ford (0.41
mile), Rappahannock Station I (2.01 miles), and Rappahannock Station II (3.28 miles)
battlefields. It intersects core areas of Brandy Station (0.83 miles), Kelly’s Ford (1.03 miles),
Rappahannock Station (0.68 miles), and Rappahannock Station II (1.65 miles) battlefields.
DHR guidelines do not include as considered resources those properties located in the
Project right-of-way, but not individually listed or determined eligible for the NRHP, or which
are battlefields. However, it is also worth noting that among the 11 historic resources in the
right-of-way that are not considered resources for the analysis, three are contributing resources to
NRHP-eligible battlefields and have VDHR conservation easements. They are Currier Farm
(023-5049-0001), Johnson Farm (023-5049-0003), and the Carter-Payne House (023-5240). The
right-of-way traverses 0.14 mile of the Currier Farm property, 0.55 mile of Johnson Farm, and
0.20 mile of the Carter-Payne House. Impacts to those resources from the acquisition of
additional right-of-way and from visual effects deriving from the replacement of existing
structures with new, taller ones, will require consultation with DHR’s Easement Program,
independent from any state or federal review conducted by DHR’s Office of Review &
Compliance as part of the Commission application process and Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (if applicable).
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TABLE H-1
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Proposed Route
Description

Considered Resources

Resource Number

1.0 to 1.5

National Historic Landmarks

068-0030

James Madison House/Montpelier

0.5 to 1.0

National Register Properties
(Listed)

068-0051

Rockwood

068-0052

Greenwood

068-0124

Hare Forest Farm

068-0131

Lessland/Mt. Pleasant

068-0156

Black Meadow/Wolf Trap Farm, 17379 Wolf Trap
Drive

Buffer (miles)

225-0008

Exchange Hotel/Gordonsville Receiving Hospital

275-0001

Ballard-Marshall House

275-0003

Orange County Courthouse

275-0010

Rebel Hall

275-5002

Orange High School/Belleview School

023-0084

Mount Pony Rural Historic District

030-5589

Beverley & Freemans Fords Rural Historic District

023-0020

La Grange/Salubria

023-5041

Eckington School (Poplar Ridge School - African
American)

054-5034

Baker-Strickler/Bell House, 10074 West Gordon
Road

068-0005

Bloomsbury

068-0025

Howard Place/Mayhurst

068-0104

Mount Sharon

Battlefields
Historic Landscapes

0.0 to 0.5

National Register Properties
(Listed)

N/A

068-0181

Rocklands

225-0030

Gordonsville Historic District

275-0008

St. Thomas’ Episcopal Church

275-0016

Chestnut Hill (moved in 2003)

275-5001

Orange Commercial Historic District

288-5001

Remington Historic District
N/A

Battlefields
National Register - eligible

0.0
(within right-ofway)

National Register Properties
(Listed)

Battlefields

023-0018

Rose Hill Farm (Rose Hill Game Preserve)

023-5162

Zimmerman’s Tavern

023-5164

House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.

023-5441

Mountain Run Historic District

030-5587

Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District

068-0001

Annandale II

068-0122

Litchfield

225-0002

Gordonsville Presbyterian Church

002-1832

Southwest Mountains Rural Historic District- 0.8
mile along right-of-way

068-0004

Berry Hill - 0.3 miles along right-of-way

068-0304

Madison-Barbour Rural Historic District - 5.38
miles along right-of-way

023-5048

Kellys Ford Battlefield (Kellysville) - 1.31 miles
along right-of-way

023-5049

Rappahannock Station I
Battlefield/Rappahannock Bridge Battlefield
(1862) - 2.0 miles along right-of-way

TABLE H-1
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Proposed Route
Buffer (miles)

Considered Resources

Resource Number

Description

023-5050

Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863)- 3.28
miles along right-of-way

023-5055

Brandy Station Battlefields - 3.31 miles along
right-of-way

068-5007

Morton’s Ford Battlefield - 0.42 mile along rightof-way

023-0053

Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District - 0.33
mile along right-of-way

030-5587

Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District
- 0.25 mile along right-of-way

030-5593

Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District - 0,64 mile along
right-of-way

030-5607

Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District
- 1.63 miles along right-of-way

O88-5364

Fredericksburg and Gordonsville
Railroad/Fredericksburg, Orange and
Charlottesville Rail - 0.02 mile along right-of-way

National Register - eligible

Based on the survey and photographic simulations, the Proposed Route will have no
effect on 23 resources, a minimal effect on 4 resources, a moderate effect on 4 resources, and a
severe effect on the remaining 13 resources. The results of the effects assessment for the
Proposed Route are presented in Table H-2.

TABLE H-2
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Effects to Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Proposed Route
Buffer (miles)

Resource Category

Resource

Effect

1.0 to 1.5

National Historic Landmarks

068-0030 - James Madison House/Montpelier

None

0.5 to 1.0

National Register Properties
(Listed)

068-0051 - Rockwood

None

- ~ ~ ~--- ~)-~)~ - - - ~-;~ ~-~~-~(~-~...................................................................... -~l-~r~ ........
068-0124 - Hare Forest Farm

None

- ~-~---(~-~ ~-1- -: - ~-~-~i~-~-&-I~i~-~i~&-~i ......................................................................
None
068-0156 - Black Meadow/VVolf Trap Farm

None

225-0008 - Exchange Hotel/Gordonsville Receiving Hospital

None

275-0001 - Ballard-Marshall House

None

275-0003 - Orange County Courthouse

None

275-0010- Rebel Hall

None

275-5002 - Orange High School/Belleview School
Historic Landscapes

None

023-0084 - Mount Pony Rural Historic District

Minimal

030-5589 - Beverley & Freemans Fords Rural Historic District
0.0 to 0.5

National Register Properties
(Listed)

023-0020 - La Grange/Salubria

Minimal
~

Severe

- ~ ~-- ~i-~)-~-1- - :- ~ ~i-~~i~g-~-l~~i...................................................."II........~-~-r~........
054-5034 - Baker-Strickler/Bell House
068-0005 - Bloomsbury
068 OO25

Moderate
None

Howard Place/Mayhurst

068-0104 - Mount Sharon
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None

TABLE H-2
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Effects to Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Proposed Route
Buffer (miles)

Resource

Resource Category

068-0181 - Rocklands
225-0030 - Gordonsville Historic District

None

275-0016 - Chestnut Hill

None

288-5001 - Remington Historic District
023-0018 - Rose Hill Farm
023-5162 - Zimmerman’s Tavern
023-5164 - House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.
023-5441 - Mountain Run Historic District
068-0001 - Annadale II
068-0122 - Litchfield
0.0
(within right-ofway)

National Register Properties
(Listed)

Battlefields

002-1832 - Southwest Mountains Rural Historic District

None
Moderate
Severe
None
None
Moderate
None
None
Severe

Severe
" ~ ~---~)-~,-: - &~’-r~ - ~iii ......................................................................................
068-0304 - Madison-Barbour Rural Historic District

Severe

023-5048 - Kellys Ford Battlefield

Severe

023-5049 - Rappahannock Station I Battlefield/Rappahannock
Bridge Battlefield (1862)

Severe

023-5050 - Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863)

Severe

023-5055 - Brandy Station Battlefields
068-5007 - Morton’s Ford Battlefield
National Register - eligible

None
Minimal

275-0008 - St. Thomas’ Episcopal Church

275-5001 - Orange Commercial Historic District

National Register - eligible

Effect

Severe
Moderate

023-0053 - Brandy Station Battlefield Historic Distdct

Severe

030-5587 - Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5593 - Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5607 - Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District

Severe

088-5364 - Fredericksburg and Gordonsville
Railroad/Fredericksburg, Orange and Charlottesville Rail

Minimal

The pre-application analysis also took into account the potential effects to archaeological
resources from each Project alternative. Six archaeological sites lie within existing right-of-way
that would be affected by the Proposed Route. Two of those sites have been determined not
eligible for the NRHP and require no further consideration. The first, 44FQ0010, is a Middle
Woodland base camp known as the Tinpot Run site. The second ineligible site, 44OR0345, is a
prehistoric lithic scatter with a small number of historic artifacts as well. The other sites have
not been evaluated for NRHP eligibility. They include 44CU0027, a multicomponent prehistoric
base camp known as the Summerville #1 site with Middle Archaic, Middle Woodland, and Late
Woodland components; 44CU0031, a Middle Archaic camp; 44OR0006, an indeterminate
prehistoric site; and 44OR0011, also known as the Nixon #1 site which consists of an unknown
prehistoric occupation. Although these sites lie within the existing transmission line right-ofway, impacts from previous transmission line construction may be limited to the immediate area
of the transmission line structures. Only two of the archaeological sites in the Proposed Route
right-of-way already contain transmission line structures: 44OR0345, which has been determined
ineligible for the NRHP, and 44OR0006, which is unevaluated. There is one H-frame structure
located in the north-central part of 44OR0006. For the proposed undertaking, where the
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transmission line right-of-way is not already 100 feet, it would be expanded from 70 feet to 100
feet, with 15 additional feet added to either side of the existing right-of-way. Potential effects to
sites anywhere within the proposed right-of-way must be taken into account; however, the
proposed location of the new transmission line structures is the most critical factor in terms of
ground-disturbances that could affect archaeological deposits.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)

The Alternative Route B-4 includes the wreck and rebuild of a portion of the existing
Remington-Gordonsville line (northern section of the Proposed Route emanating from
Remington Substation) and a greenfield segment heading west to Pratts Station. Because of the
segment shared with the Proposed Route, many of the same considered resources also pertain to
the Alternative Route B-4. The tap of the existing Remington-Gordonsville corridor occurs
south of the tap point for Alternative Route B-1. As a result, there is one more considered
resource along the existing right-of-way portion of the Alternative Route B-4 compared to
Alternative Route B-1: NRHP-listed Mount Sharon (068-0104). There is a shared portion of the
greenfield segment of the line for the Alternative Route B-1 and the Alternative Route B-4, but
eastern and western portions differ. As a result, the considered resources along the greenfield
segment differ slightly, with the NRHP-listed Hare Forest Farm (068-0124) occurring as a
considered resource for the Alternative Route B-4. The NRHP-listed Waddell Memorial
Presbyterian Church (068-0054), which is a considered resource for Alternative Route B-l, is
more than a mile away from Alternative Route B-4 and is not a considered resource.
The resources that lie within the DHR tiers for Alternative Route B-4 are presented in
Table H-3. The nature of effects to resources along the proposed rebuild segment versus the
greenfield segment may differ insofar as those resources along the existing line may already have
a view to a transmission line, although that view may change with the placement of new
transmission line structures on the rebuilt line. Along the greenfield segment, however, any
visual effects from the proposed line would represent an entirely new element in the viewshed of
a given historic property. Therefore, the resources along the existing rebuild portion are
distinguished from those along the greenfield segment. For the resources intersected by the
transmission line right-of-way, the distance along the line is provided. Resources that extend
from one tier into the next are only presented once in the tier nearest the proposed transmission
line. In addition to the VDHR battlefield boundaries provided in Table H-3, the Alternative
Route B-4 also intersects core areas and potential NRHP boundaries for the same ABPP-defined
battlefields relevant to the Proposed Route and Alternative Route B-l: Brandy Station, Kelly’s
Ford, Morton’s Ford, Rappahannock Station I, and Rappahannock Station II. Also as with the
Proposed Route, Alternative Route B-l, there are three historic resources in the right-of-way
along the existing line that are contributing resources to NRHP-eligible battlefields and have
VDHR conservation easements. They are Currier Farm (023-5049-0001), Johnson Farm (0235049-0003), and the Carter-Payne House (023-5240). The right-of-way traverses 0.14 mile of
the Currier Farm property, 0.55 mile of Johnson Farm, and 0.20 mile of the Carter-Payne House.
Impacts to those resources from the acquisition of additional right-of-way and from visual effects
deriving from the replacement of existing structures with new, taller ones, will require
consultation with DHR’s Easement Program, independent from any state or federal review
conducted by DHR’s Office of Review & Compliance as part of the Commission application
process and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (if applicable).
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TABLE H-3
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Alternative Route B-4
Buffer (miles)

Resource Number

Considered Resources

1.0 to 1.5

National Historic Landmarks

0.5 to 1.0

National Register Properties
(Listed)

Description
N/A

Mount Sharon

068 -0104
~8-0t24

+ ~ Forest Farm

068-0131

0.0 to 0.5

Historic Landscapes

023-0084

Mount Pony Rural Historic District

National Register Properties
(Listed)

023-0020

La Grange/Salubria

023-00~2

Rapidaa ~c D~

023-5041

Eckington School (Poplar Ridge School - African
American)

288-5001

Remington Historic District

Battlefields

N/A

National Register - eligible

0.0
(within right-ofway)

Lessland/Mt. Pleasant

N/A

Battlefields

023-0018

Rose Hill Farm {Rose Hill Game Preserve)

023-5162

Zimmerman’s Tavern

023-5164

House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.

023-5441

Mountain Run Historic District

National Register Properties
(Listed)
Battlefields

N/A
’

023-5048

Kellys Ford Battlefield (Kellysville) - 1.31 miles along

.................................... ~_~_~_~_:2~_:_~a_z ...........................................................
023-5049

Rappahannock Station I Battlefield/Rappahannock
Bridge Battlefield (1862) - 2.0 miles along fight-ofway

023-5050

Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863) - 3.28

f_-_.w__"__Y_ ..........................................

! ...................................

National Register - eligible

023-5055

Brandy Station Battlefields - 3.31 miles along fight-ofway

068-5007

Morton’s Ford Battlefield - 0.42 mile along right-ofway

023-0053

Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District - 0.33 mile
along right-of-way

030-5587

Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District 0.25 mile along fight-of-way

030-5593

Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District - 0.64 mile along
right-of-way

030-5607

Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District 1.63 miles along right-of-way

Note: shaded cells contain resources located only in the buffer of the greenfield segment of the line.

Based on the survey and photographic simulations, the Alternative Route B-4 will have
no effect on 7 resources, a minimal effect on 2 resources, a moderate effect on 3 resources, and a
severe effect on the remaining 10 resources. The results of the effects assessment for Alternative
Route B-4 are presented in Table H-4. Among the proposed alternatives, Alternative Route B-4
has the least effect on historic resources.
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TABLE H-4
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Effects to Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for Alternative Route B-4
Buffer (miles)
0,5 to 1.0

Resource Category
National Register Properties
(Listed)

Resource

None

068-0104 - Mount Sharon

None

068-0124 - Hare Forest Farm

None

068-0131 - Lessland/Mt. Pleasant
Historic Landscapes
0,0 to 0.5

National Register Properties
(Listed)

Minimal

023-0020 - La Grange/Salubria

Severe

-- ~;~---~-O-~-:-~-~i~l-~-~-l~i~;i-~- 5i-~t;; ~-~ ................................................. -I~i~i-r~~i .....
023-5041 - Eckington School

023-0018 - Rose Hill Farm

Battlefields

(within right-ofway)

Severe
None

023-5164 - House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.

None
Moderate

023-5048 - Kellys Ford Battlefield

Severe

023-5049 - Rappahannock Station I Battlefield/Rappahannock
Bridge Battlefield (1862)

Severe

023-5050 - Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863)

Severe

023-5055 - Brandy Station Battlefields
068-5007 - Morton’s Ford Battlefield
National Register - eligible

None
Moderate

023-5"162 - Zimmerman’s Tavern

023-5441 - Mountain Run Historic District
0.0

None

023-0084 - Mount Pony Rural Historic District

288-5001 - Remington Historic District
National Register - eligible

Effect

056-0001 - Brampton

Severe
Moderate

023-0053 - Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District

Severe

030-5587 - Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5593 - Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5607 - Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District

Severe

The pre-application analysis also took into account the potential effects to archaeological
resources from each of the two alternative routes. The Alternative Route B-4 would affect four
sites in the existing right-of-way segment, which is in common with the Proposed Route. They
include 44FQ0010, a Middle Woodland base camp determined ineligible for the NRHP; and
three unevaluated prehistoric sites---44CU0027, 44CU0031, and 44OR0011. There are no
transmission line structures currently within any of the site boundaries.
Based on
reconnaissance-level information, it is unclear to what degree they have been affected by
previous transmission line construction and maintenance activities, and it is difficult to speculate
on how they would be affected by the construction of Alternative Route B-4 until the locations
for the transmission line structures have been established.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Like Alternative Route B-4, the Alternative Route B-1 includes the wreck and rebuild of
a portion of the existing Remington-Gordonsville line and a greenfield segment heading west to
Pratts Station. Because the Proposed Route and two Alternative Routes both follow a common
section of the existing corridor, many of the same considered resources also pertain to the
Alternative Route B-1. The nature of effects to resources along the proposed rebuild segment
versus the greenfield segment may differ insofar as those resources along the existing line may
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already have a view to a transmission line, although that view may change with the placement of
new transmission line structures on the rebuilt line. Along the greenfield segment, however, any
visual effects from the proposed line would represent an entirely new element in the viewshed of
a given historic property.
The resources that lie within the DHR tiers for the Alternative Route B-1 are presented in
Table H-5. The resources along the existing rebuild portion are distinguished from those along
the greenfield segment. For the resources intersected by the transmission line right-of-way, the
distance along the line is provided. Resources that extend from one tier into the next are only
presented once in the tier nearest the proposed transmission line. In addition to the VDHR
battlefield boundaries provided in Table H-5, the Alternative Route B-1 also intersects core areas
and potential NRHP boundaries for the same ABPP-defined battlefields relevant to the Proposed
Route: Brandy Station, Kelly’s Ford, Morton’s Ford, Rappahannock Station I, and
Rappahannock Station II. Also as with the Proposed Route, there are three historic resources in
the right-of-way along the existing line that are contributing resources to NRHP-eligible
battlefields and have VDHR conservation easements. They are Currier Farm (023-5049-0001),
Johnson Farm (023-5049-0003), and the Carter-Payne House (023-5240). The right-of-way
traverses 0.14 mile of the Currier Farm property, 0.55 mile of Johnson Farm, and 0.20 mile of
the Carter-Payne House. Impacts to those resources from the acquisition of additional right-ofway and from visual effects deriving from the replacement of existing structures with new, taller
ones, will require consultation with DHR’s Easement Program, independent from any state or
federal review conducted by DHR’s Office of Review & Compliance as part of the SCC
Application process and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (if applicable).
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TABLE H-5
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for the Alternative Route B-1
Buffer (miles)

Considered Resources

1.0 to 1.5

National Historic Landmarks

0.5 to 1.0

National Register Properties
(Listed)

N/A

068-0124

Hare Forest Farm

068-0131

Lessland/Mt. Pleasant
N/A

Battlefields

0.0 to 0.5

Historic Landscapes

023-0084

Mount Pony Rural Historic District

National Register Properties
(Listed)

023-0020

La Grange/Salubria

023-5041

Eckington School (Poplar Ridge School - African
American)

288-5001

National Register- eligible

(within right-ofway)

023-0018

Rose Hill Farm (Rose Hill Game Preserve)

023-5162

Zimmerman’s Tavern

023-5164

House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.

023-5441

Mountain Run Historic District
N/A

National Register Properties
(Listed)
Battlefields

023-5048

Kellys Ford Battlefield (Kellysville) - 1.31 miles
along right-of-way

023-5049

Rappahannock Station I
Battlefield/Rappahannock Bridge Battlefield
(1862) - 2.0 miles along right-of-way

023-5050
023-5055

National Register - eligible

Remington Historic District
N/A

Battlefields

0.0

Description

Resource Number

Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863)- 3.28
i miles along right-of-way
Brandy Station Battlefields - 3.31 miles along
right-of-way

068-5007

Morton’s Ford Battlefield - 0.42 mile along rightof-way

023-0053

Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District - 0.33
mile along right-of-way

030-5587

Mt. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District
- 0.25 mile along right-of-way

030-5593

Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District- 0.64 mile along
right-of-way

030-5607

Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District
- 1.63 miles along right-of-way

Note: shaded cells contain resources located only in the buffer of the greenfield segment of the line.

Based on the survey and photographic simulations, the Alternative Route B-1 will have
no effect on 8 resources, a minimal effect on 1 resource, a moderate effect on 3 resources, and a
severe effect on the remaining 10 resources. The results of the effects assessment for Alternative
Route B-1 are presented in Table H-6.
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TABLE H-6
Remington-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Effects to Historic Resources in VDHR Tiers for Alternative Route B-1
Buffer (miles)
0.5 to 1.0

Resource Category
National Register Properties
(Listed)

Resource
056-0001 - Brampton

0.0 to 0.5

National Register Properties
(Listed)

None

068-0124 - Hare Forest Farm

None

Minimal

023-0020 - La Grange/Salubria

Severe

-" ~~--~)-~~ ~ -: - ~~i~l-~ n-l~-i-~ i-r ~--I~i-~i~-i~-t- .................................................... ~l~r~ .......
023-5041 - Eckington School

023-0018 - Rose Hill Farm
023-5162 - Zimmerman’s Tavern
023-5164 - House, 19020 Stevensburg Rd.
023-5441 - Mountain Run Histodc District

Battlefields

0.0
(within right-ofway)

None
Moderate
Severe
None
None
Moderate

023-5048 - Kellys Ford Battlefield

Severe

023-5049 - Rappahannock Station I Battlefield/Rappahannock
Bridge Battlefield (1862)

Severe

023-5050 - Rappahannock Station II Battlefield (1863)

Severe

023-5055 - Brandy Station Battlefields

Severe

068-5007 - Morton’s Ford Battlefield
National Register - eligible

None

023-0084 - Mount Pony Rural Historic District

288-5001 - Remington Historic District
National Register - eligible

None

068-0054 - Waddell Memorial Presbyterian Church

068-0131 - Lessland/Mt. Pleasant
Historic Landscapes

Effect

023-0053 - Brandy Station Battlefield Historic District

Moderate
Severe

030-5587 - Mr. Holly Ridge-Marsh Run Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5593 - Rappahannock River 1862 Northern Virginia
Campaign Rural Historic District

Severe

030-5607 - Hedgeman-Rappahannock Rural Historic District

Severe

The pre-application analysis also took into account the potential effects to archaeological
resources from each route alternative. Alternative Route B-1 would affect one of the sites in the
existing right-of-way segment, which is in common with the Proposed Route: 44FQ0010, a
Middle Woodland base camp determined ineligible for the NRHP. There are no transmission
line structures currently within the site boundary.

I.

Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas

Construction, installation, operation and maintenance of electric transmission lines are
conditionally exempt from the Chesapeake Bay Act as stated in the exemption for public
utilities, railroads, public roads and facilities in 9 VAC 25-830-150. The Company will meet
those conditions.

J. Wildlife Resources
As noted in Section 2.F, the FWS, VDCR and VDGIF databases were searched in order
to assess the potential presence of any federal- or state-threatened or endangered species in the
vicinity of the Project. The search determined there is the potential presence of four federal- and
state-endangered and threatened species within the Project area.
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Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
In addition to the four listed species, a federal Species of Concern, the yellow lance
(Elliptio lanceolata), is associated with three streams crossed eight times by the Proposed Route.
This route would also cross a rare plant population of downy phlox (Phlox pilosa).
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
In addition to the four listed species, a federal Species of Concern, the yellow lance
(Elliptio lanceolata), is associated with three streams crossed ten times by Alternative Route B4. This route would also cross a rare plant population of downy phlox (Phlox pilosa).
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)

In addition to the four listed species, a federal Species of Concern, the yellow lance
(Elliptio lanceolata), is associated with three streams crossed six times by Alternative Route B-1.
This route would also cross a rare plant population of downy phlox (Phlox pilosa).
K. Recreation, Agricultural, and Forest Resources
Proposed Route (Remington - Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would use an existing right-of-way for the entire 38.1 miles. Land
use crossed by the existing route where the right-of-way does not require expansion is
predominantly cropland (22.5 miles and 59%). Other land crossed by the existing right-of-way
of the Proposed Route includes forested land (10.0 miles and 26%), developed land (4.2 miles
and 11%), open land (1.2 miles and 3%), and open water (0.2 miles and <1%). The existing
right-of-way that would be used for construction has been previously cleared and maintained in a
primarily cleared condition. The use of the existing right-of-way along the Proposed Route is
expected to have minimal impacts on recreational, agricultural, and forest resources because its
existing condition will not be permanently altered.
Land uses crossed by the Proposed Route where the right-of-way would be expanded
(new right-of-way) by 30 feet are predominantly cropland (22.5 miles and 59%). Other land
uses that would be crossed by the new right-of-way of the Proposed Route consist of forested
land (10.0 miles and 26%), developed land (4.2 miles and 11%), open land (1.2 miles and 3%),
and open water (0.2 miles and <1%). Development of this route would require the clearing of
approximately 8.2 acres of trees within the expanded areas.

Both Fauquier and Culpeper Counties have designated Agricultural and Forestal Districts
("AFDs"). The Proposed Route would cross four AFDs totaling 7.6 miles. Of those 7.6 miles,
2.8 miles would occur in areas where the right-of-way would need to be expanded by 30 feet
resulting in 10.1 acres of new impact. The Proposed Route would cross two Virginia Byways
and one Scenic River. Sumerduck Road, the Rappahannock River, and the Blue Ridge Turnpike
would be crossed at MPs 1.7, 2.1, and 36.0, respectively.
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Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
Alternative Route B-4 would follow an existing right-of-way between approximately MP 0.0
and 23.8 and would follow a new right-of-way from approximately MP 23.8 to 38.6. Land use
crossed by the existing right-of-way of the Alternative Route B-4 is predominantly cropland (14.1
miles and 37%). Other land uses that would be crossed by the existing right-of-way of the Alternative
Route B-4 include forested land (7.2 miles and 19%), developed land (1.3 miles and 3%), and open
land (1.2 miles and 3%). The existing right-of-way that would be used for construction has been
previously cleared and maintained in a primarily cleared condition.
Land uses crossed by areas of new right-of-way along Alternative Route B-4 (including areas
where the existing right-of-way will be expanded and new greenfield right-of-way) are predominantly
forested land (7.3 miles and 19%) and cropland (6.2 miles and 16%). Other land uses that would be
crossed by the new right-of-way of the Alternative Route B-4 consist of developed land (0.7 miles and
2%), open land (0.5 miles and 1%), and open water (<0.1 miles and <1%). Development of this route
would require the clearing of about 106.5 acres of trees.
Alternative Route B-4 would cross one Virginia Byway and one Scenic River along the
portion of the route along the existing right-of-way. Sumerduck Road and the Rappahannock
River would be crossed at MPs 1.7 and 2.1, respectively. Along the new greenfield portion of
route, Alternative Route B-4 would cross two Virginia Byways:
Rapidan Road and James
Madison Highway would be crossed at MP 24.1 and MP 29.5, respectively.
Five AFDs totaling 105.3 acres would be affected by the Alternative Route B-4. Of those
105.3 acres, 23.9 would be affected by new right-of-way and 81.4 acres currently are affected by
the existing fight-of-way.

Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 would use an existing right-of-way between MP 0.0 and 17.2 and
would follow a new right-of-way from MP 17.2 to 36.2. Land use crossed by the existing rightof-way of the Alternative Route B-1 is predominantly cropland (9.6 miles and 27%). Other land
uses that would be crossed by the existing right-of-way of the Alternative Route B-1 include
forested land (5.3 miles and 15%), developed land (1.2 miles and 3%), and open land (1.1 miles
and 3%). The existing right-of-way that would be used for construction has been previously
cleared and maintained in a primarily cleared condition.

Land uses crossed by areas of new right-of-way along Alternative Route B-1 (including
areas where the existing right-of-way will be expanded and new greenfield right-of-way) is
predominantly forested land (10.3 miles and 28%). Other land uses that would be crossed by the
new right-of-way of the Alternative Route B-1 consist of cropland (6.5 miles and 18%), open
land (1.5 miles and 4%), and developed land (0.7 miles and 2%). Development of this route
would require the clearing of about 137.7 acres of trees.
Alternative Route B-1 would cross one Virginia Byway and one Scenic River along the
existing right-of-way. Sumerduck Road and the Rappahannock River would be crossed at MPs
1.7 and 2.1, respectively. The Alternative Route B-1 would cross one Virginia Byway (James
Madison Highway) at MP 27.2 along the new greenfield right-of-way.
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Five AFDs totaling 142.9 acres would be affected by the Alternative Route B- 1. Of those
142.9 acres, 66.0 acres would be affected by new right-of-way and 76.9 acres currently are
affected by the existing right-of-way.
Correspondence from VDCR is provided as Attachment 2.K. 1.
L.

Use of Pesticides and Herbicides

Dominion Virginia Power typically maintains transmission right-of-way by means of
selective, low volume applications of Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA")-approved, nonrestricted use herbicides. The goal of this method is to exclude tall growing brush species from
right-of-way by establishing early successional plant communities of native grasses, forbs, and
low growing woody vegetation. "Selective" application means the Company sprays only the
undesirable plant species (as opposed to broadcast applications). "Low volume" application
means the Company uses only the volume of herbicide necessary to remove the selected plant
species. These herbicides are routinely applied by hand. DEQ has made previous requests that
only herbicides approved for aquatic use by the EPA or the FWS be used in or around any
surface water; Dominion Virginia Power intends to comply with this request.

M. Geology and Mineral Resources
The Proposed and Alternative Routes all fall within the Piedmont geologic province.
This province is characterized by its gently rolling topography, deeply weathered bedrock, and a
relative scarcity of solid outcrops. The Piedmont Lowlands sub-province, has an elevation range
of 60 to 700 feet. The sub-section’s physiography is classified by broad moderately dissected
valleys separated by broad low hills. The Piedmont Uplands sub-province has an elevation range
of 100 to 1,220 feet. The sub-sections physiography is classified by broad gently rolling hills
and valleys.

Mineral resource areas were identified through review of publically available datasets,
USGS topographic quadrangles, and recent (2011) digital aerial photographs.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)

There are no mines or rock quarries located within 0.5 mile of this route option.
Therefore, the Company does not anticipate any impacts to mineral resources from this route.
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
There are no mineral operations located within 0.5 mile of Route B-4; therefore, there
would be no impacts to mineral resources from this route.
Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Alternative Route B-1 crosses approximately 1.9 miles of land owned by various rock
quarries located on either side of Rapidan Road in Culpeper County between MPs 19.1 and 21.6.
While the route does not cross any currently active portions of the quarries, this could prevent
future expansion of the quarries.
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N. Transportation Infrastructure
Temporary closures of roads could be required during construction of these various
project segments. No long term impacts to roads are anticipated. The Company will maintain
proper clearances between all road surfaces and the conductors and will comply with Virginia
Department of Transportation ("VDOT") requirements for access to the right-of-ways from
public roads as well as the aerial crossings of the roads. At the appropriate time, the company
will obtain the necessary VDOT permits as required. The Company will coordinate with VDOT
as appropriate.
Proposed Route (Remington-Gordonsville)
The Proposed Route would cross 56 roads between the Remington and Gordonsville
Substations. Of these crossings 50 would be of local or county roads and 6 are U.S. or State
highway crossings. Heading south from the Remington Substation these road crossings would
include; Old Grassdale Road (MP 0.0), Lucky Hill Road (MP 0.1), unnamed local road (MP 0.9),
Tin Pot Run Lane (MP 1.6), Sumerduck Road (MP 1.7), Thorns Road (MP 2.6), Newbys Shop
Road (MP 2.6), Newbys Shop Road (MP 3.3), Kelly’s Ford Road (MP 3.8), Berry Hill Road
(MP 5.0), Thorns Road (MP 5.3), Curtis Place (MP 5.4), Carrico Mills Road (MP 6.4), Fairfield
Lane (MP 9.4). York Road (MP 9.5), Germanna Highway (MP 9.6), Batna Road (MP 10.0),
Blackjack Road (MP 11.3), Kibler Road (MP 11.8), Mt. Pony Road (MP 12.7), Ruth Lane (MP
12.8), Raccoon Ford Road (MP 14.8), Zachary Taylor Highway (MP 16.6), Twin Mountains
Road (MP 16.9), Somerville Road (MP17.2), River Road (MP 17.8), Clarks Mountain Road
(MP 22.1), Summerleas Drive (MP 22.4), Clifton Road (MP 22.5), Mount Sharon Road (MP
23.5), Quarles Mountain Road (MP 25.6), Shannon Lane (MP 26.7), Shannon Drive (MP 26.8),
Daisy Drive (MP 26.9), Black Run Road (MP 26.9), Constitution Highway (MP 27.1), Monrovia
Road (SMP 27.6), Berry Hill Lane (MP 28.2), Old Gordonsville Road (MP 28.3), Research Road
(MP 29.1), unnamed local road (MP 29.6), unnamed local road (MP 29.6), Mason Lane (MP
29.8), Herndon Lane (MP 30.3), St. Isidore Way (MP 30.8), Litchfield Drive (MP 31.0), James
Madison Highway (MP 31,1), Chicken Mountain Road (MP 31.5), Honah Lee Farm Drive (MP
32.2), Edgefield Farm Road (MP 33.0), Jordan Farm Road (MP 34.7), Cedar Hill Road (MP
35.1), Blue Ridge Turnpike (MP 36.0), Spotswood Trail (.2), and Echo Back Lane (MP 37.2).
Alternative Route B-4 (Remington-Pratts)
The portion of Alternative Route B-4 that follows existing fight-of-way crosses 30 roads
including one crossing of a Virginia state route. Road crossings along the existing fight-of-way
of the Alternative Route are the same as the existing right-of-way of the Proposed Route until the
Routes diverge near Mount Sharon Road. Road crossings along the existing right-of-way of the
Alternative Route are: Old Grassdale Road (MP 0.0), Lucky Hill Road (MP 0.1), unnamed local
road (MP 0.9), Tin Pot Run Lane (MP 1.6), Sumerduck Road (MP 1.7), Thorns Road (MP 2.6),
Newbys Shop Road (MP 2.6), Newbys Shop Road (MP 3.3), Kelly’s Ford Road (MP 3.8), Berry
Hill Road (MP 5.0), Thorns Road (MP 5.3), Curtis Place (MP 5.4) , Carrico Mills Road (MP
6.4), Fairfield Lane (MP 9.4). York Road (MP 9.5), Germanna Highway (MP 9.6), Batna Road
(MP 10.0), Blackjack Road (MP 11.3), Kibler Road (MP 11.8), Mt. Pony Road (MP 12.7), Ruth
Lane (MP 12.8), Raccoon Ford Road (MP 14.8), Zachary Taylor Highway (MP 16.6), Twin
Mountains Road (MP 16.9), Somerville Road (MP17.2), River Road (MP 17.8), Clarks
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Mountain Road (MP 22.1), Summerleas Drive (MP 22.4), Clifton Road (MP 22.5), Mount
Sharon Road (MP 23.5)
The new right-of-way along the Alternative Route B-4 crosses 12 roads including 1
crossing of Virginia state routes or highways. After Route B-3 diverges from the Proposed
Route heading west the route would cross the following roads; Rapidan Road (MP 24.1), Old
Rapidan Road (MP 26.0), James Madison Highway (MP 29.5), Tanners Road (MP 30.9),
Twymans Mill Road (MP 32.8), Rainbow Acres Lane (MP 33.3), Great Run Lane (MP 33.9),
Tinsley Drive (MP 33.9), Lost Mountain Road (MP 34.5), Elly Road (MP 36.0), Carpenters
Mill Road (36.8), and Oneals Road (MP 38.4).

Alternative Route B-1 (Remington to Pratts)
Along the existing right-of-way, the Alternative Route B-1 would cross 25 roads
including two crossings of state highways. From the Remington Substation heading south the
road crossings along the existing right-of-way include; Old Grassdale Road (MP 0.0), Lucky Hill
Road (MP 0.1), unnamed local road (MP 0.9), Tin Pot Run Lane (MP 1.6), Sumerduck Road
(MP 1.7), Thorns Road (MP 2.6), Newbys Shop Road (MP 2.6), Newbys Shop Road (MP 3.3),
Kelly’s Ford Road (MP 3.8), Berry Hill Road (MP 5.0), Thorns Road (MP 5.3), Curtis Place (MP
5.4) , Carrico Mills Road (MP 6.4), Fairfield Lane (MP 9.4). York Road (MP 9.5), Germanna
Highway (MP 9.6), Batna Road (MP 10.0), Blackjack Road (MP 11.3), Kibler Road (MP 11.8),
Mt. Pony Road (MP 12.7), Ruth Lane (MP 12.8), Raccoon Ford Road (MP 14.8), Zachary
Taylor Highway (MP 16.6), Twin Mountains Road (MP 16.9), Somerville Road (MP17.2)
The new right-of-way along the Alternative Route B-1 crosses 16 roads including 1
crossing of Virginia state routes or highways. After Route B- 1 diverges from the Proposed Route
heading west the route would cross the following roads; Twin Mountains Road (MP 17.6),
Rockforest Lane (MP 19.1), Rockforest Lane (MP 20.0), Rockforest Lane (MP 20.4), Rapidan
Road (MP 20.6), Locust Dale Road (MP 23.4), James Madison Highway (MP 27.2), Tanners
Road (MP 28.6), Twymans Mill Road (MP 30.5),, Rainbow Acres Lane (MP 31.0), Great Run
Lane (MP 31.6), Tinsley Drive (MP 31.6), Lost Mountain Road (MP 32.2), Elly Road (MP
33.7), and Carpenters Mill Road (MP 34.5), and Oneals Road (MP 36.1).
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Attachment 2.A. 1
Page 1 of 1

COMMONWEAL TH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary’ of Natural Resources

Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218
Fax: 804-698-4019 - TDD (804) 698-4021
www.deq.virginia.gov

David K. Paylor
Director
(804) 698-4020
1-800-592-5482

October 8, 2015

Mr. Greg Baka
Supervisor- Siting & Permitting
Dominion Virginia Power
701 East Carry Street
Richmond VA 23261
Dear Mr. Baka:

RE: Proposed 230 KV Transmission Project - Remington, Gordonsville Line
Thank your letter dated September 15, 20:[5 giving DEQ-AIR an opportunity to review the
above proposed project.
During the execution of the project, the following Virginia Air regulations may be kept in view:
1. 9 VAC 5-40-5600 et seq. - Open Burning
2. 9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. Fugitive Dust Emissions
Also, during construction activity in Culpeper County all precautions are to be taken to restrict emissions
of volatile organic compounds {VOC) and oxides of nitrogen {NOX).

Sincerely,

Kotur S. Narasimhan
Environmental Engineer Senior
Air Data Analysis
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Molly J. Ward
Secretary ofNatura! Resources

COMMONWEAL TH of VIRGINIA
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries

Bob Duncan
Executive Director

September 30, 2015
Mr. Greg Baka
Dominion Virginia Power
701 East C~tT Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Re: Request for Determination of Impact upon Wildlife Resources: Proposed 230kV
Transmission Project Remington - Gordonsville Line

Dear Mr. Baka:
We appreciate that you submitted your project(s) for review by VDGIF to ensure the protection
of sensitive wildlife resources during project development. Due to current staffing limitations
within our Fish and Wildlife Information Services (FWIS) and Environmental Services sections,
we are unable to review and provide colmrients on projects that are not currently involved in one
of the regulatory review processes for which we are a consultatory agency (see
http:/iwww.dgi f.virginia.gov/environmental-programs/environmental-services-seetion.asp. ).
Please note that no response from VDGIF does not constitute "no comment" nor does it imply
support of the project or associated activities. It simply means VDGIF has not been able to
respond to your request.
To assist you in determining which, if any, wildlife resources under our jurisdiction, including
threatened and endangered wildlife, may be present on or near your project site, we recommend
that you access the Virginia Fish and Wildlife Information System (VAFWIS) at
http://vafwis.org/fwisi.
If you should have further questions or need additional information about VDGIF’s
Environmental Programs, please visit: http://www.dgif.virginia.gov!environmental-programsi.
Please feel free to attach a copy of this correspondence and any reports from VAFWIS with your
project paper work to document your correspondence with us regarding this project.
Thank you,

~///~

Shirl Dressier, Program Support Technician
Acting Environmental Services Admin.

7870 Villa Park Drive, Ste 400, EO. Box 90778, Henrico, VA 23228-0778
(804) 367-I000 (V/TDD) Equal Opportunity Employment, Programs and Facilities
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Julie V. Langan
Dwector

Department of Historic Resources

Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

:2801 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23221
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391
w’~v. dhr.virginia, gov

April 30, 2015
Mr. Greg Baka
Dominion Virginia Power
P.O. Box 26666
Richmond, VA 23221

Remington-Pratts-Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, and Madison Counties, VA
DHR File No. 2015-0490

Dear Mr. Baka:
Thank you for initiating consultation with DHR on the project referenced above. The project, as presented,
involves the upgrade of 15-25 miles of existing transmission line between the Remington and Gordonsville
substations and the construction of a new 13-18-mile line from the Remington-Gordonsville line to a new
substation adjacent to the existing Pratts substation. Our comments are requested as part of the preparation of
an application by Dominion Virginia Power to the State Corporation Commission. We reserve the right to
provide additional comment through the DEQ-coordinated review of the completed SCC application or
within the Federal Section 106 process, if applicable.
As you are certainly aware, the general project area contains numerous historic resources listed in or
determined eligible for the Virginia Landmarks Register (VLR) and National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP), including several Civil War battlefields. It is our opinion that this project has the potential to both
directly and indirectly affect significant historic resources. When possible, we recommend utilizing existing
transmission rights-of-way; however, when new right-of-way is necessary, consideration of line burial is
recommended.
To aid in your assessment of potential impacts to historic resources and prior to finalizing Dominion’s
application to the SCC, we recommend that a pre-application analysis be prepared and submitted to DHR in
accordance with Section I of the DHR’s Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric Transmission
Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Early consultation
with the NPS American Battlefield Protection Program the Journey Through Hallowed Ground National
Heritage Area is recommended so that their concerns may be meaningfully considered. Once an alternative
is approved by the SCC, we are likely to recommend full architectural and archaeological survey pursuant to
Section II of the referenced guidance, assessment of the potential direct and indirect impacts to all
VLR/NRHP-eligible resources, and avoidance, minimization, or mitigation of all moderate to severe impacts
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to VLR/NRHP-eligible resources. We look forward to working with Dominion throughout this project.
you have any questions, please contact me at roger.ki rchen(ii)dhr, virginia.gov.

S incerel~,~/

/ //

Roger W. Kirchen, Director
Division of Review and Compliance
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962 Kime Lane
Salem, VA 24153
Tel: (540) 387-5443
Fax: (540) 387-5446

Northern Region Office
5357 Main Street
PO Box 519
Stephens City, VA 22655
Tel: (540} 868-7029
Fax: (540) 868-7033

If

telephone (678) 78 I- 1370

3300 Breckinridge Boulevard
Suite 300
Duluth, GA 30096

facsimile (678) 781-4470
www.NRG-LLC.com

October 23, 2015
Roger Kirchen
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Subject:

Dominion Virginia Power
Remington - Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line
Fauquier, Culpeper, Orange, Albemarle, Madison Counties, Virginia
Pre-Application Analysis Report

Dear Mr. Kirchen:
On behalf of Dominion Virginia Power, Natural Resource Group, LLC (NRG) has conducted a
pre-application analysis of five proposed alternatives under consideration for the Remington Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line Project. We request a formal review, and we look
forward to your comments. Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,
Natural Resource Group, LLC

Larissa A. Thomas, Ph.D.
Senior Archaeologist

Enclosures:

2 copies of pre-application analysis report

cc:

Greg Baka, Dominion Virginia Power

Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action:
Women, minorities, the disabled, and veterans are encouraged to apply
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 29, 2015

TO:

Greg Baka, DOM

FROM:

Roberta Rhur, Environmental Impact Review Coordinator

SUBJECT:

DCR 15-025; DOM REMMINGTON REBUILD

Division of Planning and Recreation Resources
The Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), Division of Planning and Recreational Resources
(PRR), develops the Virginia Outdoors Plan and coordinates a broad range of recreational and
environmental programs throughout Virginia. These include the Virginia Scenic Rivers program; Trails,
Greenways, and Blueways; Virginia State Park Master Planning and State Park Design and Construction.
Planning and Recreational Resources has reviewed the project and all alignments and alternatives impact
the potentially scenic Rapidan River. In the spring of 20~5 DCR studied the Rapidan for inclusion into the
Scenic Rivers program and anticipates that a scenic designation for the Rapidan will occur. While scenic
designations do no limit construction projects, the designation requires we ask that crossings of the river
be perpendicular to minimize visual impacts. Further, we recommend that new alignments not run parallel
to the river corridor also to minimize visual impacts.
Please contact the Division of Natural Heritage for their review of this important project. Lastly, if you have
any questions or concerns regarding these comments, please contact Lynn Crump at
lynn.crumpOdcr.virginia.gov.
The remaining DCR divisions have no comments regarding the scope of this project. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.

600 East Main StreeL 24~l, Floor ~ Richmond. Virginia 23219 : 8(14-786-6124
State Parks ¯ Soil and !4 ater Conservation ¯ Outdoor Recreation Phmning
,Natural Heritage ¯ Dam Safety and Floodplain Management ¯ Land Conservation

Web Project ID: WEB0000003293

DCR

Client Project Number:

Department of Conservation & Recreation
CONSERVING VIRGINIAS NATURAL & RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

PROJECT INFORMATION
TITLE: Remington Pratts Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line Project
DESCRIPTION: Dominion Virginia Power is examining options to provide additional capacity to its Pratts Substation in Madison County,
Virginia. The options are all located within Fauquier, Culpepper, Orange, and Madison Counties, Virginia. The route of the transmission
line would originate at the Remington CT Substation and would entail the construction of a new 230 kV transmission line adjacent to
Dominion’s existing Line 11 to a point northeast of its intersection with County Road 20 in Orange Township, Virginia. At this location, the
line would turn to the northwest and follow a greenfield route to the Pratts Substation.
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS: Existing transmission line corridor, and a new greenfield route.
QUADRANGLES: Remington, Culpeper West, Culpeper East, Germanna Bridge, Madison Mills, Rapidan, Rochelle, Unionville
COUNTIES: Culpeper, Fauquier, Madison, Orange
Latitude/Longitude (DMS): 38°20’43.6479"N / 78°3’10.5710"W
Acreage: 28357 acres
Comments:

REQUESTOR INFORMATION
Priority: N

Tax ID:

Tier Level: Tier II

Contact Name: Mike Buckless
Company Name: Natural Resource Group, LLC
Address: 1 Financial Plaza STE 1515
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City: Providence

State: RI

Zip: 02903

Phone: 4014475391

Fax: (401) 278-4310

Email: michael.buckless@nrg-IIc.com
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Remington Pratts Gordonsville 230 kV Transmission Line Project
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Company: Natural Resource Group, LLC

Counties: Culpeper, Fauquier, Madison, Orange

Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, Natural Heritage Program
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Clyde E. Cristman
Director

Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

COMMONWEALTH ol VIRGINIA

The project mapped as part of this report has been searched against the Department of Conservation and Recreation’s Biotics Data System for occurrences of
natural heritage resources from the area indicated for this project. Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and
animal species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic formations.
According to the information currently in Biotics files, NATURAL HERITAGE RESOURCES HAVE BEEN DOCUMENTED within two miles of the indicated project
boundaries and/or POTENTIAL HABITAT FOR NATURAL HERITAGE RESOURCES intersect the project area.
You have submitted this project to DCR for a more detailed review for potential impacts to natural heritage resources. DCR will review the submitted project to identify
the specific natural heritage resources in the vicinity of the proposed project. Using the expertise of our biologists, DCR will evaluate whether your specific project is
likely to impact these resources, and if so how. DCR’s response will indicate whether any negative impacts are likely and, if so, make recommendations to avoid,
minimize and/or mitigate these impacts. If the potential negative impacts are to species that are state- or federally-listed as threatened or endangered, DCR will also
recommend coordination with the appropriate regulatory agencies: the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries for state-listed animals, the Virginia
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services for state-listed plants and insects, and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service for federally listed plants and
animals. If your project is expected to have positive impacts we will report those to you with recommendations for enhancing these benefits.
There will be a charge for this service for "for profit companies": $60, plus an additional charge of $35 for 1-5 occurrences and $60 for 6 or more
occurrences.
Please allow up to 30 days for a response, unless you requested a priority response (in 5 business days) at an additional surcharge of $500. An invoice will be
provided with your response.
We will review the project based on the information you included in the Project Info submittal form, which is included in this report. Also any additional information
including photographs, survey documents, etc. attached during the project submittal process and/or sent via email referencing the project title (from the first page of
this report).
Thank you for submitting your project for review to the Virginia Natural Heritage Program through the NH Data Explorer. Should you have any questions or concerns
about DCR, the Data Explorer, or this report, please contact the Natural Heritage Project Review Unit at 804-371-2708.
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